
Telefon 02443–494322 · www.mechernich-eifel.de 

Shoppen und genießen im StadtCenter Düren – mit dem Besten aus Mode, Lifestyle und Gastronomie.

„Familien-
einkauf? 
Ist doch 
kinderleicht.“

StadtCenter Düren: Kuhgasse 8, Düren, über 50 Geschäfte, 700 Parkplätze. www.stadtcenter-dueren.de
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Dear readers,  
We are pleased to present you the new edition of 
our popular leisure guide. You may have noticed 
that this edition feels different. What is new this 
year is that this edition was printed on sustainab-
le paper for the first time. This paper bears the 
Blue Angel seal. This seal is awarded to so-called 
non-food products that are environmentally fri-
endly in their entirety and also meet high stan-
dards of health protection and usability. The Blue 
Angel guarantees that the products and services 
meet high standards in terms of environmental, 
health and usability characteristics. 

As usual, you will find all the attractions in and 
around the Eifel National Park, sorted by catego-
ry. There is something for everyone. We wish you 
a lot of fun reading and experiencing!
Your leisure guide team

Edited and published text, photos and advertisements may be reproduced or reprinted only with the expressive 
approval of editor and publisher. Cover © Tourismus NRW e.v.
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Nationalpark Eifel, experiencing 
nature, observing animals, discovering 
plants, finding rest.

Offers for families, suitable for
children, offers fun and entertainment 
for all in the family.

Great panoramic views, impressive 
mountains and elevated plains, steep 
gorges and smooth valleys.

R

C5

Barrier-free

The location of the individual
companies is shown on the 
map inside.

Point of interest of historical 
or cultural importance, rarely 
mentioned in history books.

N
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Under the motto “let nature be nature 
something is taking place in the Eifel 
National Park, which to this extent is uni-
que in North-Rhine Westphalia.   Here 
nature can freely develop on huge areas 
according to its own laws.   Experience this 
exciting process of newly developing wil-
derness from close up! Watch wild animals, 
roam through natural beech mixed forests 
and enjoy the panorama views of impressi-
ve lake areas or the open grassland of the 
Dreiborn high plain. Explore the region on 
your own initiative or let you be guided by 
our competent rangers or forest guides.

Virgin forest of the future
1,500 years ago Central Europe mainly was 
characterized by beech forests. After 
hundreds of years of cultivation the beech 
today only covers 15 percent of the German 
wood area. In the Eifel National Park the 
beech is not only strictly protected in large 

areas, it also has enough space to develop 
freely. This is also of advantage for a great 
number of animal species and plant varie-
ties. Depending on light, temperature, 
nutrient and water supply, oak, maple, ash, 
alder or willow mix into the natural forest 

In the Eifel National Park extended forests and open landscapes are on their way back to wilderness. 
Experience this exciting process by yourself! Photo:  D. Ketz

The Eifel National Park
Area: 11,000 hectare
Founded: 2004 as national park under 
development. From 2034 at the latest on 
more than 75 % process protection will 
be applicable.
Animal and plant species: More than 
10,000, of which 2,300 are endangered. 
For example feral cat, middle spotted 
wood pecker, wall lizard, wart biter, St. 
Bernard’s lily, German hound’s tongue. 
Path network: 240 km hiking trails, of 
which 110 km are cycling tracks and 65 
km bridle paths, 2 cross-country ski runs
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communities. Where old trees slowly die 
off, the next unguided forest generation 
emerges. 

In areas where currently no local deciduous 
trees are growing, the National Park admi-
nistration supports the development of 
natural forests. Also the bark beetle acce-
lerates the development processes towards 
a local beech mixed forest.  Bark beetles 
weaken spruce trees and can even make 
them die and thus provide room for local 
tree varieties. From the middle of the 19th 
century spruces were introduced into the 
Eifel.  

Feral cat, black stork and co.
More than 2,200 endangered animal spe-
cies and plant varieties are living in the 
Eifel National Park. The beaver builds its 
lodges in the waters of the National Park 
region and kites draw their circles. In the 
low mountain streams brown trout, lam-
preys and minnows are found. The black 
stork especially likes flat tams to look for 
food. Also the feral cat is widely spread all 

over the entire National Park. It mainly 
lives hidden deep inside the woods. 
The National Park and its environment 
accommodate a substantial reed deer popu-
lation. With some luck and patience they 
can be watched here in the wild. 

Dark Sky Park Eifel National Park
In many places it is hardly possible to expe-
rience stars and their constellations. In the 
Eifel National Park, however, the Milky Way 
is visible to the naked eye. Since 2014 the 
National Park has been recognized as inter-
national Dark Sky Park. The astronomical 
observatory regularly offers programmes 
for experiencing the starry sky at night 
(see page 19). 

Experiencing the 
National Park 
on your own initiative

Visitors can experience the National Park 
by means of a network of hiking, cycling, 
bridling and cross-country ski tracks.  
Arrow-shaped signs show the way to the 
next destination. For individual planning 
the hiking map of the National Park or the 
interactive route planner on the website of 
the National Park can be used. Here you 

The National Park can be experienced on 240 
kilometres hiking paths. Photo: D.Ketz

The meadows of the Dreiborn high plain offer many 
butterfly species, e.g. the dovetail, an important 
nutritional basis. Photo:  A.Pardey
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find ideas for hiking and cycling tours of 
different difficulty levels and an overview 
of all National Park facilities and hosts.   

Wilderness trail
In four-days stages the wilderness trail 
leads through the entire National Park 
Eifel. On hiking paths between 18 and 25 
kilometres the total variety of habitats in 
the National Park can be discovered. Page 
104.

Creation path
At ten stations the 2.5 kilometre creation 
path „searching for the traces of life“ 
allows a spiritual and meditative access to 
nature. An accessible labyrinth invites to 
walk “the way to the centre”. The entry 
point to the creation path is located in 
Simmerath-Erkensruhr/ Hirschrott.
Parking space is found on the car park Fin-
kenauel in 1.5 km distance. 

Bird watch station
Between Gemünd and the Urft dam wall an 
observation post invites to enjoy the far 
and free of charge view over the water 
reservoir and its world of birds through 
telescopes. With some luck you can not 
only watch grey herons, great crested gre-
bes and dugs, but also cormorants. 

Vogelsang, Dreiborn high plain 
and Wollseifen

USurrounded by the Eifel National Park 
there is the former NS-"order castle" 
Vogelsang. Erected in 1934, it was intended 
to serve as training centre for junior Natio-
nal Socialist Party members. After the end 
of the war, Belgian military took over the 
site and created the 3,300 hectare military 
training area around Vogelsang. 
For 60 years the Dreiborn high plain was 
not accessible to the public to a great 
extent, due to the military exercises that 
took place in the area. Today the area, as a 
part of the National Park, can again be 
experienced by visitors on a marked path 
network. 
The former village of Wollseifen lies in the 
middle of the Dreiborn high plain. When 
the military training area was established, 
120 families had to leave their homes 
within a few weeks. In the old school, an 
exhibition commemorates the fateful histo-
ry of the people. Every first and third Sun-
day of the month, from April to October, 
carriages commute between Vogelsang and 
Wollseifen. A ramp also makes it possible 
for people in wheelchairs to travel with 
accompanying persons.

Guided hiking tours 

Ranger tours
Several times a week rangers of the Natio-
nal Park  offer guided tours – free of char-
ge. Previous announcement is not necessa-
ry. With their experiences and stories, they 
make the hikes a unique experience. Very 
familiar with the secrets of nature, the ran-
gers lead tours of varied lengths and diffi-
culty levels through the National Park. An 
overview is found on pages 10-11. 

Guided tours for groups
Whether with friends, clubs, business, 
children or senior groups – the voluntary 
forest guides take good care of all groups. 
Against compensation of expenses of 55 
Euros per group for three hours, the nature 
and landscape guides – who are especially 

The Dreiborn plateau can be easily explored with 
the covered wagon. Photo: M. Harzheim
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certified for the National Park -  are your 
group guides on selected and suitable rou-
tes. Hiking tours with the forest guides can 
be booked via the National Park admini-
stration.

Family days
On short hikes through the National Park, 
all nature-loving family members can 
expect a colourful join-in programme. Play-
fully you can read from animal tracks, solve 
plant puzzles, experience nature with all 
your senses or find wild places in the 
National Park. An overview of the offers 
can be found on pages 10-11. For an expen-
se allowance, the National Park Administra-
tion can also book individual family tours 
accompanied by a forest guide, e.g. on the 
occasion of a child birth day. 

Offers for school classes, children 
and youth groups
Whether barrier-free education program-
mes or adventure tours matched to tea-
ching contents – the National Park admini-
stration will be pleased to adapt its offers 
to the interests and needs of children’s 

groups. On half day tours they are inte-
grated in the programme through games 
and activities, in which they can discover 
the secrets of the National Park and get to 
know local plants and animals. Also for stu-
dents or teachers the National Park admini-
stration offers free training sessions. 
School classes can spend whole days in the 
barrier-free environment facility "Wildnis-
werkstatt Düttling" In the nature adventure 
meeting centre (NEsT), in the youth forest 
hostel in Kall-Urft, school classes get 
information on the variety of the ecosy-
stem forest within the scope of a multi-day 
programme. In addition the National Park 
Centre Eifel offers various events in additi-
on to the barrier-free adventure exhibition 
Wildnis(t)räume.

Barrier-free offers
Since the establishment of the large pro-
tected area, the National Park Administra-
tion has pursued the goal of making the 
Eifel National Park region a tangible expe-

Those hiking through the National Park by the side of a ranger will learn interesting facts on the nature 
conservation area. Photo: D.Ketz
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rience for people with and without disabili-
ties: Ranger tours with translation into 
sign language, barrier-free exhibitions in 
the National Park Centre and in the Natio-
nal Park Gates information on qualified 
guests hosts.

Wilder Kermeter
The Wilder Kermeter barrier-free nature 
experience area enables people with and 
without disabilities to experience nature on 
their own: barrier-free, finely gravelled 
paths 4.7 kilometres long open up the 
internationally significant copper beech 
mixed forests and two popular look-out 
points in the Kermeter forest area. The ter-
rain model on the Hirschley rocky promon-
tory lets those who see and those who do 
not see feel the forest lake landscape. Eve-
ry 250 metres there are benches to rest on. 
In addition, three locations offer sensory 
recliners a new perspective on the emer-
ging virgin forests of the second hand. The 
Wilder Kermeter offers a barrier-free toilet, 
disabled parking and a barrier-free bus 
stop. All information on the Wilder Kerme-

ter is available in raised capital letters, in 
braille or acoustically. 

Wilder Weg (Wild Way)
If you want to learn more about the forces 
and effects of storms on the forest, measu-
re your own forces on a climbing trail or 
feel like a scientist in a research station, 
this is the place for you!   On the barrier-
free nature discovery trail "Der Wilde Weg", 
guests of all ages can inform themselves at 
ten mostly interactive stations about wil-
derness, forest development and the diver-
sity of fauna and flora. The approximately 
1.5 kilometre long path connects directly to 
the existing barrier-free path network, 
including disabled parking spaces, bus 
stops and toilets, of the "Wilder Kermeter".

Arrival & 
Accommodation 
National Park guest hosts
Restaurants, hotels, guesthouses, youth 

On the barrier-free nature discovery trail "Der Wilde Weg", guests of all ages can get information on wilderness, 
forest development and the variety of fauna and flora. Photo: Nordeifel Tourismus/A.Pallmer
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CD2-3

hostels, holiday apartments 
and camping sites have 
been certified as National 
Park hosts. Not only can you 
use public transport free of 

charge with the GästeCard, 
you also receive discounts on 

admission tickets to sights and leisure faci-
lities as well as free additional services in 
excursion destinations. www.erlebnisregi-
on-eifel.de

Natur „erfahren“
Es gibt die Möglichkeit, die Nationalparkre-
gion kostenfrei mit Bus und Bahn zu erkun-
den. Als Übernachtungsgast in teilnehmen-
den Betrieben erhalten Besucher für die 
Dauer ihres Aufenthaltes die kostenfreie 
GästeCard. Diese beinhaltet die Nutzung 
von Bussen und Bahnen in der gesamten 
Erlebnisregion und darüber hinaus im 
Gebiet des Verkehrsverbundes Rhein-Sieg 
(VRS) und des Aachener Verkehrsverbundes 
(AVV). 

Mit der GästeCard kann nicht nur kostenlos 
der ÖPNV genutzt werden, Sie erhalten 
zusätzlich auch Rabatte auf Eintrittskarten 
für Sehenswürdigkeiten und Freizeitein-
richtungen sowie kostenlose Zusatzleistun-
gen in Ausflugszielen.
www.erlebnisregion-eifel.de   

Further information  
Exhibitions
In the National Park Centre Eifel in 
Vogelsang IP you will find the large adven-
ture exhibition "Wildniss(t)räume": Fasci-
nation on 2,000 square metres for young 
and old, barrier-free and multilingual. See 
page 13.

The National Park Gates in Simmerath-Rur-
berg, Schleiden-Gemünd, Heimbach, Mon-
schau-Höfen and Nideggen offer tourist 
services and small exhibitions on various 
topics around the Eifel National Park. More 
information on pages 14-15 

Kontakt und weitere Informationen
Den Veranstaltungskalender und weiteres 
kostenfreies Informationsmaterial erhalten 
Sie bei der

Nationalparkverwaltung Eifel
Urftseestraße 34
53937 Schleiden-Gemünd
Tel.: +49(0)2444. 9510-0
Fax: +49(0)2444. 9510-85
info@nationalpark-eifel.de
www.nationalpark-eifel.de

With the GästeCard, visitors can use the bus and 
train free of charge. Photo: M. Weisgerber

The adventure exhibition "Wildnis(t)räume" offers 
an impressive insight into nature.
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Rangertour Wilder Kermeter
4,7 km lange, leichte Wanderung 
mit Rangern im Barrierefreien 
Natur-Erlebnisraum Wilder Kerme-
ter. Für Menschen mit und ohne 
Behinderung, SeniorInnen und 
Familien geeignet, kostenfrei.

Rangertour Vogelsang-Wollseifen
Wanderung mit Rangern über 6,5 
km mit einem steilen Anstieg, auch 
für SeniorInnen, Kinder und gelän-
degängige Kinderwagen geeignet, 
kostenfrei

Rangertour Wahlerscheid 
6 km lange Wanderung mit Ran-
gern, auch für Kinder, Kinderwagen 
u. SeniorInnen geeignet, kostenfrei

Rangertour Abtei Mariawald
7 km lange Wanderung mit 
Rangern, auch für SeniorInnen, 
Kinder und geländegängige Kinder-
wagen geeignet, kostenfrei

Rangertour Erkensruhr
12 km lange Wanderung mit 
Rangern, auch für Kinder geeignet, 
kostenfrei.

Rangertour Kloster-Route
12 km lange Wanderung mit Ran-
gern, für geübte Wanderer, nicht 
kinderwagentauglich, kostenfrei

Rangertour Rurberg
14 km lange Wanderung mit 
Rangern, auch für Kinder geeignet. 
Nicht kinderwagentauglich, 
kostenfrei.

Rangertour Gemünd
6 km lange Wanderung mit 
Rangern, nicht für Kleinkinder 
und Kinderwagen geeignet, 
kostenfrei.

Spezielle Ranger-Themenführung
Wanderungen mit unterschiedlichen 
Themen und Schwierigkeitsgraden, 
kostenfrei.

Geführte Erkundungstour
Entdecken Sie mit uns die 
weitläufigen Räume der Erlebnis-
ausstellung "Wildnis(t)räume" 
im Nationalpark-Zentrum Eifel

Niederländisch-deutsche
Familienwanderung
Wanderung mit Nationalpark-Wald-
führern durch die Buchenwälder 
des Kermeters.

every Sunday, 1:00 p.m. 
(about 3 hours)

every Sunday, 1:00 p.m. 
(about 3 hours)

every Tuesday, 2:00 p.m.
(about 3 hours)

every Wednesday, 
2:00 p.m.
(about 3 hours)

every Friday, 11:00 a.m.
(about 4-5 hours)

every Friday, 11:15 a.m.
(about 5 hours)

every Saturday, 11:00 a.m.
(4-5 hours)

every Saturday, 11:00 a.m.
(about 3 hours)

Every 4th Saturday of the 
month see event calendar 
of the Eifel National Park

Daily 2:00 pl.m.

19th of May, 21st of July, 
6th of August, 13th of 
August, 20th of August, 
27th of August, 
1st of September, 
15 th of September

Kermeter Picnic Area 
at the Kermeterhoch-
straße  (L15)
between Heimbach-
Schwammenauel
and Gemünd /
Wolfgarten

Culture Cinema
Vogelsang ip

Wahlerscheid car park

Abtei Mariawald
car park

Erkensruhr car park, 
playground

National Park gate in
Bahnhof Heimbach

National Park gate 
Rurberg

National Park gate
Gemünd

alternating start 
points

Visitor Centre in the 
Vogelsang IP Forum, 
Schleiden 

Tourist Information at 
the "Eifeler Tor", 
Heimbach-Schwam-
menauel

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

not necessary

Not necessary (exception 
groups); 2 Euros (plus 
admission), children under 
7 go free of charge

Adults 6 euros, children
4 Euros, family ticket 16 Euros 
(2 adults + max 2 children)
Info Rureifel-Tourismus e.V: 
Tel. +49 (0)2446/80949-39 
resort@rureifel-tourismus.de

 Guided tours When? Meeting place  Booking / reservation
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Guided tours  When?                Meeting place  Booking / reservation

Guided tours for groups
Individual tours with volunteer 
National Park forest guides. Expense 
allowance: 7 15 per hour and group 
(max. 20 pers. / group).

Starry night walks
Regular events Astronomy workshop 
"Stars without frontiers" in the Star 
Park. The walks can only be conduc-
ted when there is no cloud cover, we 
recommend booking. Price: 15 Euros 
or 7.50 Euros reduced rate.

throughout the 
year on request

throughout 
the year,
(visit www.natio-
nalpark-eifel.de/
sternenpark)

by arrangement

Observatory in
Vogelsang

National Park 
Adminstration Eifel
Tel.: +49(0)2444/9510-71
Fax: +49(0)2444/9510-85
gruppen@
nationalpark-eifel.de

Astronomy workshop
"Stars without frontiers"
Tel.: +49(0)221/44900586
info@sterne-ohne-grenzen.de

Activities for school groups, 
children and youth groups When ?                           Meeting place            Booking / reservation

National Park taster tours
Adapted to suit the age level 
of the group, half-day
guided tours, free of charge.

Day programmes
Project Days in the Wilderness 
Workshop, Düttling (WWD), 

throughout the year 
on request

throughout the year on 
request

National Park gates in
Gemünd, Heimbach,
Höfen, Rurberg or
Nideggen

Wilderness Workshop
Düttling
Düttlinger Str. 26
52396 Heimbach

National P. Administration Eifel
Tel.: +49(0)2444. 9510-16
Fax: +49(0)2444. 9510-85 
kinder@nationalpark-eifel.de

National P. Administration Eifel
Tel.: +49(0)2444/9510-16
Fax: +49(0)2444/9510-85 
kinder@nationalpark-eifel.de

Activities for children
and families                    When?    Meeting place  Booking / reservation

Family days: Nature 
experience guided tours 
for children and parents
in the National Park on 
various subjects, free of 
charge.

Junior Ranger Tours: 
guide other children and 
their families through the 
National Park. Duration: 2 
hours. Free of charge.

Wilderness camps
For children and 
youngsters from 7 to 
16 years with and without 
handicap.

Each 1st Sunday of the 
month, 11:00 a.m. 
(approx. 3 hours); during 
the NRW-holidays also on 
Tuesdays at 2:00 p.m.

7th of April, 15th of April, 
28th of April, 9th of June, 
30th of June, 15th of July, 
26th of August, 14th of 
October

16th of July until 19th 
of July. 23rd until 27th 
of July. 30th of July 
until 2nd of August. 

Alternating meeting points 
(see event calendar of the 
National Park)

Alternating meeting points 
(see event calendar of the 
National Park)

Wildniswerkstatt Düttling 
Düttlinger Str. 26 52396 
Heimbach

Nationalpark Administration 
Eifel 
Tel.: +49 (0)2444/9510-0 
Fax: +49 (0)2444/9510-85 
info@nationalpark-eifel.de

Registration until one working 
day before at the National Park 
Administration under telephone 
+49 (0)2444/9510-0

Registration form under 
www.nationalpark-eifel.de
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The new Vogelsang IP Forum is located in 
the heart of Eifel National Park in the listed 
buildings of the former Nazi Ordensburg. 
After the Second World War it was a British 
and then Belgian training area. A new place 
has been taking shape here since 2006: 
Vogelsang IP as an "international site" for 
tolerance, diversity and peaceful coexi-
stence. 

The focal point is the display, education and 
visitor centre with two major permanent 
exhibitions, which provide contemporary, 
barrier-free to the two central themes of the 
site in 4 different languages: history and 
nature.

Stretching over 100 hectares, Vogelsang is 
one of the largest architectural complexes 
from the time of National Socialism and, its 
dimensions are comparable to the former 
Nazi Party Rally Grounds in Nuremberg or 
the spa resort of Seebad Prora on the island 
of Rügen. The power architecture of the ear-
ly 1900s, which was used for the self-repre-
sentation of National Socialism and reflects 
the claim to power over man and nature is 
still evident to this day.

Under the banner of "Determination: Mem-
bers of the Master Race. NS-Ordensburgs 
between fascination and crime" the exhibiti-
on of the Nazi documentation offers a varie-
ty of insights into the former NS-

perpetrator’s site and today's place of 
remembrance: Vogelsang. 

Vogelsang IP is an exceptional venue for 
events and meetings as well as a great loca-
tion for extracurricular learning. There are 
also exciting opportunities for corporate 
outings and company events, for example, in 
combination with the Vogelsang dining opti-
ons offered on site.

Opening times of the Forum Vogelsang IP 
with the permanent exhibitions and 
dining facilities:
Daily from 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., Christ-
mas Eve and New Year's Eve 10.00 a.m. – 
2.00 p.m. Admission: free, for the grounds 
of Vogelsang IP, EUR 4 for parking.

Tours of the grounds and exhibition daily at 
2 pm, Sat, Sun and public holidays 11 am 
and 2 pm (ascents to the tower daily from 
April to October), individual group bookings 
and educational programmes by arrange-
ment.

Information and bookings:
Tel. +49 (0)2444/91579-0, 
Fax 91579-29
or by email to: 
info@vogelsang-ip.de or 
buchung@vogelsang-ip.de 
www.vogelsang-ip.de

VOGELSANG IP
Exhibition and education centre with Nazi documentation

and the National Park Centre Eifel at the Internationalen Platz

Logo Vogelsang IP, provisorische Fassung_130705
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In the Eifel National Park Centre at the 
"Internationalen Platz" Vogelsang IP, guests 
can experience nature with all their senses. 
Surrounded by dense mixed deciduous 
forests, the modern visitor centre above the 
Urftsees is home to the interactive exhibiti-
on "Wilderness Spaces". A great place to go 
whatever the weather. Go on, "dream of the 
wilderness"!

Magic of the Wild
The exhibition, displayed over 2,000 square 
metres, follows the natural circle of life in 
the Eifel National Park. Starting with a walk 
through a beech tree "From the crown to the 
root", visitors are guided through fascina-
ting water worlds, see life through the eyes 
of an insect and immerse themselves in the 
never-ending biodiversity of natural beech 
forests. There are interesting stops along 
the way plus some great panoramic view-
points overlooking the national park where 
you can sit and soak it all in for a while. The 
interactive stations are specially designed to 
be touched and tried out, like the models of 
animals, the scents of plants and the soft 
fur of a beaver. They make for an exciting 
experience.

For everyone
The "Wildness Spaces" are great for everyo-
ne! People of all ages, families with child-
ren, schools, foreign-speaking visitors and 
people with disabilities can explore the 

exhibition either on their own or on a gui-
ded tour with the ranger.

All the rooms and sanitary facilities have 
wheelchair access. Tactile and auditory 
guidance systems are available. The main 
content is translated in several languages as 
well as in plain text and braille. Multimedia 
guides also offer German sign language. The 
team at the National Park Centre Eifel will be 
happy to advise you.

Opening times:
Every day from 10am to 5pm
Daily guided tour without prior booking 2pm

Bookings:
Individual tours of the exhibition - also in 
combination with hikes, children's birthday 
parties and school outings

For further information and prices visit:
www.nationalparkzentrum-eifel.de

 

Contact:
National Park Centre Eifel
Forum Vogelsang IP
Vogelsang 70  
D-53937 Schleiden   
Tel.: +49 (0) 2444/91574-0

info@nationalparkzentrum-eifel.de

"Dreams of Wilderness" 
An amazing barrier-free and

interactive exhibition

©
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National Park Gate Nideggen
Explore the “Schatzkammer der Natur“ (treasury of nature). In the focus of the exhibition are 
ideas, which human beings imitated from animals and plants: insect legs serve as a model for 
the development of vehicles. A school of fish shows possible solutions for trouble-free logistics. 
As a contrast you can listen to roaring bears, hooting owls and howling wolfs Blind and visually 

impaired people are guided through the exhi-
bition by a barrier-free guiding system. Audio 
equipment in German, Dutch, French and Eng-
lish can be rented. 
National Park Gate Nideggen
Im Effels 10 · 52385 Nideggen
Tel. +49 (0) 2427 / 3301150
Fax +49 (0) 2427 / 3301295
nideggen@rureifel-tourismus.de
www.rureifel-tourismus.de

National Park Gate Rurberg
Discover still waters and streams of the Eifel National Park. And in Simmerath visit the exhibiti-
on “Lebensadern der Natur“ (lifelines of nature) Follow exceptional animal tracks leading you 
through natural and cultural history. Experience the fascinating water landscape from the per-
spective of a kite and stroke a beaver. Also crayfish and pearl oyster provide insight into their 
life and show you the purpose of national parks. Exhibition literature is available in four langua-

ges for download on your Smartphone.

National Park Gate Rurberg 
Rursee-Touristik GmbH · Seeufer 3
52152 Simmerath-Rurberg
Tel. +49 (0) 2473 / 93 77 0
Fax +49 (0) 2473 / 93 77 20
info@rursee.de · www.rursee.de

National Park gates
Five exhibitions with interesting themes around 

the Eifel National Park
Five National Park Gates provide information on fauna and flora 
in the Eifel National Park. In addition each of the information 
offices provides a touristic service area, in which extensive 
information on leisure time and adventure offers of the region 
are available. At free entrance the information offices are open 
from April- Oct., daily from 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m., 1:30 p.m. – 
5:00 p.m., from Nov. – March daily: 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m., 
1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m., Christmas Day and New Year closed. 
Information on accessibility of the National Park Gates is obtai-
ned in the individual information offices or in the Internet 
under www.nationalpark-eifel.de

© M. Weisgerber

© Ulrich Laube

© M. Weisgerber
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National Park Gate Gemünd
In the focus of the thematic exhibition “Knorrige Eichen, bunte Spechte und spannende 
Waldgeschichte(n)” (knarled oak trees, colourful woodpeckers and exciting wood stories) is the 
oak forest with its special animals and plants. An accessible charcoal pile makes forest utilizati-
on by human beings perceptible. A digital terrain model, the star corner and various films pro-
vide insight into the diversity of virgin forest. Small guests can play in the children’s room. As a 
service guests are competently advised. Accommodations are found as well as clothing, literatu-

re and souvenirs are offered for sale. In addition 
bikes and pedelecs can be rented. From 11 p.m. 
on Saturdays a ranger tour starts from here.

National Park Gate Schleiden-Gemünd
Kurhausstraße 6
53937 Schleiden-Gemünd
Tel. +49 (0) 2444 / 2011
Fax +49 (0) 2444 / 1641
www.nordeifel-tourismus.de
nationalparktor@nordeifel-tourismus.de

© M. Weisgerber

National Park Gate Heimbach
Central element of the exhibition “Waldgeheimnisse“ (forest secrets) in the railway station 
Heimbach is an accessible audio drama, which leads visitors through a beech labyrinth. As pro-
minent National Park inhabitants feral cat and black stork disclose many secrets of nature in the 

Eifel National Park. Tangible preparations and 
explanations in braille make this exhibition an 
attractive offer for blind and sighted people.
 
National Park Gate Heimbach
Rureifel Tourismus e.V.
An der Laag 4 · 52396 Heimbach
Tel. +49 (0) 2446 / 805 79 14
Fax +49 (0) 2446 / 805 79 30
heimbach@rureifel-tourismus.de
www.rureifel-tourismus.de

National Park Gate Monschau-Höfen
The exhibition in the “Bundesgolddorf“ Höfen (one of the winner’s of the contest “our village 
will be more beautiful”) informs on the changing forest conditions and wild animals in the 
Eifel National Park. Located right in the area with the biggest occurrence of wild narcissus in 
Germany, also the necessary caring measures for preservation of narcissus meadows are 

explained. In addition Hubert vom Venn tells his 
very own opinion of the National Park subjects. 
The exhibition is multilingual and barrier-free.
National Park Gate Höfen
Monschau-Touristik GmbH 
Hauptstraße 72-74 · 52156 Monschau-Höfen
Tel. +49 (0) 2472 / 802 50 79
Fax +49 (0) 2472 / 802 49 77
nationalparktor@touristik.monschau.de 
www.monschau.de

© Lars Voigtländer

© M. Weisgerber
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National Park Information Point Monschau
In this modern service centre there is a film running
 which presents the Eifel National Park and surroun-
ding region. It is open daily and provides information 
about activities on offer in the National Park, hiking 
maps, hiking guides, tickets for events, advice and 
bookings for accommodation, guided tours and arran-
gements. It is directly connected to hiking and cycling 
routes including Eifelsteig, RurUfer-Radweg, Eifel 
mountain trail and Vennbahn.

National Park Information Point Monschau
Monschau-Touristik GmbH
Stadtstraße 16
52156 Monschau
Phone: +49 (0)2472/8048-0 

National Park Information Point Einruhr
Refresh yourself with cool charmstone spring water 
directly from the well, before you get information from 
the National Park information point. Have a rest in the 
hiking station by the crackling log fire or watch a the-
matic film on flora and fauna of the Eifel National 
Park. 

National Park Information Point Einruhr
im Heilsteinhaus · Franz-Becker-Str. 2
52152 Simmerath-Einruhr
Phone: +49 (0)2485/317

National Park Information Point Schmidt
in St. Hubertus Church, Monschauer Str. 52385 
Nideggen-Schmidt · Point of contact for guests to 
the National Park – meeting point for hikes - 
Tourist Information in the church
n Films, Internet, maps and extensive publications
on the Eifel National Park n Films and texts about
the church of "St. Mocha" and its special history
n Illustrative models for renewable energy 
technology in sacred buildings

National Park Information Points
This is where visitors can obtain detailed information

about the Eifel National Park 
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 National Park Information Point Zerkall
Besides numerous brochures and flyers the film 
presents the Eifel National Park; an ideal place for canoe 
tours on the Rur or an excursion into the climbing 
district of the Rureifel.

National Park Information Point Zerkall
Auel 1
52393 Hürtgenwald-Zerkall
Phone: +49 (0)2427 - 90 90 26 

National Park Information Point Nettersheim
Located in the Naturzentrum Eifel and due to its direct 
location at the cycling and hiking tracks Eifelsteig, 
Eifeler Quellenpfad, Römerkanal hiking track and 
the three-river-tour at Ahr, Erft und Rhine, it is an 
important contact point for all our guests.

National Park Information Point Nettersheim
Naturzentrum Eifel
Urftstraße 2 - 4 · 53947 Nettersheim
Phone: +49 (0)2486/12 46
www.naturzentrum-eifel.de

National Park Information Point "Waldhaus"
in the Open-Air Museum Kommern. Media installations 
and a National Park film present the large-scale 
protected area Eifel. Break point of the bike & hike
trail  “Wasserburgen-Route“.

National Park Information Point "Waldhaus"
im LVR-Freilichtmuseum Kommern
Eickser Straße · 53894 Mechernich-Kommern
Phone: +49 (0)2443/99 80-0

National Park Information Point Kall
A film shows the fascination of the Eifel National
Park. Information on the National Park by means
of displays on touch screens. Presentation of
numerous flyers and brochures.

National Park Information Point Kall
in the train station building
Bahnhofstraße 13 · 53925 Kall
Phone: +49 (0)2441/777 545
Opening times:
Monday to Friday: 6:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Sundays and holidays 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 clockp.m.
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National Park Information Point Mechernich
in the mining museum Mechernich & visitor’s mine 
Grube Günnersdorf printed media is display 

National Park Information Point Mechernich
Bleibergstraße 6
53894 Mechernich
Phone: +49 (0)2443 / 48697
Fax +49 (0)2443 / 8204
www.bergbaumuseum-mechernich.de
bergbaumuseum-mechernich@t-online.de

Opening times:
From Tuesday to Saturday: 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

National Park Information Point Hellenthal
Provides first impressions of the National Park Eifel 
with the surrounding nature. An illuminated relief 
shows visitors what is waiting for them in the Eifel 
National Park. 

National Park Information Point Hellenthal
Tourist-Information
Rathausstraße 2 · 53940 Hellenthal
Phone: +49 (0)2482 / 85 115

National Park Info-Point
Landal-Resort Eifeler Tor
Heimbach-Schwammenauel (Landal-Resort Eifeler Tor)
With a beautiful view over Hasenfeld and the Heim-
bach water reservoir the National Park Info-Point is 
accommodated in the Landal Resort Eifeler Tor. 
There you will receive all information material about 
the National Park and the Rureifel. Consultations in 
several languages are also possible. You can get 
advice in German, Dutch and English. 

Schwammenauel 6
52396 Heimbach
Phone: +49 (0)2446 - 809 49 39
resort@rureifel-tourismus.de
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The night sky in the starry region of Eifel, 
with its Star Park in the Eifel National Park, 
offers a unique, and these days, rare experi-
ence in nature.

Take a close-up look into the vast expanses 
of the universe. You’re sure to be fascinated 
by the night sky filled with stars. 

This natural heritage of "Starry Sky" can only 
be experienced in a few places in Europe. 
Because there is so much artificial light pol-
lution at night most people not only miss 
out on a healthy night’s sleep but also on a 
clear view of the stars in the night sky.

In 2014, the International Dark Sky Associa-
tion (IDA) named the Eifel National Park the 
International Dark Sky Park - a precious 
quality certificate for a star-studded night 
sky.

At the observatory of the "Stars Without 
Borders" astronomy workshop, you can 
glean exciting sky observations with telesco-
pes and large binoculars both at night and 
day. You can see the rings around the pla-
nets, clusters of stars, distant galaxies and 
lunar craters, sunspots and dark patches on 
the sun. 

If nothing else, many visitors see the Milky 
Way's glimmering band stretched across the 

sky for the first time – our cosmic home with 
200 billion stars.

Guided stargazing conveys the value of 
natural night in a poignant way and creates 
an understanding of the cosmic orders of 
magnitude. Experiments with artificial light 
explain the urgent need to reduce light pol-
lution in order to prevent damage to human 
health, the threat to biodiversity and the 
brightening of the night sky. It makes the 
importance of natural darkness at night tan-
gible. and real.

Over a hundred public "Star Tours" for all 
ages can be booked online. The explanations 
in German can be supplemented in English 
on request.

For dates, online bookings and
information about the observatory of
the "Stars Without Borders"
Internationalen Platz Vogelsang IP, visit: 
www.sterne-ohne-grenzen.de
info@sterne-ohne-grenzen.de
Phone: +49 (0)221/44900586

Starry region of Eifel
A close-up and fascinating experience with nature at the

observatory of the "Stars Without Borders" astronomy workshop
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Guided tours offered
Summer (April – October)
Tuesday until Friday:  10 am to 3 pm
Saturday:  10 am to 4 pm
Sunday and on holidays:  11 am to 3 pm

Winter (November – March)
Tuesday until Friday:  11 am to 3 pm
Saturday:  11 am to 4 pm

Please note: opening hours may vary.
We recommend to make reservations for our tours.

Bitburger Braugruppe GmbH
Römermauer 3, 54634 Bitburg
Telefon 06561 14-2497
E-Mail marken-erlebniswelt@bitburger.de
Internet www.bitburger.de

Experience Bitburger with all your senses
Visit the Bitburger Experience

Bitburg brewery was founded in the southern part of the Eifel region in 1817. 
Bitburger ranges among the one of the most distinguished premium breweries
in Germany. With an annual produktion of approximately four million
hectoliters Bitburger is one of the largest German beer brands.

See, hear, feel, smell and taste what makes Bitburger so special. Get an insight 
view on how Germanys No. 1 draft beer is produced.

Take a tour and experience Bitburger with all your senses

Top off the tour in the Bit-Lounge with a fresh pretzel and a perfect

Bitburger Premium Pils draft beer

Visit the Bitburger Shop and check out its great collection

The Bitburger Experience is easily accessible for the

disabled or handicapped

We are looking forward to seeing you!

Markenwelt_EN_Freizeitfuehrer_Nationalpark_Eifel_2019_140x210+3.indd   1 06.12.19   11:51
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is available on the internet pages of the Aachen Verkehrsverbund (AVV)
or Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Sieg 
(VRS) as well as by phone: 

0 180 6 – 50 40 30
(20 cent / min from a German landline network.

Mobile max. 60 cent / min.)   

A1

Guided tours offered
Summer (April – October)
Tuesday until Friday:  10 am to 3 pm
Saturday:  10 am to 4 pm
Sunday and on holidays:  11 am to 3 pm

Winter (November – March)
Tuesday until Friday:  11 am to 3 pm
Saturday:  11 am to 4 pm

Please note: opening hours may vary.
We recommend to make reservations for our tours.

Bitburger Braugruppe GmbH
Römermauer 3, 54634 Bitburg
Telefon 06561 14-2497
E-Mail marken-erlebniswelt@bitburger.de
Internet www.bitburger.de

Experience Bitburger with all your senses
Visit the Bitburger Experience

Bitburg brewery was founded in the southern part of the Eifel region in 1817. 
Bitburger ranges among the one of the most distinguished premium breweries
in Germany. With an annual produktion of approximately four million
hectoliters Bitburger is one of the largest German beer brands.

See, hear, feel, smell and taste what makes Bitburger so special. Get an insight 
view on how Germanys No. 1 draft beer is produced.

Take a tour and experience Bitburger with all your senses

Top off the tour in the Bit-Lounge with a fresh pretzel and a perfect

Bitburger Premium Pils draft beer

Visit the Bitburger Shop and check out its great collection

The Bitburger Experience is easily accessible for the

disabled or handicapped

We are looking forward to seeing you!

Markenwelt_EN_Freizeitfuehrer_Nationalpark_Eifel_2019_140x210+3.indd   1 18.11.19   14:56
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Travel on the trail of nature to the Eifel 
National Park. The Rurtalbahn takes you 
from Düren (connecting to DB from Aachen 
and Cologne) to Heimbach.

On the Deutsche Bahn you can reach Kall 
station from Cologne, Bonn and Trier. From 
Aachen, buses go directly to Simmerath (SB 
63) and Monschau (SB 66). From Kall, Heim-
bach and Simmerath, there are several bus 
lines that take you directly to the National 
Park.

The Vogelsang Forum can be reached daily 
with the National Park Shuttle (SB 82) from 
Kall station and the National Park Line (63) 
from Simmerath via the Einruhr.
On weekends and holidays line 231 and the 

bus “Mäxchen” (Easter to October) commute 
in the area of the Kermeter between Heim-
bach and Gemünd and stop at numerous 
excursion destinations and starting points 
for hiking tours. An attractive connection 
between Kall in the southern area of the 
National Park and Monschau is provided by 
the “Wald-Linie” (815) – from Easter to 
October on Sundays and holidays.
There is a folding map with all the public 
transport lines for planning your excursion, 
plus information on timetables and tickets, 
as well as numerous hiking and cycling tips 
with directions for getting to your destinati-
on. This map is available from the local 
transport companies, the National Park 
Lines and gates or on the websites of the 
associations

Experience nature
- by bus and train on your way to the Eifel National Park!

Timetable and tariff information
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An amazing experience for all nature lovers. 
Every Saturday, Sunday and public holiday 
during the summer season, the Mäxchen 
Rurtalbus GmbH travels to interesting excur-
sion destinations, offering exciting insights 
into the Eifel National Park.

The Mäxchen tour starts and ends at Heim-
bach station. After a hearty helping of deli-
cious pea soup at the Mariawald monastery, 
it follows its usual route to the Kermeter 
hiking trails where you can go for a relaxing 
walk with fantastic views. But it also takes 
you to boat tours on the Rursee or a visit to 
the Schmidt Wildlife Park – adventures for 
the whole family.

The Scout Tour starting at Heimbach station 
on Sundays at 12.15 pm is the favourite of 
the season. Passengers learn interesting 
things about the nature and culture around 
Heimbach and the Eifel National Park.

Contact: iPUNKT Düren
Markt 6
52349 Düren
Phone +49 (0) 2421 / 252525

For travel times and prices visit:
www.rurtalbus.de

On a Journey of Discovery 
Through the Eifel National Park 
with Rurtalbus GmbH

N N

: ) : )
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Travelling in comfort. The Rurtalbahn will 
take you safely and comfortably to the Eifel in 
45 minutes. During the journey from Düren to 
Heimbach along the Rur, you can enjoy the 
beautiful views of the Rur Valley through the 
large panoramic windows of the bus. Once you 
reach Heimbach, there are many leisure activi-
ties on offer for all ages to enjoy. A visit 
around the medieval city centre, the Art Nou-
veau hydroelectric power plant, a boat tour on 
the Rursee or a guided tour with a Ranger are 
just a few examples. The corresponding bus 
services are coordinated to fit in with the con-
nection times of the Rurtalbahn. For your 
excursions please use the favourable day or 
24-hour-tickets.
Tickets in the area of the Aachenener Ver-
kehrsverbund “euregioticket” (day ticket: Mon. 
– Fri. for 1 person; Sat., Sun. or Fri. for max 2 
adults and 3 children under 12 years) as well 
as the 24-hour tickets for 1 or 5 persons in the 
entire district of Düren. 
Contact: Rurtalbahn GmbH 
Phone +49 (0) 2421 / 2769301 or visit 
www.rurtalbahn.de 

Travelling in comfort 
With the Rurtalbahn into the Rureifel and 
the National Park Gate of Heimbach 

On the Rurtal-
bahn Railway, you can take your bicycle along at 
any time of day. There are 5 spaces dedicated 
solely for bicycles in each vehicle. You need to 
purchase a bicycle ticket separately for each 
bicycle. The price is the same irrespective of the 
distance. Tickets for bicycles are available at the 
vending machines in the vehicles. Groups who 
want to bring bicycles must register at least 
three days in advance.

Information for travellers
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The historical centre of Blankenheim is not 
just where the Ahr springs from, it is also 
where you can come and marvel at numerous 
monuments or the beautiful nature along 
the many hiking paths, e.g. the Ahrsteig and 
Eifelsteig or visit varied events. For cyclists 
the Ahr cycling track offers a special experi-
ence.

The Eifel Museum is in the same building as 
the tourist information office right at the 
heart of the picturesque town centre. Here 
you learn interesting facts of geological 
history. Furthermore, there are regularly 
changing exhibitions. In the second part of 
the museum, the guildhall, Blankenheim’s 
territorial history as well as an art exhibiti-
on of the famous Eifel artist Fritz von Wille 
are the subjects. In addition you find an 
information centre on the Roman road Via 
Agrippa. 

At the near Roman Villa you can walk on the 
traces of the Romans. The “Villa Rustica“ 
belongs to the most famous ground monu-
ments of the Rhineland from Roman times 
and it once was the biggest manor. Highlights 
in summer are the lake in Blankenheim, which 
every Thursday in July offers musical events 
with live bands and activities for kids, as well 
as the Tour de Ahrtal, which leads cyclists 
into the car-free Ahr valley and which is con-
sidered to be very special for its varied enter-
tainment programme along the track.

Events 2020:
22nd of February: 
Historic Ghost Parade
5th of April: 
Being a guest in the own homeland
21st of June: Tour of the Ahr Valley
27th of June: Eifel Hero Triathlon
2nd/9th/16th/23rd/30th of July:
Summer by the lake
13th of September: Day of the open
monument – market of vivid history

Contact: 
Touristinformation Blankenheim
Ahrstr. 55-57
53945 Blankenheim
Phone +49 (0)2449/87-222  /-223
touristinfo@blankenheim.de
www.blankenheim.de

Current opening hours and 
additional information under: 
www.blankenheim.de

Experience Blankenheim
History, nature and culture at the source of the Ahr
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Eifel Nature Centre

Whether you come on your own, have a gui-
ded hike or a guided program, there are 
lots of things to do here! It doesn’t matter 
if you come to the beautiful Eifel village of 
Nettersheim for just a few hours, a day or 
even a holiday for several days, it’s always 
worth it.

Exploring the forest and nature, disco-
vering new things, training your eyes to 
spot the small but important things in life: 
we offer fun for the whole family. At the 
Eifel Nature Centre, there is a coral reef 
aquarium that shows you what the landsca-
pe looked like some 380 million years ago, 
a varied exhibition on the subject of nature 
& history, a museum shop with regional 
products and great gift ideas. And the Tou-
rist-Info is full of top tips for short and 
long hikes and places to visit.

On the Dandelion Adventure Trail, Olly the 
hedgehog will go with you to the 20 inter-
active stations. From March to November 
there are great programs for young and old 
alike on weekends and during holidays in 
the Eifel Nature Centre.

Archaeological Landscape Park 

The Nettersheim Archaeological Landscape 
Park is on the Agrippa road between 
Cologne-Trier. In ancient times, it was 
home to a Roman settlement in an impres-
sive landscape. Extensive excavations 
revealed the partial reconstructions seen 
at eight interactive stations on the 4-kilo-
metre long circular trail; you can visit the 
Matrona Sanctuary, a small castle on the 
Urft, Roman barracks and much more.

The Roman Road Information Centre in the 
Eifel Nature Centre acts as the starting 
point, and provides information for travel 
arrangements and the Roman roads. 
Upstairs, there is an Archaeological Exhi-
bition offering further insights into life as 
it was back then.

Discover the treasures of the past on fami-
ly research outings, activity programs for 
schools and groups, guided tours of the 
exhibition, in the Archaeological Landsca-
pe Park or in culinary offers. A special 
highlight is the annual Roman camp at the 
Steinrütsch with lots to do for all ages.

Nature and History
up close in the Eifel municipality of Nettersheim

g
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Contact: Tourist Information Office at the Eifel Nature Centre 
Urftstraße 2-4 · 53947 Nettersheim Phone +49 (0) 2486/1246 · naturzentrum@nettersheim.de

www.naturzentrum-eifel.de · www.archaeologischer-landschaftspark.de
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Experience shopping for over 50 fashion 
& lifestyle brands in the historic city cen-
tre of Bad Münstereifel.

Nestled in the centre of the medieval city, 
surrounded by the castle, museums and 
Eifel panorama, over 50 fashion and life-
style brands showcase their ranges from 
the fields of fashion, sports, outdoor 
living, shoes, accessories, children‘s clo-
thing, lifestyle and cosmetics over a retail 
area of 16,000 square metres.

Among them are outdoor specialists Jack 
Wolfskin, Salewa and shoe experts Sala-
mander.  Shoppers can enjoy discounts of 
30 to 70 percent on last year‘s collections 
and samples of fashion brands such as bug-
atti, Camel Active, Wellensteyn, Betty Bar-
clay, Tom Tailor, Mustang and Puma, home/
kitchen accessories at WMF, Home & Cook 
or Möve, cosmetics at Douglas Outlet Store 
or natural products at Kneipp.

The finest chocolate at the Lindt Shop 
attracts numerous tourists and day trippers 
every day.  Along the 800-metre romantic 
pedestrian zone between Orchheimertor 
and Werther Tor, visitors can browse 
through the shops of the City Outlets as 
well as the local shops for fashion and 
much more. 

Listed buildings, traditional dining opti-
ons, an extensive cultural program  and the 
idyllic atmosphere of Bad Münstereifel 
make every visit a unique experience for 
savvy shoppers.

Fantastic events and pure shopping ple-
asure come together in the picturesque 
medieval centre of Bad Münstereifel making 
it an attractive destination.

The location of the City Outlet Bad Mün-
stereifel makes it an ideal destination for 
excursions and holidays. The City Outlet 
Bad Münstereifel is unique as an inner-city 
outlet in the centre of a medieval and pic-
turesque city. There are several centrally 
located small museums within walking 
distance.  In a nutshell: The City Outlet Bad 
Münstereifel offers shopping pleasure with 
added value.

Contact:
City Outlet
Bad Münstereifel GmbH
Marktstraße 18
D-53902 Bad Münstereifel
Phone +49 (0) 22 53 / 31 700-00
info@co-bam.de www.co-bam.de

City Outlet Bad Münstereifel
Experience shopping in the historic city centre of 

Bad Münstereifel.

N
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An historical town centre framed by the 
green hills of the Eifel, a densely wooded 
urban area with over 50 busy little villages, a 
wide selection of shopping options and plen-
ty of culture surrounded by nature. 

Bad Münstereifel is the only town to include 
the Eifel in its name. The Old Town with its 
listed buildings is home to groups of picture-
sque timber-framed houses, a romantic 
townscape with modern shops, historic buil-
dings, and    a varied cultural offer. Visitors 
can discover the past in the small museums 
with the lovingly arranged exhibitions or on a 
guided tour of the town. The Wallgraben con-
certs and Kulturhaus theatre1 offer special 
cultural highlights. After you’ve finished your 
cultural or shopping experience, you can 
enjoy a bite to eat and relax at one of the 
many cafes or restaurants.

More energetic visitors are sure to find an 
activity they like in the Bad Münstereifeler 
forest. Whether it is hiking along the Schu-
sters Rappen or mountain biking on your 
“wire donkey” – the forest is the perfect place 
for being active in the fresh air. Pilgrims on 
the Jakobsweg welcome! The routes from 
Cologne and Bonn to Trier meet in Bad Mün-
stereifel. The Eifelbad pool with its 122-metre 
slide and heated outdoor pool open all year 
round is known for being an excellent family-
friendly venue.  Visitors who have already 
discovered Bad Münstereifel are more than 
happy to return and enjoy new aspects of the 

new Kneipp-Heilbad (spa bath) within the old 
city walls. It is always worth coming to visit 
Bad Münstereifel at any time of year.  
Important dates 2020:
n 4 and 5 April, Spring Market with 
Sunday shopping on 5 April 
n 24 May Eifel Herb Day with 
Sunday shopping
n 14 June, Guided Tours Day
n 17 to 29 July, Bad Münstereifel Fair
with draft beer on 17 July, firework display 
and late-night shopping on 18 July and Sun-
day shopping on 19 July
n 8 and 9 August, City Festival with
Sunday shopping on 9 August
n 12 and 13 September, Michael and 
Farmers Market with  Sunday shopping 
on 13 September
n 4 October, Archaeological Tour North Eifel 
with Roman Lime Kiln in Iversheim
n 10 and 11 October
Street Food Festival with Sunday 
shopping on 11 October
n 20 November, opening of the 
Christmas Market
n 6 December, Light Festival, 
Sunday shopping
n 12 December, Long Night of the 
Christmas Market

Contact: Kurverwaltung / Touristinfo
Kölner Str. 13, 53902 Bad Münstereifel
Phone +49 (0) 2253/542244
touristinfo@bad-muenstereifel.de
www.bad-muenstereifel.de 

Bad Münstereifel
- wo Geschichte lebendig und Atmen 

zum Erlebnis wird

N
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Rheinbach Glass Museum exhibiting the 
Mülstroh Collection, along with the Open 
Museum Workshop, Workshops, Museum 
Shop
What kind of glass was produced by which 
craftsmen for which customers in Bohemia 
over the last 400 years? What does Count 
Kinsky have to do with Bohemian glass? Who 
were the Heimtragefrauen and why did they 
need them to ensure there were no problem 
with production? How did Rheinbach become 
the city of glass after the Second World War? 
Can glass be turned into modern sculptures?

The permanent exhibition at the Glass Muse-
um, some of which has been renewed, provi-
des some surprising answers to these and 
many other questions. And if you are looking 
for an unusual gift at the end of your visit, 
you are guaranteed to find it in the chic 
museum shop with glass artefacts made in 
Rheinbach.

Contact: Glasmuseum Rheinbach – 
Mülstroh Collection
Phone +49 (0) 2226 - 917501
glasmuseum@stadt-rheinbach.de 
www.glasmuseum-rheinbach.de

The Römerkanal Information Centre is in 
the middle of Rheinbach, at Himmeroder 
Hof, along with the Glass Museum and the 
Nature Park Centre Rheinland. It is also con-
veniently located at the centre of the Römer-
kanal hiking trail. It contains everything you 
need to know about the Roman Canal and 
the hydraulic engineering systems built by 
the Romans. An exciting exhibition with gui-
ded tours and educational program explains 
the techniques the Romans used.

In addition to this, there is also information 
about the Roman Canal hiking trail and the 
highlights in the areas it runs through. The 
Römerkanal Information Centre regularly 
hosts events. All the dates for future events 
are listed at www.roemerkanal.de.
The information centre is wheelchair-friend-
ly and admission is free. The entrance to the 
building is in the Himmeroder Hof Nature 
Park Centre.

Contact:
Römerkanal Information Centre
Phone +49 (0) 2226 - 917554
roemerkanal@stadt-rheinbach.de 
www.roemerkanal.de

Himmeroder Hof in Rheinbach
Glass Museum, Nature Park Centre and 

Römerkanal Information Centre 

City of Rheinbach - Culture, Museum and Tourism
Himmeroder Wall 6 · 53359 Rheinbach

Opening times: Tue-Fri 10am-12pm, 2pm-5 pm · Sat / Sun 11am-5pm 
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This medium-sized town on the edge of North 
Eifel is worth a visit in many respects, becau-
se as the centre of the eponymous district, it 
has it all - there is so much to see and experi-
ence. Shopping enthusiasts are in their ele-
ment here with shops offering a wide range 
of diverse products from well-known compa-
nies. Cycling and hiking enthusiasts can enjoy 
an extensive network of trails here. Next to 
the Römerkanal hiking trail, there is the well-
known Jakobsweg that runs along the idyllic 
Erft through Euskirchen. Visitors can also 
experience nature with all their senses along 
the Wasserburgen route or the Erft cycle path 
and the many other beautiful cycling and 
hiking trails in and around Euskirchen. The 
area around the Steinbach Dam is particularly 
popular with visitors who just want to relax. 
At the top end of the reservoir is the picture-
sque outdoor forest pool.
Events 2020:
25.-26.04.: Stadtfest (City Festival)
08.-11.05.: Donatus-Mai-Kirmes (May fair) 
21.06.: Euskirchener Burgenfahrt 
30.08.: Sommerfest “Treff Natur 
(Summer Festival: „Meet Nature”)
12.09.: Euskirchener Culture Night
26.-27.09.: Knollenfest (Festival)
23.-26.10.: Simon-Juda-Markt (Market)

Contact:
Rathaus Euskirchen-Tourismusbüro   
Kölner Straße 75 · 53879 Euskirchen
Phone +49 (0) 2251/14226
info@euskirchen.de
www.euskirchen.de

The „Stadtmuseum Euskirchen“ in the Kultur-
hof takes you on an exciting journey through 
the history of Euskirchen. The model of the city 
marks the start of the permanent exhibition. It 
shows the city before industrialisation made 
its mark in the 19th century.

The permanent exhibition in the museum 
offers information about Euskirchen and its 
districts and its retelsl the region’s history 
from Roman times to the present day.

In the „Heimat-Stadt-Euskirchen“ section the-
re are eyewitnesses who describe life in Euskir-
chen back in the days of old. Lots of intere-
sting historical photos and artefacts bring the 
eventful history of Euskirchen to life in the 
20th century. There are also regular special 
exhibitions on historical topics and current 
issues in the fields of art, culture and the local 
region.

Stadtmuseum Euskirchen
Wilhelmstraße 32-34 · 53879 Euskirchen
Phone +49 (0) 2251-65074-38
museum@euskirchen.de
www.kulturhof.de/museum
Opening times:
Tue-Fri 3pm-6pm, Sat 11am-3pm, 
Sun 11am-6pm, Groups may also visit by 
prior arrangement. All the rooms in the 
museum can be reached via the lifts.

Euskirchen – A City with Vision
Euskirchen has a lot to offer

museum
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Come visit the meerkats, prairie dogs and 
much more. At the Alsdorf Animal Park 
there is so much to experience every time 
you visit, because the only free-entry zoo 
in the region makes for a great family day 
out.

From the petting zoo, where children can 
feed and stroke the goats, to the large duck 
pond and red deer enclosure, you can come 
and meet the park‘s many animal residents 
during a tour of the grounds. Set in the 
middle of lush nature by the pond, the park 
also offers plenty of variety.

A large playground with a giant slide, a 
raft pond and a climbing frame ship can be 
enjoyed by visitors as well as the new 
adventure golf course, where you can play a 
round of mini golf in a very special setting.

If you are arriving by car, you will only 
pay 3 euros for your parking space for the 
whole day. The fun park is already inclu-
ded!

: ) N

A visit to Waschbär, 
Präriehund & Co.
There is always so much to see and
do at the Alsdorf Animal Park

Contact:
Alsdorfer Freizeitobjekte GmbH
Stefan Heffels, 
Phone +49 (0) 157 73 52 00 36
info@tierpark-alsdorf.de
www.tierpark-alsdorf.de

Fear and terror lurk around every corner in 
and around the Eifel National Park from 29 
August to 6 September 2020. There will be 
murders, mockery, lies and deceit. In the 
supposedly tranquil Eifel setting, visitors 
will come face to face with charming, comic 
investigators, menacing crooks and villains 
from the old days.

They can enjoy nine captivating days with 
humorous and deadly serious murder 
mystery writers from Eifel. Ralf Kramp, Elke 
Pistor, Judith Merchant and many more 
can‘t wait to get into character...

Treat yourself to the pleasure of getting to 
know the authors personally and disco-
vering different, sometimes quite unusual 
and criminal, locations.

Nordeifel Tourismus GmbH, Förderverein 
Eifelmuseum e.V. and their partners hope 
you have a terribly thrilling time.

Find out more by visiting
www.nordeifel-mordeifel.de or call
Phone +49 (0)2441/99457-0.

29. August - 6. September 2020 

Crime Festival „Nordeifel-
Mordeifel 2020“

: )
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Get outdoors into the museum. In the outdoor 
museum Kommern you will experience with all 
senses, how people in the Rhineland used to 
live and work. On a 95 ha area 70 historic buil-
dings have been re-built. Event and exhibition 
highlights during the year are the “Annual 
Vintage Fair“ at Easter, the “ZeitBlende 1966“ 
(review of 1966) in August, “Nach der Ernte” 
(after the harvest) in September and on the 
1st of Advent the “Advent für alle Sinne” 
(Advent for all Senses). Besides the permanent 
exhibition “Wir Rheinläder” (we, the people 
from the Rhineland), there are regular special 
exhibitions. On the “Marktplatz Rheinland” 
(Market Place Rhineland) you can look back at 
the period of the 1950th to the 1990th. The 
restaurant Wattler, the bungalow, the prefabri-
cated house by Quelle and the refugee accom-
modation are supplemented by new buildings 
every year: from a hairdresser’s shop to an ice 
cream parlour, a petrol station or bus stop. All 
offers of the museum and the WaldPädagogik-
Zentrum (WPZ) (Centre for Forest Pedagogics) 
are found under www.kommern.lvr.de. 
Contact: LVR-Freilichtmuseum Kommern (LVR-
Outdoor Museum Kommern) Rhenish State 
Museum of Folklore. Phone +49 (0)2443 / 
99800, Eickser Straße, 53894 Mechernich 
kommern@lvr.de; www.kommern.lvr.de 
Opening hours: Open on 365 days of the year! 
19th of March-31st of October from 9.00 a.m.-
7 p.m., 1st of Nov. until 31 of March from 
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Entrance until 1 h before 
closing Entrance fees Children a. adolescents 
below 18 are free: Adults 7.50 7, reduced 5.50 
7, groups from 10 pers. 7.00 7/p., annual tik-
ket 25.00 7, parking 2.50 7.

: ) : )
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LVR-Open-Air Museum 
Kommern
Rhenish outdoor state museum of folklore
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Europe-wide one of a kind! 
The Zülpich Museum invites you on a journey 
through 2000 years of bathing culture, from 
the Romans to today. The core-piece of the 
museum is the original Roman thermal baths 
from the 2nd century. They are the best pre-
served facility of its kind north of the Alps.  

On discovery tour with Jonah and Julia
Children can discover the history of bathing 
accompanied by the comic figures Jonah and 
Julia taking part in a theme-related rally. The 
whole family can enjoy interactive stations 
appealing to all senses: the smell of antique 
perfume and herbs popular with the Romans 
can be sampled at the fragrant wall, Roman 
parlour games e.g. Round Counter Nine Men’s 
Morris can be tried at the gambling table. 

Films and audio-guide stations provide a 
multi-media introduction into the subject. 
This turns the visit of the museum into a 
varied and exciting discovery tour. 

Contact: Roman Spa Zülpich – 
Museum of Bathing Culture
Andreas-Broicher-Platz 1
(ehemals Mühlenberg)
53909 Zülpich
info@roemerthermen-zuelpich.de
Phone: +49 (0)2252/83806 0
www.roemerthermen-zuelpich.de
Entrance free children under 18!
 
Opening hours:
Tue.-Fri. 10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. Sat., 
Sun. and holidays 11:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Roman Spa Zülpich – 
Museum of Bathing Culture
The cultural history of bathing 
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4,000 sq m sandy beach with pirate climbing 
ship, giant bounce pillow, gigantic swings, 
water playground, falconry, adventure golf, 
beach volley ball, pedal boats and much 
more awaits you in the Seepark Zülpich. Feel 
as if you were on holiday and experience a 
wonderful family day on our 20 hectare site 
with its generous playing and activity areas. 
The Seepark Zülpich is barrier-free and sui-
table for taking prams and handcarts.

Events for the whole family!
Joyous, colourful events for generations 
don’t leave time for boredom: Experience 
more than 30 bouncy attractions in a jum-
ping area of more than 9,000 sq m at big 
bouncy castle festival “Jump im Park“, 
encourage brave captains on their self-built 
boats with “Smurfit Kappa Paper Boat-Cup“, 
let you be enchanted by the “illuminated 
gardens” and see the huge fire-spitting dra-
gon Fangdorn at the “Dragon Festival”

Children’s birthdays: small guests so big! 
Indians, witch’s birthday, pirate party or 
golf fun. Celebrate an unforgettable 
children’s birthday in the Seepark-Zülpich!
For your birthday child and her/his guests 
we have prepared exciting programmes for a 
terrific great day. 

Realize garden dreams:
The supra-regionally only model garden 
exhibition on a high-quality level is found in 
the “Rheinische Zentrum für Gartenkultur“. 
Get inspirations for your personal design of 
balcony, terrace and garden or enjoy the 
seasonal change of bloom in all its splend-
our in our gardens. 

Opening hours 2020:
From 1st of March until 31st of October 
we are open every day. 
http://seepark-zuelpich.de/
oeffnungszeiten

Entrance prices 2020:
Adults 6.00 7, children 3.50 7, 
family card from 8.00 7

Contact:
Am Wassersportsee 7
53909 Zülpich 

Free parking place as well as 
fee-required camper site 
harbour are directly on site.

Seepark Zülpich
* Familienurlaub * Badespaß * Erholung *

More detailed information under phone 02252-52345 or

in the Internet under www.gartenschaupark-zuelpich.de
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Düren is by the Rur on the edge of the 
Eifel region. It is surrounded by beautiful 
countryside and centrally located bet-
ween Aachen and Cologne, making it a 
desirable destination with lots to offer.

Nature-lovers can cycle along the bank of 
the river along the RurUfer trail or around 
the lake on the Dürener Seenrunde to 
explore the sights and finish their day off 
at one of the beautiful swimming lakes in 
Gürzenich and Echtz. Alternatively, the 
water-castle route takes visitors to Burgau 
Castle – a real gem nestled in a small wood. 
Free exhibitions are held there on a regular 
basis.

The city’s cultural offer is also worth explo-
ring. A theatrical performance in the Haus 
der Stadt is a worthy attraction as is the 
Stadtmuseum, retelling Düren’s history, or 
the Leopold-Hoesch museum, which has an 
impressive collection of works from the 
expressionist and classic modernist move-
ments. 

Another place really worth visiting is the 
recently refurbished Paper Museum. It gives 
visitors an insight into the eventful history 
of paper as a resource and the important 
role it played in Düren. This also becomes 
clear in the tours around the city, which are 
held all year and focus on different themes, 
bringing to life both the history, culture 
and way of life in Düren.

The Annakirche is one of the most impor-
tant attractions since the Annahaupt came 
to Düren in 1501. It represents an impor-
tant pilgrimage destination along the 
Jakobsweg.  The Anna-Reliquie was fought 
over with Mainz and was the cause of much 
strife until Düren was ultimately declared 
its rightful owner.

Saint Anna is also the patron of the annual 
Annakirmes fair, which is known nationwi-
de for its amazing rides and varied exhibi-
tors. Smaller markets such as the Maimarkt 
(May Market), the Schlemmermarkt (Gour-
met Market) and the Herbstmarkt (Autumn 
Market) are also held throughout the year 
and bring variety to the city. 

The popular weekday market held on Tues-
days, Thursdays and Saturdays attracts lots 
of visitors to Düren, who combine their 
visit with a shopping trip since the shops 
are so close together.

In addition to the “StadtCenter” shopping 
centre, various retail outlets, specialist 
shops and department stores in the town 
centre have something to offer for every 
taste.

The iPUNKT on the Marktplatz is a great 
place to start your visit in Düren as it offers 
maps and information about events and 
activities in the city.

Düren
An eclectic town of shopping and culture
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Dates: 
n Flea Market: 4 to 6 April
n Children’s Tour of the Town: 8. April
n Out and about with Schutzmann Wölk:
 25 April and 6 June
n May Market: 30 April to 3 May
n Geranium Market: 3 May
n Annakirmes Fair: 25 July to 2 August  
n Town Festival:  18 to 20 September 
n Autumn Market: 25 October
n Düren Lights Switch-on: 7 November
n Gourmet Market: 13.05., 10.06., 8.7.,  
 12.08., 9.9., 14.10.
n Christmas Market:
 19 November to 30 December

Tourism Information:
iPUNKT
Markt 6, 52349 Düren
Phone +49 (0) 2421 – 25 25 25
info@ipunkt-dueren.de
www.dueren-tourismus.info
Monday to Friday 9.00 am to 6.00 pm 
Saturday 9.00 am to 2.00 pm

Theater Düren in the Haus der Stadt is an 
appealing venue for artists from all over 
the world. With its spacious stage, modern 
stage and lighting technology and formi-
dable acoustics, it offers the best conditi-
ons for operas, operettas, ballets, plays 
and concerts.

The theatre’s program includes around 100 
performances per year including concerts 
by the Cappella Villa Duria, chamber con-
certs by the Vereinigten Industrieverbände 
and lots of special events from the world of 
musicals and cabaret, not to mention pro-
jects by clubs in the local area. The theatre 
hall is also used as a ballroom, for exhibiti-
ons, markets and fairs.

Theater Düren
Stefan-Schwer-Straße 4-6
52349 Düren 
www.theater.dueren-kultur.de

Tickets iPunkt, 
Markt 6
52349 Düren
Phone +49 (0) 2421 - 252525
www.tickets.dueren.de 
theaterkasse@dueren.de

Theater Düren 
Unforgettable moments in
the Haus der Stadt
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The Annakirmes is back! Düren will once again 
be home to the biggest funfair in the Euregio 
Meuse-Rhine from 25 July to 2 August 2020. 
The Annakirmes, which is well-known far bey-
ond the borders of Düren, attracts almost 1 
million visitors every year and is the highlight 
of the Düren social calendar!

Around 170 performers and stallholders trans-
form the square by the Rur into a colourful 
fairground for a whole week. Numerous 
children‘s rides, ghost trains, funhouses, 
games, raffles and fast as well as pleasant 
rides create the extraordinary atmosphere the 
Annakirmes is known for!

In keeping with tradition, the Cherry Stone 
Spitting World Championship is held on Hun-
desportplatz right next to the festival site, on 
the opening Saturday, 25 July starting at 3 
pm. The current world record (spot where the 
stone lands) is a staggering 22.52 m!

The fair’s other highlight is Family Day on Kir-
mesdienstag, Tuesday, 28 July. This is when all 
the friends of the fair can enjoy discounted 
prices. Half prices on all rides and discounts at 
the stalls to ensure everyone has fun at the 
fair all day long!

On Friday, 31 July, it is all about the amazing 
fireworks. The hosts of the Annakirmes fair 
thank their visitors for nine great days with 
one of the most spectacular fireworks displays 
in the region.
Other special events, such as the Seniors‘ 

Afternoons and the Rhine Evening in the mar-
quee nicely round off the varied offer of the 
fairground.

The site of the fair, Annakirmesplatz on Aache-
ner Straße, is very easy to reach on foot from 
the city centre. The Rurtalbahn runs to the 
„Annakirmesplatz“ stop and shuttle buses take 
visitors the rest of the way to the fairground.
 

Veranstaltungen:
25 July, 3pm: 46th Cherry Stone Spitting 
World Championship 
28 July, all day: 
Family Day with half-price rides;
29 July, from 3pm: 
Seniors’ Afternoons in the marquee
31 July, around 10.15 pm: Fireworks display
Open daily from 11am

Further dates for 2020
4 - 6 April, Flea Market
30 April – 3 May, May Market
25 October, Autumn Market
19 Nov – 30 Dec, Christmas Market

Contact: City of Düren Office 
for Urban Development 
Kaiserplatz 2-4
52348 Düren
Tel.: +49 (0)2421/251341/42
www.annakirmes.de

Dürener Annakirmes
Das größte Volksfest der Euregio Maas-Rhein
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The newly reopened Düren Paper Museum 
building right next to the Leopold Hoesch 
Museum looks like a folded piece of paper. 
In addition to the architecture, Cologne-
based architect Klaus Hollenbeck is also 
responsible, together with curator Caroline 
Kaiser, for the interactive design of the 
museum. The Düren region has been shaped 
by the paper industry for more than 400 
years. In the new museum, visitors can find 
out about the history of paper and how it is 
made.

It also showcases paper art and the latest 
developments, such as paper made from 
grass. The new Paper Museum is wheelchair-
friendly and caters for people with visual 
impairments. There are various sensory sta-
tions where visitors can explore the history 
through touch and sounds, or they can join 
a wide variety of workshops and guided 
tours and even try their hand at making 
paper.

Contact: 
Paper Museum Düren 
Wallstraße 2-8
52349 Düren
Phone +49 (0) 2421 25-2561
papiermuseum@dueren.de 
www.papiermuseum-dueren.de

Opening times
Tue-Sun  10am – 5pm
Thur  10am – 7pm
Mondays  Closed

With its diverse exhibitions and collec-
tions, the Leopold Hoesch Museum, foun-
ded in 1905, offers a cross-section of art 
history from classic modernism to the pre-
sent day. The highlights of the collection 
include works by Oskar Kokoschka, Otto 
Dix, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, Marianne 
von Werefkin, Günther Uecker, as well as 
the kinetic light space of Otto Piene, which 
the viewers can immerse himself into as if 
entering another world.

The museum has a multifaceted program 
for 2020. After a photographic exhibition 
on life in industrial landscapes, the muse-
um will be displaying works by the perfor-
mance artist Jimmy Robert starting in 
March. In the summer, there will be an 
exhibition focusing on the transformation 
of pictograms and emoticons.

Refreshments and snacks are 
served in the museum’s café.

Contact:
Leopold-Hoesch Museum
Hoeschplatz 1
52349 Düren
Phone +49 (0) 2421 252561
museum@dueren.de 
www.leopoldhoeschmuseum.de

Opening times
Tue-Sun  10am – 5pm
Thur  10am – 7pm
Mondays  Closed

Paper Museum Düren Leopold-Hoesch-Museum
The multi-faceted story of 
paper as a resource

Vielfältige Kunstsammlung und 
wechselnde Ausstellungen
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When someone goes on a trip, they always 
come back with stories to tell.  Anyone who 
visits the Duchy of Jülich is guaranteed to 
pack a whole arsenal of interesting informa-
tion, new impressions and experiences in 
their luggage – whether on a hiking break 
along the paths of the Pilgrims of St. James, 
by bike on one of the many cycling routes 
leading through and around the city, or on 
the tracks of the VIA BELGICA.

It is perfect for exploring on longer visits 
as well as day breaks. As the city’s „trade-
mark“, the citadel is an absolute must to 
visit. The Jülich Citadel is one of the best-
preserved fortresses dating back to the Early 
Modern Period in the German-speaking 
world. The east facade of the ducal castle in 
the style of the Italian High Renaissance is 
an architectural masterpiece.

There is an exhibition on the history of the 
complex and the former duchy of the Holy 
Roman Empire in the castle cellar. The 
90,000 square metres of meticulously resto-
red fortress with its ramparts, corridors and 
casemates is particularly impressive. In the 
Citadel Museum, visitors can find out more 
about the history of the building and city – 
and if they book a tour in advance, they can 
enjoy a wonderful opportunity to explore 
Jülich and discover how the city got its 
name.
 
Located in the middle of the city, the cita-
del naturally lends itself as the ideal setting 

for numerous events in the city, which 
attract visitors every year not just from the 
Eifel region, such as the artisans‘ market in 
mid-June, which has been running for over 
25 years.

As a melting pot of creativity, the event 
presents a unique variety of works of art 
made by women. Every year, more than 
30,000 people come to the market and all 
their senses enjoy a real treat. Visitors can 
be assured to see a mixture of traditional 
and modern handicrafts not found anywhere 
else.

But let’s not forget the wine festival on 
the second weekend of July, the beer market 
at the beginning of September, the 
children‘s culture summer in August in the 
Renaissance garden, music concerts in the 
citadel’s castle and the traditional Christmas 
market. It’s impossible for anyone not to 
enjoy their stay in Jülich!

For further information on guided toursin 
Jülich contact the Jülich Office of City Mar-
keting on 02461-63418, or email them at 
stadtmarketing@juelich.de and visit www.
juelich.de/gaestefuehrungen.

Contact: City Jülich
Office of City Marketing
Große Rurstr. 17, 52428 Jülich
Phone +49 (0) 2461-63418
stadtmarketing@juelich.de 
www.juelich.de/gaestefuehrungen

Jülich is worth the trip
Historic fortress and modern city of research
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A place full of energy
Upon entering ENERGETICON, it is quickly 
obvious that it is much more than a run-of-
the-mill mining museum. From the very first 
exhibition, visitors are immersed in another 
world. Looking up, they will see the sun, 
whether by day or night.  You are welcome to 
visit the museum on your own, with your 
family or in groups of up to 25 people. Of 
course, you will start with the Big Bang 
before moving on through to the mining of 
fossil fuels and finishing with renewable 
energy.

Going underground – travelling 
through time to the origin of energy
Feel, hear and smell the life of a miner in the 
tunnels of the Anna II mines which were fully 
operational until 1983. Your miner guide will 

tell you all about his „Kull“ 
during a tour where you 

also get to see „his“ 
pit. An authentic 

experience that lets you see and feel mining 
through his eyes. Throughout the site, you 
will note the evident pride the miners felt as 
they talk about their time underground.

Touching is definitely allowed…
… go ahead, play around with the exhibits 
and experiments in the renewable energy 
part of the „Interactive Energy Museum“. 
Guests of all ages can explore the different 
kinds of energy, how they are produced, and 
the best ways to use and harness their 
power. See for yourself which construction is 
most effective for wind turbines, feel the 
solar energy and supply a small town with 
electricity using your own muscle power.

Always something new
Visit our ticket office to find out which spe-
cial exhibition is currently on show. Whether 
it’s a picture exhibition or our overnight 
event Sleeperoo in der Kaue, you are sure to 
find something that interests you. From 
March to October, you can also book a climb 
up the mine headframe or a guided trip to 
the Haldenlandschaftspark nature reserve 
next to the mine.

ENERGETICON gGmbH 
Konrad-Adenauer-Allee 7, D-52477 Alsdorf
Phone +49 (0) 2404 599 11-0 
info@energeticon.de
www.energeticon.de 
Opening times: 
Exhibitions: Tue - Sun | 11am - 5pm
Guided tours: by appointment

ENERGETICON Alsdorf
Interactive Energy Museum in the heart of the city region
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As the name suggests, the gatehouse (Tor-
burg) is part of today’s castle grounds. Short-
ly after 1900, the formidably imposing gate-
house was built during the course of extensi-
ve renovation and reconstruction of Stolberg 
Castle. This facility has been used as a local 
history and crafts museum since 1983. The 
museum's collection has the characteristic 
charm of a local museum with its displays of 
historical equipment, tools, household 
goods, etc. A cobbler’s workshop, wood tur-
ning lathe, model maker’s workshop, blacks-
miths and soap making display are just a few 
themes covered in its collection.

In the gatehouse and its adjacent buildings, 
visitors get the opportunity to realistically 
travel through time over five floors, and see 
the daily life in the household and at work 
as it was back then. Children in particular 
can use the term "to have a grasp of 
something" quite literally here since they 
may touch many of exhibits in this museum 
and are even encouraged to do so.

Contact details: Gatehouse Museum 
Local history and crafts museum
Luciaweg (Torburg) · 52222 Stolberg
Phone +49 (0) 2402 - 82250
www.museum-torburg.de

Journey through time into 
the everyday life of the past
Local history and crafts museum 
in the Stolberg gatehouse

Saturday, Sunday and public holidays
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Opening times:

A place of learning for 
young and old
Zinkhütter Hof museum and 
forum in Stolberg

 
Closed on Mondays
Tuesday to Friday from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., 
Saturday from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., Sunday 
from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Opening times:

As a museum for the industrial, economic 
and social history of the Aachen region, the 
Zinkhütter Hof museum presents the deve-
lopment of one of the oldest industrial regi-
ons in Central Europe. The permanent coll-
ection is dedicated to the themes of "Stol-
berger Gold", "Zink, ein Allerweltsmaterial" 
and "Aachener Nadel". Other exhibitions on 
varying subjects are also held at the same 
time.

The museum also offers guided tours and 
workshops for children and young people. 
Visitors can furthermore partake in a Histo-
ry Workshop, a Future Workshop or a Muse-
um Workshop in the Zinkhütter Hof forum so 
that they may learn about the history of 
their region at a level that is appropriate for 
their rage. The Zinkhütter Hof forum is an 
extracurricular place of learning with a 
varied programme that goes far beyond the 
traditional realms of schooling, education 
and training.

Contact details: Zinkhütter Hof
Cockerillstraße 90 · 52222 Stolberg
Phone +49 (0) 2402 - 903130
www.zinkhuetterhof.de
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For those who visit the great city of Stol-
berg, with it approx. 60,000 residents in the 
greater city region, they should bring their 
curiosity and be open to contrasts. Stolberg 
encompasses both nature and industry. It 
embraces history and culture with its lively 
past alongside modern development.
The medieval castle, the symbol of the city, is 
perched mightily atop limestone cliffs above 
the Vicht valley. Beneath the fortification lies 
the historic, old city centre, which has remai-
ned largely intact, with its winding streets and 
hidden squares.
The unique copper courtyards and 3 historic, 
old-city churches are witnesses to industrial 
development and the heyday of Stolberg in the 
17th and 18th Century. Besides the city center, 
15 other districts characterize city life. The 
historic village scenes with their rough stone 
masonry as in the district of Alt-Breinig convey 
a great deal of historic originality.
The various museums of Stolberg are also wor-
th visiting. There is the museum in the Tor-
burg, dedicated to both history and artisan 
crafts. In addition there is the Zinkhütter Hof 
museum, which deals with the industrial and 
social history of the Aachen region.
The forest village Zweifall has always been 
dominated by wood, which is why even today 
there is a sawmill museum. While the buildings 
are located tightly next to one another,  espe-
cially in the north of the city, in the south of 
Stolberg you will find sprawling wooded and 
varied recreational zones with numerous 
nature reserves, providing guests with attracti-

ve leisure and free time activities. The wooded 
areas around the Wehebach Valley dam are 
located right in the middle of the North Eifel 
Nature Park. The nature reserves "Schlangen-
berg" or "Münsterbachtal" are renowned desti-
nations for fans of botany and those simply 
seeking relaxation.
An important highlight of the many hiking 
trails located in the region is the Eifelsteig 
path, which covers more than 300 kilometers 
leading from Aachen to Trier. The approximate-
ly 16 kilometer Copper Route leads to this pre-
mium hiking trail, and from the Old Market in 
Stolberg to Aachen Kitzenhausen it only takes 
half a day to complete.

Discover the copper city with 
one of our many tours:
Old Town Tour: Every first Saturday of the 
month at 3 pm, runs throughout the year
Meeting point: Galminusbrunnen, 
Duration 1.5 hours

Castle Tour: Every second Sunday of the month 
at 3pm, from April to October Meeting point: 
Entrance Torburg Museum, Duration 1.5 hours
Copper Courtyard Tour: Every third Sunday of 
the month at 3 pm, from April to October
Meeting point changes, Duration 1.5 hours

Contact: Stolberg Tourism
Phone +49 (0) 2402-99900-80 or 99900-81
Fax +49(0)2402 - 99900-82
touristik@stolberg.de
www.stolbergtouristik.de

Copper town - Stolberg
The Cradle of German Industry
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Opened in 2008, the Zweifall Sawmill 
Museum exhibits historic tools for the fel-
ling and measuring of timber. It also pictori-
ally presents the evolution in the transpor-
tation of timber from horse-drawn carts to 
lorries. However, the main attraction for 
both young and old visitors are the recipro-
cating saws and large band saw, both from 
the 1930s, shown in action.

The museum is housed at Forsthaus Zwei-
fall, Jägerhausstr. 148, 52224 Stolberg-
Zweifall and is located directly on the Zwei-
fall forest trail, which incidentally celebra-
ted its 30th anniversary in 2014. So visitors 
can combine their visit to the museum with 
a walk.

Regular opening times from 
April to October. Exhibition room:
Saturdays: 2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Sundays and public holidays: 
11:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

Demonstrations of the reciprocating saws 
and band saw: every 3rd Saturday of the 
month at 4:00 p.m. and by appointment.
Admission is free, but donations are 
welcome and essential to help maintain
this volunteer-run museum. 

Everything you need to know and 
the latest news about the 
Sawmill Museum can be found at: 
www.museumssägewerk-zweifall.de.

Sawmill Museum
Stolberg-Zweifall
Historical tools for tree felling 
and log measuring

The natural reserve Schlangenberg, (snake 
mountain), NSG is near the village of Breini-
gerberg in the region of Stolberg. It is home 
to a botanical rarity that is found in just a few 
places around the world. It is the calamine 
flora - in particular the yellow calamine violet 
- which makes this NSG so important and has 
allowed it to transform into a landscape 
jewel. This plant community grows in the 
south-western area of the NSG due to the lar-
ge deposits of heavy metals, in particular zinc 
(ZnCO3), a secondary ore known as calamine.
The consequences of the ore mining by the 
Celts and Romans up to the end of the 19th 
century can be seen even today in the 
grounds of the natural reserve.
Interested visitors can find all the informati-
on about the flora, fauna, geology, mineralo-
gy, ore mining and water extraction in the 
NSG Schlangenberg at the Information Cen-
tre, which is located in the former Breiniger-
berg Secondary School, Breinigerberg no. 95. 
The centre has been run on a volunteer basis 
since 1991 by the Breinig Eifel and local 
history association.

The Information Centre is open from March 
to November, on Sundays from 2:00 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. It is closed from December to 
February, during the school holidays and 
public holidays.Admission is free.

For group visits outside of these opening 
times please refer to website of the Breinig 
Eifel and local history association - 
www. Eifelverein.de/breinig

The natural resrve
Schlangenberg
Information Centre  
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In the beautiful town of Monschau, the 
historic Monschau mustard mill made known 
to all far and wide through radio and televisi-
on in 1882, along with our Schnabuleum 
restaurant, where all meals are enhanced 
with our mustard, as well as our wine cellar 
with over 400 wines from all over the world. 
In 1882, the historic mustard mill was driven 
by a water wheel, and then later with old 
transmission, which is still running. Using 
the old millstones, the Müller family makes 
the Moutarde de Montjoie, Monschau 
mustard, just like in the old days with the 
same recipe handed down from their great-
great grandfather. Visitors can take a look 
around the historical mustard mill and watch 
it being made. There are mustard creations of 
various flavours, such as fruity with currant 
and fig, hot chilli and green pepper, or sweet 
such as with honey and poppy plus beer 
mustard. In the adjoining mustard shops you 
can try your favourite mustard from the 22 
varieties of mustard currently on offer. There 
is also a range of spirits and a wellness range, 
all refined with a touch of mustard.
In the adjacent mustard shop you can cur-
rently choose your favourite mustard among 
22 different mustard types. Also refined with 

mustard are a spirits series and the wellness 
series “Amaja”. The new bath oil with mustard 
is pleasant on the skin with a slight scent of 
lavender and rosemary. 
 
The coffee-cream-mustard liqueur, the viney-
ard peach liqueur with mustard, the mustard 
gin and Mathilde au Caffee are exciting new 
creations. Also a sauce series expands the 
repertoire. Whether mustard chutneys, fresh 
mustard fruits, mustard mojo and mustard 
ioli – with mustard almost everything can be 
refined. The nostalgic box for mustard choco-
lates and the little high-quality mustard box 
are also wonderful presents. 
In the Schnabuleum restaurant, a carefully 
restored building of historic value, you can try 
the delicious mustard dishes as well as seaso-
nal dishes prepared by our chef Heinrich Lei-
pold, in a cosy atmosphere. The kitchens are 
open Wed-Sun 12.00 pm - 2.30 pm and 6.00 
pm - 9.30 pm. And don’t forget our theme 
nights such as poetry readings, musical eve-
nings, culinary wine tastings.
Contact: Historische Senfmühle Monschau
Laufenstraße 118 · 52156 Monschau
Phone +49 (0) 2472 - 2245
info@senfmuehle.de · www.senfmuehle.de 

Mustard - A hot subject
In the historic mustard mill, in the picturesque town of

 Wed. and Fri 11 am and 2 pm guided tours for individuals without 
registration from March to October, group tours (from 12 pers.) with pre-arranged appointments. Duration 
of a guided tour approx. 40 minutes. Admission fee for adults: 7 3  per person. and 7 2 for pupils, Sunday 
tours at 7 4 per person. Mon. no guided tours. On request we also offer special children's tours with Emil 
the Mustard Mouse. Our arrangement "Experience and Enjoy" mustard mill and salt grotto on request! 
Every Thursday Mills Evening. From 6 pm visit the mustard mill with a guide and afterwards enjoy a 
3-course-menu, with espresso and "original Monschauer mustard pralines" to round the meal off. Guest 
gift: a little pot of "Moutarde de Montjoie". Inclusive price 35.50. 7. 

Mill tours and mill evenings:
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The officially recognized health resorts 
Vossenack and Simonskall virtually invite 
for peaceful recreation and relaxation. They 
are located in the middle of one of the 
most densely wooded areas in Europe and 
with about 150 km wonderful and varied 
hiking trails they are ideal for walks and 
hikes. Whether in the Kall valley or in the 
habitat of the beaver in the Wehe valley – 
you will never again forget this magnificent 
landscape again. 

For your stay we also recommend the hea-
ted open-air pool with sunbathing lawn in 
Vossenack, the high-rope course as well as 
the soil walking trail in Raffelsbrand. The 
enthusiastic mountain biker finds his chal-
lenge in direct vicinity at the downhill track 
above Simonskall, which were newly ope-
ned in 2015. Cultural offers are readings, 
exhibitions, theatre and concerts in the 
Kloster-Kultur-Keller. A visit of St. Mary’s 
Chapel in Simonskall should also not to be 
missed. 

Friends of equestrian sports will find 
plenty opportunities for discovering nature 
on horseback.

At the Teufelsley in the Kall valley near 
Simonskall a geological anticline provides 
for impressive insights into the history of 
the earth. In the opinion of experts this 
anticline is the most informative one in the 
whole North Eifel and about 300 million 
years old. In its dimension this rock forma-
tion is unique in the region of the Eifel and 
its surroundings. 

An excellent gastronomic variety with 
hotels, restaurants and cafés provides for 
the right setting, in order to enjoy this 
hiking paradise! It’s worth mentioning that 
you’ll be visiting "award-winning" places. 
In 2017, it reached 1st place at regional 
level in the competition "Our village has a 
future" and 2nd place in 2018 at national 
level.

Contact: Verkehrsverein
Vossenack-Simonskall e.V.
Vossenack-Simonskall e.V.
www.vossenack.de
www.simonskall.de

Vossenack         Simonskall
Raffelsbrand

Three places - one community - a lot of variety

  The objects of the "Crucification Group" of the artist padre Laurentius 
Englisch at the burying ground of the parish church and "Eifelbaum" on the yard of the parish 
church in Vossenack.

Worth seeing:
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Simmerath, one of the largest "markets" in 
the region since the 16th century, is now a 
modern and sophisticated shopping centre 
that meets all the requirements of modern 
life whilst offering numerous amenities.

Shopping heaven without 
the stress and hassle
With over 130 shops, Simmerath offers the 
great combination of a relaxed shopping 
outing with a unique experience in nature 
right on the town’s doorstep.
Numerous commercial and craft shops as 
well as diverse and modern retail outlets 
satisfy the specific customer’s needs. From 
trendy outfits with the essential stylish 
accessories to first-class entertainment 
technology or appetising food and high per-
formance gardening tools or even a wide 
variety of building materials for the house 
and garden, the retailers in Simmerath have 
it all… in whatever colour you want. The 
central location of the shops and the free 
parking provide the perfect setting for a 
stress-free shopping spree, which can be 
nicely rounded off with a visit to one of the 
numerous bars and cafés for the ultimate 
retail therapy experience!

Leisure and recreation
As part of the National Park region, there is 
plenty to do in the area around lake Rursee 
such as hiking or water sports, cycling tours 
or excursions on the Rursee cruiser. The 

area’s outstanding natural beauty can be 
experienced in many ways.
For those who enjoy being in the throngs of 
the hustle and bustle of town life, they will 
certainly find what they are looking for at 
the popular markets in Simmerath. 

Every spring and autumn, over 260 colourful 
stalls set up in the market place along with 
numerous games and rides attractions luring 
in thousands of visitors every year. There is 
also "Kraremanns Tag" on the first Sunday in 
May when the whole town turns into a huge 
hub of entertainment: The shops are open 
for business, the main street is lined with 
stalls and there is a varied entertainment 
programme with an exciting MusicContest. 
In September its time again: Voice talents 
provide for an exceptional music experience 
at the “VielKlang-Festival“, which is taking 
place on the “Rathausplatz”.

So: Welcome to Simmerath!
For the latest information and event dates 
visit: www.einkaufen-in-simmerath.de

Shopping with ease and the 
joys of the countryside

Simmerath - a treasure trove of all that is inspiring and relaxing

Kraremanns Day: 03/05/2020
Spring market: 07/-08/06/2020
VielKlang: 05/09/2020
Autumn market: 18.-19/10/2020

Events in Simmerath:
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Do animals and plants that you don’t always 
see close up interest you? You can get to 
know these plants and animals in our exhibi-
tion hall where they can be viewed up close. 
The inhabitants of the Rur and the Bunt-
sandsteinfelsen (red sandstone rocks) tell 
you their own life story.
Contact: Düren Biological Station
Zerkaller Str 5 · 52385 Nideggen-Brück
Phone and fax +49 (0)2427-94987-
Phone +49 (0) 2427-94987-22
info @ biostation - dueren
www.biostation - dueren.de
Exhibition opening times:
March to October on Sundays 11.00 - 17.00 
hrs, Guided tours for groups (schools and 
clubs, associations, etc. ), on weekdays by 
appointment. The exhibition is free and is 
accessible to all visitors.
Experience nature
As an extramural learning centre we offer 
various arrangements, for example for birth-
days or expeditions and nature experiences 
for nature enthusiasts from the age of 3 
years. Our topics may vary seasonally: newts 
in the spring, insect vacuum cleaner in the 
summer, cider presses in the autumn. Learn 
more about our offers and how to make 
reservations on our website or in our 
brochure entitled “Experiencing nature in 
the Rur valley” (NaturErleben im Rurtal).

Rur And Fels
The specialists of two habitats 
tell their life story
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exhibition 
mascot.

This history-charged place is located right 
on the edge of the National Park Eifel. No 
matter if the sun shines or it rains, for holi-
days in Schmidt the weather is not decisive. 
For all activities, no matter whether day trip 
or holidays, whether by car, motorbike 
bicycle or on foot, Schmidt is the ideal star-
ting point for hiking tours through the 
National Park Eifel on approx. 300 km hiking 
trails across numerous hills and valleys; 
besides the “Schmidt Hiking Week” (13.09. - 
18.09.2020)  plenty of variety is offered.

These hikes offer an ideal start to get fami-
liar with our surroundings. However, an 
excellent hiking network provides the 
opportunity to simply start hiking on your 
own. The charming Eifel village of Schmidt is 
an attractive destination at any season of 
the year. Apart from the hustle and bustle 
and far away from noisy traffic it is a won-
derful place to relax. The fresh and clean 
Eifel air will clear the mind and also the 
restaurants in Schmidt leave nothing to be 
desired. Friendly hosts in restaurants, inns 
and cafés pamper their guests and hotels, 
bed and breakfast places or holiday flats 
meet any demand  for a longer stay. 

Contact: Verkehrsverein Schmidt
Monschauer Str. 55
D-52385 Nideggen-Schmidt
Phone +49 (0) 2474 – 311
Fax: +49 (0)2474 - 6167 
info@vvschmidt.de 
www.vvschmidt.de 

Schmidt
as a basis at the National Park offers 
many opportunities and challenges.
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The former ducal city of Nideggen lies on 
the northern edge of the Eifel - high over 
the coloured sandstone rock that can be 
seen from far and wide. From the 12th cen-
tury, Nideggen, with its castle, was the 
residence of the counts of Jülich. Today, 
Nideggen offers visitors an interesting 
piece of history as well as being a modern 
place to live.

Its appeal is characterised by the lovingly 
maintained, historic city centre and the 
castle of Nideggen. Two well-preserved city 
gates and the city wall made of sandstone 
dominate the city’s silhouette and make 
the visitors feel like they are walking 
through the past. One of the wild and 
romantic streets goes from the marketplace 
directly to the mighty castle with its keep, 
which is home to the Rhineland Castle 
Museum. If you feel up to it, the climb to 
the top of the castle is well worth the 
effort for the stunning views of the Rur 
Valley.

The city can look back on a chequered past 
spanning over 700-years and it still impres-
ses visitors with its medieval style. Histori-
cal tours to different areas or interest take 
you on interesting tours of discovery 
through several centuries of history. Con-
tact details and information are available 
at the National Park Gate of Nideggen, Im 
Effels 10, 52385 Nideggen, 02427/ 
3301150, or by emailing nideggen@rurei-
fel-tourismus.de. In a beautiful setting 
near to the National Park Gate is the most 

modern Eifel Youth Hostel in the DJH Lan-
desverband Rheinland. In addition to its 
modern hostel facilities and accommodati-
on, it also offers plenty of space for mee-
tings and seminars. There is a "view of the 
Eifel" on the roof of the hostel. A fantastic 
view of the vast landscape of the Eifel 
opens up from here for visitors to enjoy. 
The observation deck can be easily reached 
at any time via the external staircase of the 
youth hostel.

The region offers a wealth of opportunities 
for exploring nature: 300 km of footpaths 
and an extensive network of cycle tracks 
run from Nideggen through the wooded 
Rureifel. If you want to relax, you can go to 
the magnificent natural Eschauel beach by 
the Rursee in Schmidt. The nature reserve 
"Buntsandsteinfelsen im Rurtal" around 
Nideggen is an impressive and popular 
climbing area; it offers climbers a challen-
ging terrain for individual climbing fun. 
Welcome to the ducal city.

Information Nideggen City 
Administration Office 
Zülpicher Str. 1
52385 Nideggen 
Tel.: 02427/809-0
www.nideggen.de

Tourism Office 
Rureifel Tourismus e.V. 
Phone +49 (0) 2446/805-7911
Fax: +49 (0)2446/805-7930
 www.rureifel-tourismus.de 

The ducal town of Nideggen
Living history
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The castle “Wildenburg“ is the only castle 
built on a hill which was not destroyed and can 
still be admired in the district of Euskirchen. It 
dates back to the 12th century and has eve-
rything that belonged to the knights’ order of 
the noble family von Wildenberg: an outer bai-
ley with corner tower and a small bourgeois 
settlement protected by the massive walls of 
the castle. Today the castle is used as social 
meeting place as well as recreation and educa-
tional facility. After centuries of an eventful and 
often dangerous history, today there is no sense 
of dark mystery left around the village Reiffer-
scheid with its castle. Quite the opposite is the 
case: a pure touch of romance with its half-tim-
bered houses, which since the Early Gothic Peri-
od have tightly been nestled against each other. 
The castle was first mentioned in 1106 on a sad 
occasion: The Lord of the castle, Heinrich Graf 
von Limburg, had his own homestead burned 
down in the battle against the emperor. Today 
the village and the castle ruin can be explored 
at a “leisurely historic round tour”. 

Tourist-Information and National Park 
Information Point Hellenthal 
Rathausstraße 2 · 53940 Hellenthal
Phone +49 (0) 2482 / 85 115
Fax +49 (0)2482 / 85 114 
tourismus@hellenthal.de · www.hellenthal.de

The “wild castle“ and narrow
alleys – living history

Romantic castle 
full of magic

The Osterbend delights 250,000 visitors every 
year. Visitors can expect thrills, speed and a 
large dose of fun at numerous driving and run-
ning events. With 130 exhibitors, the evening 
is a real highlight for the Easter period and 
regularly entertains visitors from all over Ger-
many, but also f rom the neighbouring coun-
tries of Netherlands and Belgium. From fair-
ground nostalgia and excitement to classic fair 
food and cosy beer gardens to rapid rides 
through loops or darkness, there is something 
for every old and new fan of fairgrounds at the 
Osterbend. 
Most notable: The extraordinary and incompa-
rable atmosphere at the "family fairground" is 
characterised by the special set-up of the 
shops on the Bendplatz, as well as the wonder-
fully integrated dining options. There are still 
the "Bendtaler"! With the purchase of 25 
Bendtalern (tokens) you pay only EUR 20.00 
instead of EUR 25.00, making a saving of EUR 
5.00. The Bendtaler are worth one euro and 
can be redeemed at any store on the Bend. 
This offer is worthwhile in any case for all fans 
of the Öcher Bend.

Contact: Manfred Schöning
Phone +49 (0)241 / 9131225 
mschoening@eurogress-aachen.de 
www.bend-aachen.de 

Largest folk festival
in Europe
Thrills and the tasty bites at the 
"Öcher bend" in Aachen, Germany

  Fun fair Osterbend: 
11/04-27/04/2020 daily from 2:00 p.m.
Sommerbend: 07/08.-17/08/2020

Data:   information on 
Wildenburg and Burgdorf Reifferscheid 
visit us at www.hellenthal.de
www.hellenthal.de  

Our tip:  
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Schleiden Mile 
of Art
Discover statues and artworks of 
six contemporary artists.

The Schleiden Art Mile is located in the 
heart of the National Park capital. Since 
2013, it has attracted visitors interested 
in art and culture. They are free to wander 
along a beautiful circular path along the 
Olef and through the historic parts of the 
city centre. Statues and works of art by six 
contemporary artists are on display here, 
nestled in the unique landscape of the Eifel.
The Klosterplatz (with parking facilities) 
marks the start and end of the walk through 
the contemporary art exhibition. Once you 
have reached the square, follow the signs 
(No 29 Art Mile) along a circular path run-
ning 1,200 metres in total. 

Most of the objects you encounter on your 
way come from the workshops of sculptors 
Christine Santema from Cologne and Thomas 
Kleevisch from Gemünd. Marti Faber from 
Zülpich is also exhibiting her work. The 
metal piece in the outer bailey is made by 
Joachim Röderer, who lives in Magdeburg.

The mosaic, which can be admired on the 
Olefmauer on the promenade at Driesch, 
is a joint project made by refugees and 
dedicated residents under the direction of 
Diana Scholl. It was created as part of the 
campaign "You are welcome" of the DRK 
Kreis Euskirchen.

Directions & Parking
About a 10-minute walk from Schleiden Bus 
Station (line 829 Kall-Schpassion-Hellent-
hal). Free parking at Driesch.

The Schlosskirche was consecrated in 1230 as 
castle chapel and replaced by a gothic church 
around 1340, with its choir still existing. The 
three-nave, late gothic and still existing hall 
was erected under Dietrich IV. of Manderscheid-
Schleiden from 1516 to 1525. Today, the 
Schlosskirche is a catholic parish church. The 
well-known König organ is a piece of work of 
the Cologne organ builder Ludwig König from 
the year 1770. This masterpiece is original to a 
wide extent and the prospect is designed in the 
style of Liège baroque. The structuring of the 
organ prospect into upper and lower register 
with the pedal panel shows well the setup of 
the 30 sounding voices with 1702 pipes on 
three registers. Due to the  excellent acoustics 
of the room, the organ is internationally known 
and appreciated as a well-sounding instrument. 
The colourful renaissance windows from 1535 
at the front wall of the side naves show two 
scenes of the life of Jesus on the top: at the left 
from the childhood the adoration of the Three 
Kings, at the right from the tale of woe the 
mourning of the crucified. In the middle in 
front of the saints the benefactors are on their 
knees at kneelers: left side Dietrich IV. and his 
first wife Margareta v. Sombreff, right side Wil-
helm v. Manderscheid-Kail, abbot of Prüm, Sta-
blo and Malmedy. Contact: Catholisches Pfarr-
amt St. Philippus und Jakobus Schleiden
Vorburg 3 · D-53937 Schleiden
Phone: +49 (0) 24 45 - 32 18

  The church is open daily in the 
summer from 09.00 - 18.00 and in the winter 
from 09.00 - 17.00 p.m.

Our tip:

König organ and
church windows
The Schlosskirche
Schleiden
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The the KunstForumEifel with its three 
modern and light-flooded floors provides room 
for regularly alternating exhibitions and it is 
an ideal place for readings, concerts and other 
cultural events. 

The wide spectrum on show ranges from a 
conventional painting exhibition to experi-
mental performance projects, with pain-
tings, drawings and prints, sculptures, pho-
tography and space-related installations, as 
well as sound and video art. The artists on 
show come from the Eifel region as well as 
the nearby Euregio.

The diversity and variety of the exhibitions 
ensure that visitors always have something 
new to look at. The exhibitions currently 
showing can be found on the website of the 
Art Forum Eifel. We hope we have stirred 
your interest to come and visit us so we can 
continue to keep the fine arts very much 
alive in our region and continue to provide 
support to local artists. We look forward to 
giving you a very warm welcome! We are 
looking forward to your visit.

Contact: KunstForumEifel
53937 Schleiden-Gemünd
Dreiborner Str. 22 / Alte Schule
Phone +49 (0) 2444 - 91 45 51
www.kunstforumeifel-gemuend.de

The Arts Forum Eifel
in Gemünd
Always up to date 
and interesting!

 
Fridays to Sundays 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Guided tours are available on request

Opening times:

"No!" To right-wing extremism, racism and 
violence: The Gallery "Eifel Kunst" (Eifel Art) 
is a gallery against the "right" and regularly 
presents themed exhibitions, lectures,        
readings, concerts  and film screenings.

"Eifel Kunst" offers areas in which people 
can display their diversity and thereby gives 
culture-oriented artists the opportunity to 
have a voice and to speak up against exclusi-
on, against racism and against violence. The 
"Eifel Kunst" gallery is filled with artistic 
statements about democracy and freedom, 
which transform it into a place of diversity 
and encounters. 

The works of art are like obstacles on 
the path to oblivion.

Contact: Galerie „Eifel Kunst“
Schleidener Straße 1
53937 Schleiden – Gemünd
Phone +49 (0) 1573 - 6941876
www.eifel-kunst.de

Gallery against 
the "right"
"Eifel Kunst" in Gemünd for 
freedom and democracy

Fridays and Sundays from 2:00 p.m. 
to 6:00 p.m. and by appointment

Opening times:
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A Place of prayer & contemplation
The Mariawald Abbey in the Eifel national park has been 

a place of worship for many centuries

Mariawald Abbey sits 417 metres high above 
the little town of Heimbach, right in the 
heart of Eifel National Park. Mariawald was 
the only men's monastery of the Trappist 
Order in Germany until September 2018. It is 
still a place of reflection and prayer even 
though the monks no longer reside there. 
Today, the monastery is run by an associati-
on closely associated with the diocese of 
Aachen.

Mariawald is home to a cosy monastery 
restaurant with a sun terrace, an appealing 
monastery shop, a book and art shop with 
unusual offers and gift ideas.

The typical Mariawald products such as pea 
soup, monastic liqueurs, strong beer, con-
fectionery items, mustard and skincare cre-
ams are well-known throughout the country. 
It also offers beef products from species-
appropriate animal husbandry, depending 
on the season, game from the surrounding 
forests as well as products from other Trap-
pist monasteries such as Trappist beers and 
cheeses.

In the monastery bookshop, visitors can 
find a wide range of religious literature, 
devotional artefacts, art cards and many 
interesting things about the National Park 
and Eifel.

Monastery tours can be arranged by prior 
agreement.

All of the entrances to the church, restau-
rant, monastery shop and bookshop are 
wheelchair-friendly. The children can play in 
the popular "Die Arche" playground.

There are sufficient parking spaces for cars 
and buses.

Contact:
Mariawald Abbey
52396 Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) 24 46/95 06-12 
Fax: +49 (0) 24 46/95 06-218 
info@kloster-mariawald.de 
www.kloster-mariawald.de

    Winter season: Monday - Friday 11.00 am to 5.00 pm, Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays 9.00 am to 5.00 pm, Special opening times: Christmas Eve: 9.00 am 
to 2.00 pm. Christmas Day: Closed. Boxing Day: 9.00 pm to 5.00 pm. New Year's Eve: 9.00 
am to 2.00 pm New Year’s Day: 9.00 am to 5.00 pm 
Summer season: Monday - Friday 10.00 am to 6.00 pm, Saturdays, Sundays and public holi-
days 9.00 am to 6.00 pm

Opening hours:
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The International Art Academy Heimbach 
is a recognised education and training cen-
tre for artistic work in the area of fine and 
visual arts. Its ambition is to stimulate and 
encourage the creativity in people of all 
generations, nationalities and professions. 
Under scientific management, 47 first-class 
lecturers from 14 nations with excellent ped-
agogical skills in the individual fields of art 
(painting, sculpture, ceramics, drawing, 
printmaking, photography, film, video and 
performance) share their invaluable know-
ledge and techniques. The lecturers teach 
each student about the materials, composi-
tional methods and work processes involved 
their area of art. They support students 
right from the conception of piece to its 
completion, assist them in discovering their 
personal artistic expression and support the 
development of an individual style. In addi-
tion to the practical instruction, the courses 
also include art theory and art history.

The Art Academy is completely barrier-
free, with panoramic lifts connecting both 
levels. The studios are well equipped, spa-
cious, modern and bright. There is plenty of 
inspiration thanks to the magnificent views 
of Heimbach and the beautiful landscape in 
the surrounding area is. The corresponding 
pieces of equipment are provided for all the 
techniques used (e.g. welding, firing, prin-
ting, film photography, video editing, etc.). 
Age-appropriate offers, divided according to 

ability, are quite suitable as a postgraduate 
course: professionals, ambitious amateurs, 
students preparing for courses at state art 
academies or professionals who want a crea-
tive boost – everybody is welcome, no mat-
ter whether it is with or without experience 
in the arts. 

Well over 9.000 students have already 
attended courses, workshops or seminars. 
There are also regular shows of works by 
lecturers and students, art exhibitions, spe-
cial events (film premieres, poetry readings, 
concerts, cabaret, academy festival, a Kick-
off Day, International Museum Day, etc.) 
and guided tours on offer at the Kunstaka-
demie Heimbach.

Contact: 
Hengebachstraße 48 · 52396 Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) 2446 / 80 97 00 
Fax +49 (0)2446 / 80 97 030
info@kunstakademie-heimbach.de 
www. kunstakademie-heimbach.de

Artistry is contagious
Art Academy Heimbach: Experiencing one’s own creativity 

and meeting like-minded people

Simply order our programme in the form of a brochure, subscribe to our Newsletter,
 have a look at our website or find us on Facebook.
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For the highest standards in the best 
quality - for over 20 years

The old mill, home of Jens Nettlich, is 
nestled in the unspoilt landscape of the 
picturesque Pützbornbach valley. The gra-
duate metal designer dedicates himself to 
his diverse and at times large-scale projects 
in the mill’s workshop: “Atelier Metallfor-
men”. His work includes jewellery and sil-
verware, elegant hunting weapons, high-
quality kitchen knives made of Damascene 
steel, as well as historical replicas. But his 
repertoire also includes garden furniture, 
fire bowls and art on buildings. The sculp-
tures of the recognised freelance artist 
adorn squares and private houses from Ber-
lin to Hawaii.

The award-winning designer describes his 
work as minimalist and without frills: „I try 
to express my ideas with as few lines as 
possible, but make each one count.“ Nett-
lich regularly presents his works at exhibi-
tions and trade fairs throughout Germany 
and abroad. His works have already been 
on show in cities such as Paris, Shanghai, 
Verona, Salzburg, Visby, Las Vegas and Lux-
embourg. Nettlich has also won various 
awards and prizes, such as the State Prize 
for Arts and Crafts of Rhineland-Palatinate.

After graduating from the University of 
Applied Sciences and Arts in Hildesheim, 
he worked as a freelance designer develo-

ping products and making prototypes at 
various well-known companies until 2010. 
He was a resident of Lower Saxony and in 
2016, he moved his studio to the beautiful 
Volcanic Eifel.

The Nettlich family will be hosting the third 
design market at their historic mill on 
11-12 July 2020. Artists and top-class 
craftsmen from all over Germany and the 
surrounding countries will exhibit their 
work.

In his workshop studio at the old mill, Jens 
Nettlich also offers various workshops, 
company events and demonstrations. His 
workshops include: basic forging courses, 
how to forge knives and axes and the pro-
duction of Damascus steel.

CONTACT:
Atelier Metallformen
Mühlenweg 9
54550 Daun
Phone +49 (0) 176 43122672
info@metallformen.de 
www.metallformen.de 

Visits can be arranged by phone.

Atelier Metallformen
 Metal designer and artist Jens Nettlich exhibits his craft 

and passes on his skills in workshops
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The Jobelius family business produces and 
distributes high-quality spirits. They are 
based in the picturesque vineyards of Valwig 
an der Mosel. Now in its third generation 
with the grandson of the company‘s foun-
der, Daniel Jobelius, at the helm, the com-
pany has been continuously expanding over 
the past decade, helping to grow their 
customer base. 
This consists of wholesalers, retailers, cate-
ring companies and end customers nation-
wide.

Over the years, the original range of tradi-
tional private labels has developed into a 
much wider selection. The top regional pro-
ducts, such as „Moselfeuer“, „Eifelfeuer“, 
„Obstbrände“ and „Weinbergpfirsichlikör“, 
combine the finest, natural ingredients, 
such as herbs and fruit juices, to create a 
distinctive treat. 

The spirits can be purchased directly on site 
or in the online shop at www.jobelius.de.

In addition to the traditional distribution of 
spirits, the company also offers filling ser-
vices and two in-house distilleries. The 
Jobelius team knows how to make the per-
fect spirit, create new tastes and then com-
bine these. Thanks to their in-depth exper-
tise in the development of new products, 
they are able to cater to individual custo-
mer requests.

Jobelius also offers guided tours and open 
house tasting events. After a short video 
about the production of the Moselfeuer in 
the newly built Moselfeuer factory, visitors 
will learn a lot about this fascinating trade. 

And at a tasting centred on four different 
spirits specialties, they will experience the 
variety of the world of flavours.

The open house tastings are held from 
March to October, from Monday to Friday at 
4 pm and on Saturdays at 2 pm.

From November to February, the tastings 
are also held during the week at 4 pm, and 
on Saturdays at 11 am. You can also book a 
tasting session for up to 50 people.

CONTACT:
Jobelius Spirituosen
Moselweinstraße 1
56812 Valwig/Mosel
Phone +49 (0) 2671-9773-0
Fax +49 (0)2671-9773-90
info@jobelius.de 
www.jobelius.de

High Spirits
Jobelius Spirits in Valwig, Mosel - since 1962, traditional, 

modern and innovative

N
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 Tupperware of the Middle Ages
History and stories from the life and work of

Raeren stoneware pottery in the castle of Raeren

Tupperware or other plastic utensils that 
are found in today's households, are the 
equivalent of the Rheinish stoneware from 
the late Middle Ages, more precisely from 
the 13th to the 19th century. One of the 
most important production places of this 
extremely high-quality ceramic can cur-
rently be found in Eastern Belgium, directly 
on the border with Aachen and Roetgen. 
Well over 50 families of potters shaped the 
life of the villages, which have now merged 
under the name of Raeren. Over several 
centuries, they exploited the deposits of 
rich clay, used the vast forests of deciduous 
trees to fuel their huge kilns and took 
advantage of the excellent transport con-
nections. They produced up to 500,000 jugs 
and pots a year, which from the late 16th 
century they sold to North America and 
Southeast Asia.

During the period when the industry was 
blooming and before European porcelain 
had been invented, Raeren jugs richly 
decorated with images and ornaments 
could also be found on the tables of prin-
ces, the clergy and wealthy members of 
society. The Pottery Museum in Castle 
Raeren shows how they were produced, the 
specific technological developments that 
were required, the skills and artistic creati-
vity behind it all, how the principles of 
globalisation at the time influenced our 
region and what the working life of the 

potters from Raeren was really like.
More than 2,000 exhibits have come tog-
ether with modern media in our historic 
rooms and a successful staging of the exhi-
bition. Furthermore, you can download the 
new Museum app and have a guided tour 
from the great master potter himself, Jan 
Emens, through his world. Around the cast-
le, you can enjoy and explore a peaceful 
landscape "in the footsteps of the potters". 
There is a handy connection on the Venn-
bahn cycling route and opposite the castle, 
the Cafeteria Haus Zahlepohl offers a 
place to stop and regular special exhibiti-
ons of the museum in a converted pottery 
and farmhouse.

Contact:
Raeren Pottery Museum
Burgstraße 103 
B-4730 RAEREN 
Phone +49 (0) 87 - 850903
Fax +32 (0)87 - 850932 
info@toepfereimuseum.org
www.toepfereimuseum.org
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Worlds of Adventure to marvel, feast, shop
Shopping culture without restrictions

The Ardenner Cultur Boulevard, direct on 
the German-Belgian border located on the 
B265 and B 421, invites its guests to marvel, 
feast and shop. This mixture of original exhi-
bitions combined with a modern shopping 
street makes the Ardenner Cultur Boulevard 
a favourite destination for the whole family 
in any season and always with Sundays and 
holidays being open for shopping. 
The ArsKRIPPANA shows the art of nativity 
scene creation from all over the World. With 
a unique doll collection the ArsFIGURA 
represents the glamorous imperial period.
The ArsFIGURA takes us through the 
glittering imperial age.
The ArsTECNICA railway collection sets 
the hearts of model railway 
enthusiasts pumping.

The Ardenner Cultur Boulevard is also a 
paradise for connoisseurs and gourmets. In 
the Ardenner Grenzmarkt AD Delhaize custo-
mers could well imagine themselves to be in 
a land of milk and honey: Belgian speciali-
ties including pralines, abbey beers or the 
celebrated Ardennes ham, French top wines 
and coffee at extremely reasonable prices. 
Information: www.a-c-b.eu 

After a shopping spree, what could be better 
than a little refreshment at Bistro Old 
Smuggler. This cafeteria-bistro is bent on 
spoiling its guests with first-class dishes. Or 
how about stopping for a bite to eat at the 
charming hotel-restaurant Balter’s Landg-
asthof. The establishment welcomes guests, 
groups and societies of up to 200 people. 
Newly invigorated, you can then call in at 
ArsMineralis, the specialist store for mine-
rals. Here you can experience and discover a 
broad selection of minerals, fossils, jewelle-
ry, natural cures, gift ideas, as well as art 
and designer pieces. 
Info: www.arsmineralis.net

Contact: Ardenner Cultur Boulevard
Prümer Str. 55 · D - 53940 Losheim/Eifel
Phone +49 (0) 6557/920630
B - 4760 Büllingen · Hergersberg 4
Phone: +32 (0) 80 548 729

  AD Delhaize – Ardennes border market: daily from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., 
phone +32 (0) 80 – 54 84 33. Bistro Old Smuggler: daily from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.; fuel station open 24 
hours; hotel restaurant Balter: closed on Mondays. during the week closed from 2:30 p.m. – 5:30 
p.m., phone +49 (0) 65 57 – 818; Möbelland furniture store: daily from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., phone 
+32 (0) 80 – 54 90 38. Find everything under: www.ardenner-cultur-boulevard.net

Opening hours:

Ardenner Cultur Boulevard
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Currently an ancient art of healing which 
had almost been forgotten is experiencing an 
unexpected renaissance. Although the power 
of stones was well known to antiquity and the 
old cultures of Europe, Asia and the Americas, 
that knowledge never gained significance due 
to the rarity of many precious stones, in con-
trast, for example, to the importance placed 
on the use of herbs and other natural medici-
nes.
The situation is different today: Never 
before has there been such a broad selection 
of minerals and precious stones available, as 
in this century. And never has there been 
such comprehensive knowledge regarding the 
origin of these stones, their growth and 
transformation.

ArsMINERALIS offers a large choice in mine-
rals, fossils, jewellery and natural medicines 
from Hildegard of Bingen tea & spices, incen-
se, books & CDs, Buddha figures & angels, 
native scene accessories, decoration & art.
The specialist store is located in the building 
of ArsKRIPPANA
Infos: www.arsmineralis.net

A journey of discovery through the 
fascinating world of precious stones

A journey of discovery through the big, 
small world of small, big dreams

ArsMINERALIS ArsTECNICA

Experience the fascination of fantasy and 
precision of one of the first digital model 
railways in Europe. 2000 metres of track set 
in a typical Eifel-Ardennes landscape: rivers, 
lakes, woodland and mountains. You attend a 
manoeuvre on the German-Belgian border, 
watch zoo animals enjoying their midday nap 
and footballers taking part in a tournament. 
The fairground replicated in authentic detail 
with its ferris wheel, is particularly impressive 
during night scenes featuring artistic light 
effects.

The installation is in a state of constant 
change and is always being extended. Here 
visitors can watch the model makers enga-
ged in meticulous work and construction 
and gain tips and inspirations for their own 
model railways.

Adjacentto this  is a specialist model-making 
store for the realisation of model construc-
tion dreams at home. It offers modellers and 
collectors an extensive variety of products as 
well as professional advice.
Info: www.arstecnica.de

ArsMineralis open daily 10.00 – 18.00  (Closed: Mondays)
ArsKRIPPANA und ArsFIGURA open daily: 10.00 – 18.00 (Closed: Mondays)
Prümer Str. 55 D-53940 Losheim/Eifel Phone +49 (0) 65 57/92 06 30
Herersberg 4 – B-4760 Büllingen Tel: +32 (0)80 548 729

Contact – Opening Times
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Experience the art of nativity scene creation 
from all over the World.  The “ArsKRIPPANA” 
is a year-round exhibition of nativity scenes set 
up in 2,500 square metres of exhibition space. 
It offers a window into the art of nativity scene 
creation throughout the world. On display are 
church nativity scenes from all over Europe, 
mechanical nativities, significant Spanish and 
Italian countryside nativity scenes, an outdoor 
nativity with live animals. One can marvel and 
admire the over 300 scenes from all over the 
world in an atmosphere that could not be more 
appropriate. 
Nativity scenes should be observed on four 
levels, represented in various styles. For 
example, socially critical native scenes are 
exhibited, which are meant to inspire the spec-
tator to reflect, or a movable plush native 
scene that makes children’s eyes marvel.
There is a nativity scene displayed which ori-
ginally stood in the private rooms of Pope 
John Paul II, or a scene which was already 
being marvelled at in Cologne cathedral, back 
in 1939; and this not only during Christmas 
time.
Info: www.arskrippana.net

A journey of discovery through
time and culture

A journey of discovery through the 
imperial age and art appreciation

ArsKRIPPANA ArsFIGURA

Moving worlds are what await you in the 
“ArsFIGURA”. Submerge yourself in the world 
of 19th century society and enjoy, rich in 
detail, a recreated old street from the imperi-
al age, replete with faithfully replicated sit-
ting rooms, merchants’ stores, historical, 
artistic and mechanical figures and dolls. And 
when the visitors have viewed and marvelled 
all this, the actual performers begin to 
“speak”. They tell of a long, exciting life, of 
beloved children who combed their hair with 
care and changed their clothes. They tell of 
the good old times, but also of smoke, fire 
and war. They tell stories of collectors and 
museums, of countless exhibitions and of old 
ladies who they recently loved. In truth, if 
only all these dolls could speak, one might 
listen to them for days on end, and yet time 
and time again new stories would emerge.
For collectors, this is a must, for grandpa-
rents a journey back into their childhood, and 
for everyone else it is one more experience in 
the Losheimer Ardenner Cultur Boulevard, 
right on the German-Belgian border.

Info: www.arsfigura.net

ArsMineralis open daily 10.00 – 18.00  (Closed: Mondays)
ArsKRIPPANA und ArsFIGURA open daily: 10.00 – 18.00 (Closed: Mondays)
Prümer Str. 55 D-53940 Losheim/Eifel Phone +49 (0) 65 57/92 06 30
Herersberg 4 – B-4760 Büllingen Tel: +32 (0)80 548 729

Contact – Opening Times
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n seasily accessible via the A 1,
n beautiful area with forest and meadows
n more than 300 local wild animals in  
 outdoor enclosures
n stands and lookout points
n enclosures with small animals for our  
 youngest visitors,
n adventure playground,
n restaurant with patio,
n picnic places,
n barbecue against fee
 (booking requested)
n forest pedagogics on request
n guided tours and feedings
n photo excursions
n free spacious parking places
n dogs on a lead are welcome,
n part of the park to a degree
 handicapped accessible
n free audio guided tour
 by Smartphone

Located at the foothills of the Eifel, the Big 
Game Park is an excursion destination for the 
whole family at any time of the year. 

In the middle of magnificent forests elks, 
wild pigs, Hungarian grey cattle, red, fallow 
and Sika deer are leaving their tracks. Espe-
cially impressive are the extensive wild pig 
enclosures and the near-to-nature experience 

of various local animal species, which can be 
watched up close without separating fences 
Generous path ways, resting areas and obser-
vation stands at the feeding grounds invite 
for hiking tours into the wild. On the large 
adventure playground with ropeway, climbing 
scaffolds, slides and many things more child-
ren can frolic to their hearts’ content.

After a long hiking tour the “Waldhaus”, loca-
ted at the game park, invites for something 
to drink or eat on the beautiful patio of the 
restaurant.

Contact: Big Game Park Rhineland 
Becherhoferweg 71 
53894 Mechernich-Kommer
Phone +49 (0)2443 / 6532
Fax +49 (0)2443 / 911 828
info@hochwildpark-rheinland.de  
www.hochwildpark-rheinland.de

   Open all year round: March to October: daily from 09:00 a.m. to 06:00 
p.m. November to February daily from 10:00 a.m. to 05:00 p.m.

Opening times

Big Game Park Rhineland
“Experiencing nature up close“
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Mysterious ducts and pits!
The pits and excavation chambers of the Günnersdorf
visitor’s mine lead into the underworld of Mechernich

The ore mining at the Mechernich Bleiberg 
(lead mountain) is more than 2,000 years 
old. Celts and Romans already were digging 
for ore here. The Günnersdorf mine in 
Mechernich was created in the second half 
of the 19th century, the blooming of 
mining, and was operated with interrupti-
ons. During World War II, the pits served as 
air-raid shelter for the people of Mecher-
nich. Mining operation was completely ter-
minated in 1957. Since 1995 the Günners-
dorf mine is a visitor’s mine with a muse-
um. 

In the mining museum you can admire 
tools, pit lamps and uniforms of the miners. 
An expert mine guide accompanies the visi-
tors, providing insight to the geology, mine 
history and early production procedures of 
the Günnersdorf mine. 

With the salute “Good luck” (“Glückauf”) 
the visitors are going underground. Before, 
they all are equipped with a helmet. As 
there is a temperature of only 9° C all year 
round, adequate clothing is recommended. 
Sandals or high heels are unsuitable. In the 

galleries and channels the visitors get an 
impression of the difficult conditions under 
which the ore has been mined by the wor-
kers. During the 1 _ hour tour the mine 
guide can tell lots about the Mechernich 
lead ore mining and the mining history of 
the region. 

Excitement and adventure is promised to 
children at the age of ca. 6 to 14 years by 
the treasure hunt in the Günnersdorf 
visitor’s mine. At the end, all participants 
will get a certificate which distinguishes 
them as treasure hunters. A hike under the 
aspect of mining history leads through the 
accessible part of the former premises. A 
large barbecue hut can be rented on the 
property of the mining museum. 

Contact: “Förderverein 
Bergbaumuseum Mechernich e.V.”
Bleibergstraße 6
53894 Mechernich
Phone +49 (0) 2443 - 4 86 97
Fax: +49 (0)2443 - 82 04
bergbaumuseum-mechernich@t-online.de
www.bergbaumuseum-merchernich.de

 Tuesday – Saturday 2 p.m. – 4 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m. – 4 p.m. Guided 
tour daily (except Mondays) at 2 p.m., independent of the number of visitors present. 
Further guided tours will be conducted if at least 7 visitors will get together. Registered 
groups will be guided off-hours also. Individual visitors are recommended to register early 
in order to allocate them to already planned guided tours. Unnecessary waiting times will 
thus be avoided.   

Opening times
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The Krewelshof EIFEL is located on the 5 
hectare nature and pleasure farm in Ober-
gartzem. With its own products fresh from 
the Eifel fields, the farm‘s kitchen, shops 
and manufactories inspire, as well as useful 
and decorative items for the home are offe-
red, and once a month the children‘s flea 
market. In autumn, carvings and pumpkins 
shine in abundance: NRW‘s largest pumpkin 
exhibition on the lake, with 100,000 own 
pumpkins, is once again unique. Farm market 
- the shopping experience: From the manuf-
actories you can browse for tasty jams, gifts 
from the Eifel, lots of handmade articles and 
grandma‘s old recipes, the popular plum 
spread and own herb products from the herb 
garden. Tip: don‘t forget to try the goat 
cheese from the Krewelshof cheese dairy! In 
addition, take fresh bread from the farm 
bakery and the latest information about the 
National Park and Eifel tourism with you at 
the Tourist-Info-Point.

Gastronomy - the fresh experience: The farm 
café offers a rich breakfast buffet with its 
own products every day from 9 a.m. in the 
bright northern Eifel ambience, along with 
everything your heart desires. Including cof-
fee specialities, families love it as „a day like 
a holiday“. Starting at 12 noon, cheerful 
chefs will conjure up fresh lunch dishes from 
the open kitchen, and the colourful cake 
buffet will tempt you again - ...please with 
cream. Boathouse at the lake - relax or cele-
brate to your heart‘s desire: Whether sociab-

ly at the long family table, or relaxed on the 
terrace by the lake, enjoy a delicious piece of 
homemade cream cake or glass of homemade 
sparkling wine.

Children‘s programme - the nature experi-
ence: For children, the large grounds around 
lake Krewelshof are ideal for discovering 
nature. A straw castle, the herb workshop 
(appointment reserve), the extensive maize 
labyrinth under the open sky, the busy 
children‘s pumpkin carving, the pumpkin 
show at night, and the family Halloween with 
coloured lanterns and lanterns are all temp-
ting seasonal activities. From the middle of 
November, the covered real ice rink and the 
Christmas post office will open, and St. 
Nicholas has registered to sing Advent tog-
ether - now it‘s homelike Christmas time 
again at the Krewelshof EIFEL.
- come and have a look!

Contact: Krewelshof EIFEL
Krewelshof 1, Corner B266
53894 Mechernich-Obergartzem R
Phone +49 (0) 2256/9577676
Highlights and events: www.krewelshof.de 
Opening hours café:
Mon. - Sun. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Krewelshof Eifel 
The adventure and pleasure farm in 

Mechernich-Obergartzem /  A1
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At the BOWL factory, sport and entertain-
ment come together in a multifunctional cen-
tre: the Zikkurat culture and recreation facto-
ry. The BOWL factory is located in the unique 
setting of the original Stoneware Factory 
Custodis, which dates back to 1882.
Visitors can smash their next strike on one of 
the 16 Brunswick bowling lanes. But it 
doesn’t end there. There’s also billiards and 
darts for both young and old to pit their wits 
against each other.

The in-house restaurant serves international 
dishes and cool drinks & cocktails. The BOWL 
factory is also an event venue. For around 
120 guests, it offers the ideal setting for 
Christmas and company celebrations, busi-
ness events and private parties.

Contact: BOWL Factory
An der Zikkurat 4
53894 Mechernich-Firmenich
Phone +49 (0) 2256/959049
www.bowl-fabrik.de

Opening times: 
Monday/Tuesday: Closed Wednesday - 
Friday: from 3 pm
Saturday: from 2 pm Sunday: from 12 pm

If you present this leaflet, you will receive a 
one-time 10% discount on the standard rate 
at the BOWL factory if you book a slot for at 
least 2 hours. This discount cannot be used in 
conjunction with other offers.

In a 1,000-square-metre arena, players can 
have an explosive time in a high-tech Laser 
Tag shoot-out – action-packed fun and an 
adrenaline rush are guaranteed. A great way 
for young and old alike to have fun, no mat-
ter what the weather.
Players get a phaser and a vest and try to 
earn as many points as possible. The game 
takes place is a dimly lit maze where the 
obstacles are decorated in fluorescent 
colours. To succeed requires teamwork, sta-
mina, accuracy and a tactically intelligent 
approach.

The arena is located on the ground floor of 
the former factory, making it accessible for 
visitors in wheelchairs. And there is also a 
bar and restaurant in the neighbouring 
BOWL factory.

Contact: Laser Tag Arena Zikkurat
An der Zikkurat 4
53894 Mechernich-Firmenich
Phone +49 (0) 2256/9571653
www.lasertag-zikkurat.de

Opening times: 
Monday / Tuesday: Closed Wednesday - 
Friday: from 3 pm
Saturday / Sunday: from 12 pm
If you present this leaflet, you qualify for 
the 2-for-1 offer in the Laser Tag Arena
Offer: Play two missions but only pay for 
one. Cannot be used with other offers, valid 
for one person only.

Bowling and Lasertag
In the Zikkurat culture and recreation factory, the possibilities 

for excitement and fun will blow you away!!
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Everybody who comes here has the time of 
their lives. No matter whether you are small, 
big, old or young, you can jump, roll, skate, 
bounce, seesaw, climb, crawl, relax, and go 
crazy. 
Attractions:
n DNA tower with slide and rope tunnel
 for fearless climbing enthusiasts.
n Large skater track with steep curves for  
 fast runs
n Dance machine with cool beat 
 for funky moves
n Mega-ball pool
n Ninja action course
n Game paradise for little ones
n Trampolines for high-flyers
n Pirate hopping ship for jumping
 pirates and much more
n Try & buy: HUDORA products to try 
 and to buy in the SHOP.
* Please book early for fun parties in our 
birthday rooms.

HUGODROM
An der Zikkurat 4 · 
53894 Mechernich
Phone +49 (0) 2191/4489304
mechernich@hugodrom.de
Admission: Children age 0-2, free
Adolescents age 3-18 7 9, Adults 7 4.50
Evening rates on weekdays from 5 pm:
Adolescents age 3-18, 7 5, Adults 7 2
Opening times:  Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri 12-5 pm, 
Sat & So* 10 am – 7 pm, Wed: Closed, 
* On Sundays and public holidays, 
the shop is closed.

HUGODROM
3,000 m2  Indoor Action 
Park for the whole family
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Adventure world Eifeltor
The leisure centre for the whole
family in the middle of nature

Thrill-packed rides are guaranteed on the 680 
m summer toboggan as well as on the off-road 
quad track and the children’s quad course. 
Attractive are the guided quad bike tours to the 
most beautiful places of the North Eifel and 
into the National Park. Skill is necessary on 
the 18-hole mini golf course. Popular with 
children: the playground with electric swing, 
electric crane, excavator and trampolines. Hun-
ger and thirst can be satisfied in the restaurant 
and on the outdoor terraces.
Indoor   gambling hall with skating rink: 
29/11/2020-07/03/2021, Sat. and Sun. from 
1:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. Groups/school classes 
according to arrangement. Additional days on 
request. Ideal starting point for a holiday in 
the Eifel is the adjoining hotel with guest 
lounges and event hall. Each 1st Sun. of the 
month the hotel restaurant Eifeltor offers a 
rich breakfast buffet, as well as each year a lar-
ge Christmas buffet and the big country festival 
in Nov. Many dishes as well as fresh wafers and 
various burger variations invite you to stay.
Contact: Adventure world Eifeltor
53894 Mechernich-Kommern 
Phone +49 (0) 2443 - 98 13 51
info@erlebniswelt-eifeltor.de
www.erlebniswelt-eifeltor.de 

 At the start of the 
Easter holidays to 31 October: daily 10.00 
am to 6.00 pm, in the NRW summer holi-
days to 7.00 pm. Groups by appointment. 
Direct access to the Rheinische Freilicht-
museum with discounted combi-tariffs.

Opening Times
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Fly as free as a bird at up to 40 kilometres 
per hour over the Seepark Zülpich and water 
sports lake. The Flying Fox Park is the biggest 
zip line and climbing park of its kind in the 
city triangle of Cologne-Bonn-Aachen. It has 
two different courses, each with six ziplines, 
at heights of between eight and twelve 
metres and a total length of 815 metres. The 
fun beginners and pros can have flying and 
climbing is endless, no matter whether they 
are 10 or 99 years old!

With plenty of activities, the Flying Fox Park 
is a great day out for schools; private groups 
can celebrate birthday parties and compa-
nies can book a team building event. And we 
haven’t forgotten the smaller visitors: there 
is a children‘s cable car, which has been fun-
ded by Förderverein Gartenschaupark Zül-
pich.

Contact: Seepark Zülpich
Am Wassersportsee 7
53909 Zülpich 
info@seepark-zuelpich.de

Phone +49 (0) 2252/52345
www.seepark-zuelpich.de/flying-fox-park

Opening times:
From 1 April to 31 October, Fri 1.00pm – 
6.00pm (last run at 5.00pm)
Sat., Sun. & public holidays: 11.00am - 
6.00pm (last run at 5.00pm)
From Monday to Thursday the facility is
only open for groups that have pre-booked.

The biggest zip line and climbing 
park in the region

Flying Fox · Seepark Zülpich
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Archery in the wild
Back to the roots – 
stimulating lust for archery 

Away from everyday stress, shopping hustle 
and bustle and noise, the archery courses are 
held by Bogenlust in the Eifel. In harmony 
with nature, big and small adventurers forget 
smartphones, tablets and game consoles, 
because they go on a stalk through the brea-
thtaking woodlands, to a place of power with 
500 metres of altitude or to splashing 
streams. During a six-hour day excursion, 
visitors can experience the basic elements of 
archery with the help of the expert team, 
before the course participants can apply their 
learned knowledge after a common lunch 
break - because it‘s dinosaur hunting!

Under the sign of intuition and connection, 
the course participants find their way back to 
the rhythm of their own nature. These values 
are transferred to archery. The wisdom of the 
Indians is sustainably imprinted in a powerful 
setting. A special experience is the lecturer 
Ulf Umlauff who is the DFBV archery manager 
and bow maker and since 2003 has offered 
every 1st and 3rd Saturday from 10.30 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. beginners and professional courses 
for traditional archery.

Have you become curious? 
Then get in touch!
www.bogenlust.de info@bogenlust.de
Phone (+49) 02236/336 36 41
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There is a new recreational activity for the 
whole family, old, young, small and big, at 
the Kurpark Gemünd spa resort.

DiskGolf is a trend sport from Finland that is 
easy to pick up and learn. Dexterity plays 
just as important a role as picking the right 
throwing strategy and the right disc.

The rules for DiskGolf are similar to those 
for „normal“ golf, but instead of using a 
club and ball, players use frisbees (flying 
discs), which come in different shapes and 
weights. Instead of a hole in the ground, 
you have to get the disc in a metal basket. 
Just like golf, it‘s about finishing the course 
in as few throws as possible. Trying to win is 
just as important as enjoying yourself with 
friends and having fun.

The DiskGolf Course at Kurpark Gemünd con-
sists of nine “holes”. You can access the 
course free of charge and the Flying Discs 
can be hired or bought at the National Park 
Gate Gemünd.

Tourist Information 
at the National Park 
Gate Gemünd 
Kurhausstraße 6
53937 Schleiden
Phone +49 (0) 2444/2011  
www.natuerlich-eifel.de

DiskGolf Gemünd
New and free game for 
all age groups
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In the newly created fitness garden in the 
spa park Gemünd six outdoor fitness devi-
ces have been installed inviting to do 
something for your health: leg exerciser, 
complete body workout trainer, back trainer, 
mobility trainer, an equipment for training 
your shoulders and a back massage device. 
The facilities especially designed for the 
outdoor area are intended to strengthen the 
circulatory system and improve mobility and 
coordination in an amazingly easy way. Mus-
cle relaxation and massage of acupuncture 
points at palms, legs and in the back are 
relaxing and will give you peace and 
strength. These fitness devices inspire peop-
le of any age.

On the neighbouring mini-golf course for 
young and old 18 varied tracks are provided, 
on which various obstacles have to be over-
come. After an inspiring match of mini-golf, 
you can fortify yourself at the facility’s kiosk 
with cool drinks, coffee and ice cream. 

Opening hours: From approx. Easter to 
autumn holidays weather-dependent). Ent-
rance for youngsters and adults 3 Euros, 
children to 12 years 1.50 Euros, special rates 
for families and groups. Information tele-
phone under  0176-76619561.

Access & parking: 
Free parking spaces at the spa house. Appro-
ximately 10 walking minutes from the bus 
stop Gemünd Kirche (National Park-Shuttle 
SB 82 Kall-Gemünd-Vogelsang).

Fitness garden Gemünd
Fitness facilities in the spa 
park for young and old
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Hollerath and Udenbreth "Weißer Stein" 
(610-690 metres above sea level) are the 
most famous winter resorts in the region on 
the left banks of the Rhine. In Udenbreth 
"Weißer Stein" there is a downhill slope with 
a T-bar lift up to 550 m long and a toboggan 
run with toboggan lift up to 350 m long. 
When the lifts are running, the snack kiosks 
are open along with the stores for ski and 
toboggan rentals. In total, there are three 
prepared trails for cross-country skiers, two 
in Udenbreth and one in Hollerath.
The "Weißer Stein" leisure complex also has 
a spacious playground for children next to a 
sports field. The general public can use the 
covered barbecue area, which is integrated 
into the playground, and, with further cove-
red seating options it is the ideal place for a 
family outing. Another highlight is the 
observation tower with a ridge height of 30 
metres, with the installed "Eifel View" and 
information on the different viewing angles.
Tourist information and
Hellenthal National Park Info Point
Rathausstraße 2 • 53940 Hellenthal
Phone +49 (0)2482/85 115
Fax +49 (0)2482/85 114
tourismus@hellenthal.de, 
www.hellenthal.de

The Olefufer leisure facility in the heart of 
Hellenthal is a play and leisure facility for 
all ages.

The Olef's stream bed can be accessed via a 
stairway with seating steps and you can 
while away the time here by the water. In 
addition to the usual children's play equip-
ment for swinging, climbing and balancing, 
the little peeps can also play around on a 
red wooden toy train and a splash around 
in a water play area.

There is also outdoor “fitness equipment” 
for both young and old alike.

A red wooden house in the shape of a 
wagon was built in the style of an old 
fashioned railway station that was in this 
area a long time ago. This can be rented 
through the Hellenthal local council for 
smaller private parties.

Tourist information and
Hellenthal National Park Info Point
Rathausstraße 2
53940 Hellenthal
Phone +49 (0) 2482 / 85 115 
Fax +49 (0) 2482 / 85 114 
tourismus@hellenthal.de 
www.hellenthal.de

Recreational fun for 
the whole family

Olefufer leisure facility 
Hellenthal

Recreation and winter sports area 
"Weisser Stein"

Play and leisure facility 
for all ages.

Information about the snow conditions and 
opening times can be found at www.hellent-
hal.de or the snow line: 02482- 85 200.

winter sports weather
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A special experience …
… take a nostalgic ride on an eclectic journey 
along the heritage railway as it chugs its way 
from the Kall station and National Park infor-
mation point along the picturesque streams of 
the Urft and Olef, through partly historic indu-
strial areas in Mauel and Oberhausen, through 
the Gemünder Tunnel, past the village green in 
Olef, through Schleidener Sturmius Park, 
through the pastures where the horses graze, 
past Blumenthal station to its final destination 
of Hellenthal station and National Park infor-
mation point. 
Families and cyclists …
… as well as children, (hiking) groups, spa 
card holders, and severely disabled people 
are entitled to heavily discounted fares.
Numerous tourist destinations 
and hiking trails …
… along the route which can be easily rea-
ched from the stops. Special signposts and a 
dedicated GPS hiking trail network will guide 
you there.
Breakfast trips and other special rides …
… such as chartered trips for private 
hire – plus other events. 

 Timetable Travel times and 
prices and all other information: 
www.oleftalbahn.de, www.facebook.com/
Oleftalbahn, Questions and bookings: 
bubi-schleidenweb.de or 0151/12335954

Season

The „Lead Ore Mine Wohlfahrt” is located near 
Hellenthal-Rescheid. It was operated from the 
end of the Middle Ages until shortly before the 
beginning of the 2nd World War. Today the 
sub-surface working world of past generations 
is accessible in the form of a visitor mine.
No day of rest! The daily guided tours depart 
every day from the "pit house" of the Rescheid 
mine, with shop and small exhibition, down a 
convenient staircase to the spacious "depths 
of the mine". The pure, pollen-free mining air 
has a year-round temperature of only 8° C! 
Sturdy shoes and warm clothes are therefore 
recommended.
Explore the mysteries of inanimate nature!
Visitors to the mine can also admire the color-
ful mineral developments of the petrified 
beach of Eifel primordial lake. A visit to the 
underground world is also a special experience 
for children. Original preserved rock drawings 
of miners dating back to the 19th Century will 
even convince the sceptics: there are once 
dwarfs working in the "Grube Wohlfahrt" !

Contact: Visitors Mine Grube Wohlfahrt
Aufbereitung II Nr. 1 · 53940 Hellenthal
Heimatverein.Rescheid@t-online.de
www.GrubeWohlfahrt.de

Visitors Mine
"Pit welfare"

Oleftal 
Railway

All year round attraction for young 
and old in the National Park

A special experience take a nostalgic 
ride on an eclectic journey 

Daily from 11.00, 14.00 and 15.30 hrs Groups 
of 6-8 persons are advised to book in advance! 
Special programme for larger parties of visi-
tors. For information Phone: 02448-911140 
(daily between 10.30 -16.00 hrs)

Guided tours for individuals
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Experience the exciting world of "black art"! 
We will take you on a journey back in time to 
witness the life of the printing industry – 
from more than 5,000-year-old Chinese cha-
racters to Egyptian hieroglyphics and the 
state-of-the-art offset printing of the 
modern era.

It is an interactive museum, which is also 
ideal for workshops, seminars, presentati-
ons and private parties thanks to its modern 
multimedia space.

Opening times
Open to individual visitors from October to 
March on Sundays from 1 pm to 4 pm. The 
entrance fee includes a free guided tour 
that starts at 2 pm.
For groups of 8 or more people, we can open 
the museum on request, on the day of your 
choice!
Admission fees
Single ticket £5
Family ticket £10
Our prices for group tours and 
workshops for children are listed here:
www.druckereimuseum-weiss.de

Weiss Print Shop Museum 
Am Handwerkerzentrum 16 
52156 Monschau
Phone +49 (0) 2472 / 982-982 
Fax +49 (0) 2472 / 982-105 
info@druckereimuseum-weiss.de 
www.druckereimuseum-weiss.de

Black art in the green 
countryside

Weiss print shop museum

Enjoy the quiet hustle and bustle of the Eifel 
inhabitants, e.g. the tropical birds, reptiles, 
turtles and of course the more than forty dif-
ferent species of tropical butterflies. Even 
children love carrying a nectar flower offered 
to them through the house, on which butter-
flies like to take a snack. Via a path system 
visitors can observe the small jewels of the air 
from up close. It is also possible that our 
green iguana Willy slowly crosses your way. 
Besides the tropical experience, the shop 
area offers souvenirs, cool drinks, ice cream, 
fresh wafers – but also coffee specialities. 
Also the outdoor facilities invite you to disco-
ver them. The botanic butterfly garden, the 
small animal park, beehives and children’s 
playground can be visited from the 1st of May 
until the 1st of October. 

As the tropical house of the Butterfly Garden 
Eifalia annually opens from April to November 
without a break, the visit is also a welcome 
change for children and guests from April to 
November when the weather is rainy.

Opening hours:
1st – 31st of April from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 
p.m., 1st of May – 30th of Sept. 10:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m., 1st of May to 31st of October 
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Contact: Eifalia
Am Hammerwerk 2 · 53945 Ahrhütte
www.eifalia-schmetterlingsgarten.de
info@eifalia-schmetterlingsgarten.de
Phone +49 (0) 151 187 30 355

Experience the fascinating world of 
butterflies up close.

Eifalia – Tropic World Eifel
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Our experts at the Eifel Nature Centre and 
the Nettersheim Educational Institute have 
great programs set in a unique world of flora 
and fauna, in a landscape filled with treasu-
res from the past.

We are ideal for school trips, group outings, 
club activities, children‘s birthday parties, 
corporate events and excursions.  We put 
together individual packages based on your 
wishes, whether it’s indoors or outdoors, 
with or without an overnight stay, for just a 
few hours or for a few days. Let us know 
what you are interested in and we will take 
care of the rest.

Would you like to study life in the creek? 
Find and clean fossils? Bake bread like your 
great granny used to? Climb up high in a real 
forest? Play a piece of music on cajons? Take 
a journey back in time to see the Romans?  
Solve a mystery in the Archaeological Park? 
Look for and prepare herbs? Work with 
wood? Get creative in our black light theat-
re? Take part in the Roman Olympics?

You can do this and much more in our activi-
ty programs for groups. For more tips and 
advice or to just take a look, visit:
www.naturzentrum-eifel.de
 
In our nature adventure village Nettersheim, 
we offer accommodation to suit all groups 

for stays over several days:
n The youth hostel is perfect for school   
 classes, groups, families, and even the  
 solo traveller. Full board on request.
n The Eifelhaus is suitable for groups who  
 want to self-cater.
n The Buurehüsje is great for those who   
 want to live like they did in the good old  
 days.
n The tavern with its guest rooms   
 offers a Roman ambience.
n The monastery is designed for
 visitors with high standards
n The motorhome park with 25
 spaces is in the middle of nature.

For advice contact:
Eifel in Nettersheim 
Urftstraße 2-4, 53947 Nettersheim
Phone +49 (0) 2486/1246 
naturzentrum@nettersheim.de 
www.naturzentrum-eifel.de

Opening times:
Mon – Fri 9 am to 6 pm 
(Nov - April 9 am to 4 pm)
Sat – Sun 10 am to 6 pm
(Nov - April 10 am to 4 pm)

More Fun in Numbers
You can discover and do all sorts at the 

Eifel Nature Centre in Nettersheim 
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Countryside, tranquillity, clean air, dark 
nights with starry skies and an authentic vil-
lage atmosphere – all these things help you 
find peace away from the stresses of everyday 
life. Whether it’s in the spring, summer, 
autumn or winter, in the Eifel, every season 
has its own very special charm.

Companies and players from the fields of 
exercise, health, relaxation and cuisine have 
come together to promote the joint project 
„Eifel Vital“ of the municipalities of Bad Mün-
stereifel, Blankenheim and Nettersheim. They 
combine their offers to create appealing pak-
kages. You won’t be short of ideas if you want 
to be active, unwind and simply enjoy 
yourself.

For a few hours, a day, a weekend or a long 
holiday: You’re in the right place for healthy 
choices, relaxation, vitality, relaxation, exer-
cise and fun. Visit our website www.eifel-
vital.de – be inspired by our offers and put 
together your own personal wellness pro-
gramme! 

Contact: Eifel Vital
Krausstraße 2
53947 Nettersheim info@
eifel-vital.de
Phone +49 (0) 2486/78930

The project „Eifel Vital 2.0 - Customer Journey in the Vital Homeland“ 
is funded by the European Union, the European Regional Development 
Fund and the State of North Rhine-Westphalia..
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Eifel Vital! 
It’s good for you!
Bad Münstereifel, Blankenheim, 
Nettersheim: your well-being partners

Forest full of 
obstacles
Arboretum nature course in 
Nettersheim

The 900m long running course with 25 
obstacles offers its sports enthusiastic visi-
tors a physical challenge: crawling, clim-
bing & dangling in a unique atmosphere. 
Whether company party, school trip, birth-
day, club or family outing: The nature trail 
is the ideal place for an unforgettable 
group event! You can forget everyday life, 
compete together or alone, experience 
intact nature and feel your own body.  It‘s 
all about fun, team spirit and endurance.

Also for children between 4 and 8 years 
there is an age-appropriate obstacle 
course. The Arboretum Kids offers an 
adventurous play and fun experience in the 
beautiful Eifel nature. The children can let 
off steam to their heart‘s content and 
improve their motor skills by playing.

Let‘s go - overcome obstacles together, 
have fun and get really dirty. 

 

www.arboretum-naturparcours.de
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When you play farmer’s golf, you can safe-
ly leave your caddy, golf clubs and good 
shoes at home, because this trendy sport 
from the Netherlands is a little different – 
it’s rustic . While the real golf game is 
played with a handicap and needs to be 
played on accurately cut grass, farmer’s 
golf is dominated by the natural environ-
ment around you. 

The Margaretenhof in Kall-Keldenich provi-
des a funny variation of the golf game 
which requires no previous knowledge of 
the game and offers a boundless degree of 
fun for young and old alike. 

The 10-hole course at the Margaretenhof, 
where the owner’s cows graze from time to 
time, has a total length of about 1.5 km, 
with track lengths of 100 to 300 meters and 
a 40 metre elevation difference. Playing 
time is around one and a half hours. 

The aim of farmer’s golf is to bat (with a 
wooden shoe and broom handle) the lea-
ther ball the size of a handball with as few 
strokes as possible through a pre-arra nged 
set of holes. Players can expect a well or 
other obstacles on the course. 

Farmer’s golf also is a unique experience 
for family festivities, birthdays, company 
excursions, school classes and clubs. New is 
the farmer’s café “Margaretenhof“. Here 
homemade cakes, wafers or small snacks 

are offered to complete your day after a 
game. 

Enquiries can be made in the club room at 
the Margaretenhof where coffee and home-
made cakes, waffles and small snacks are 
served.

Opening times from April to October: 
Wednesday to Friday from 2.00 p.m., 
Saturday and Sunday from 10.00 a.m..
Other appointments can be arranged in 
advance.

Prices: 
Adults pay 6 7; 
4 7 for children up to 14 years of age. 
A discount applies to groups. 
Want to have some fun? 
Then look no further:

Farmer’s Golf
Andrew and Cilia Gentz
Margaretenhof
53925 Kall - Keldenich
Phone +49 (0) 2441 - 770528
Fax: +49 (0)2441 - 4561

info@bauerngolf-eifel.de
www.bauerngolf - eifel.de

The new variant of golf
Farmer’s Golf - recreational fun for everyone in Kall-Keldenich
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„Einfach mehr bewegen“ - Die aktivpark-
Angebote sind gesundheitsorientiert und 
richten sich an Menschen jeglichen Alters. 
„Simply move more“ - the active park offers are 
health-oriented and address themselves to 
humans of each age. The multifunctional 
sports and leisure facility offers not only a 
high-quality range of exercise but also an 
appropriate recreational environment.  Quali-
fied trainers and state-of-the-art equipment 
are available almost without restriction.
Offers:
n Fitness (Egym circuit training, Five/Flexx 
back and joint centre, vibration training, heart 
rate controlled cardio training)
n Fountain of youth method: the healthy way 
to get older. With a strong immune system, 
without the usual joint and back problems and 
full of energy. A completely new balance of 
regeneration, nutrition and exercise slows 
down cell ageing and ensures a healthy life.
n Courses according to Les Mills, indoor 
cycling, Bellicon Jumping, Yoga, Pilates, rela-
xation, water gymnastics, §20 prevention 
courses, rehabilitation sports
Opening hours: 8.00 a:m. - 10:00 p.m. (kit-
chen from 5:00 p.m., Sat/Sun all day, Mon. 
kitchen closed), public holidays all day; Christ-
mas Eve/New Year‘s Eve until 2:00 p.m. (sauna 
excluded) 
Contact: aktivpark Kall 
Auelstr.40, 53925 Kall
Phone +49 (0)  2444-4747
info@aktivpark-kall.de
www.aktivpark-kall.de

The “AKTIVI Kinder Abenteuerland”: Play, 
Fun and Movement in the over 2000 square 
metre indoor playground in the aktivpark at 
Kall right next to the Eifel National Park. Play 
and fun in any weather! At AKTIVI little child-
ren as well, as somewhat bigger children, can 
all let off steam to their hearts’ content – true 
to the AKTIVI motto,  we  focus on introducing 
children to movement, encouraging them in 
fun ways to develop their motor skills. And all 
that in any weather.  

Playing facilities: House-sixe adventure clim-
bing frame, 7.80 m high climbing wall, trampo-
lines, electric karts, football pitch, a bouncy 
play area and many other great play ideas; 
there is a separate play area right next to the 
cosy Bistro-Empore for children up to 3 years.
Opening times: : Tue. – Fri. from 14:30 p.m. to 
7:00 p.m., Sat., Sun., holidays and during 
school holidays Mon. – Fri. 10:00 a.m. – 6:00 
p.m., Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve open 
until 2:00 p.m., closed on Boxing Day and New 
Year (01/01); special opening hours for groups 
on request.
Prices: Children under 2 years – admission 
free; children/young persons from 2 – 17 years 
of age: 6 euros (Mon. – Thu.) or 6.50 euros 
(Fri. – Sun.); 1 hour prior to closing “Happy 
Hour”: half-price admission; Adults: 3 euros
Contact: AKTIVI Kinder Abenteuerland
Auelstraße 40, 53925 Kall
Phone +49 (0) 2441 - 7717852,
info@aktivi-kinder-abenteuerland.de
www.aktivi.info

Leisure Time Fun and Exercise
“Simple -  Better - Life” at the “aktivpark” in Kall – while 
the children discover the “AKTIVI  Adventureland for Kids“

: )
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On board the various simulators and 
rides, visitors to the Nürburgring will get 
to explore the legends behind the track. 
Here, racing enthusiasts of all ages are 
chasing the best lap times or changing 
tyres at record speed at the Formula 1 Pit 
Stop Show. 
Another highlight of the Motorsport Expe-
rience Museum is the spectacular and lifeli-
ke 24-hour race in 4D, where visitors can 
enjoy one of the biggest motorsport events 
in the world from a very special perspecti-
ve.

The multi-media "Green Hell" theatre pro-
mises an experience for all ages that will 
give you goosebumps. Here, visitors get a 
complete experience of the history of the 
"First Mountain, Race and Test Track", 
including the sounds and the smells, star-
ting with the construction of the Nord-
schleife. 

As part of Wolfgang Graf Berghe von Trips' 
90th birthday celebrations, the exhibition 
area "Knight, Rider, Racer" was opened in 
May 2018. Visitors can learn about the per-
sonal side of the legendary racer.

The ring cinema is also one of the Nürbur-
gring attractions. It plays cutting-edge 
films on one of the largest 3D cinema 
screens in the region, as well as offering 
comfortable seating with plenty of 
legroom. 

The backstage tour opens doors that are 
normally closed to the public. You can visit 
the pit lane, podium, paddock and media 
centre. During the one-and-a-half-hour 
tour behind the scenes of the legendary 
racetrack, no secret remains hidden and no 
questions are left unanswered.

If you just want to take a quick look at the 
pit lane and the starting / finish line, you 
can do this from the grandstand.

Visitors of all ages can battle for first 
position and feel the thrill of real racing on 
the karting track. There are no exhaust 
fumes but the karts are fitted with the 
sound experience of real racing car and 
provide real e-motions with their powerful 
electric drive along the 400-metr e indoor 
track.

CONTACT:
Nürburgring 1927 GmbH & Co. KG
Infromation Centre
Otto-Flimm-Str.
53520 Nürburg
Phone +49 (0) 800 20 83 200
info@nuerburgring.de

OPENING TIMES:
The daily opening times are listed at
www.nuerburgring.de/oeffnungszeiten

Discover the legend in you
On a journey of discovery with the recreational activities

at the Nürburgring
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The Wildlife Park shines in new splendour!
There are two new enclosures and a large 
adventure playground for children of all ages. 
The Wildlife Park extends over an area of 36 
hectares. By the playground, visitors can 
enjoy the new petting zoo. Now you can climb 
into the enclosure and stroke and feed goats 
and pigs up close. Lots of wild rabbits have 
decided o move in with the goats and they 
always amuse visitors and make them smile. 

Next to this are the rabbits and guinea pigs. 
The loving design of the stable alone is worth 
a visit. Guinea pigs and rabbits can now live 
in their own Nideggen castle and look out 
over a beautiful hand-painted meadow of flo-
wers.

If you go past the geese, running ducks and 
chickens, you get to where the donkeys of 
the Wildlife Park live: in the second new 
petting enclosure. These friendly donkeys 
love getting all the attention they can from 
visitors of all ages. 

The trail is about 5 km long; the enclosures 
are very large and spacious, completely 
adapted to the natural habitat of the ani-
mals. All year round, you can see red deer, 
fallow deer, black deer and mufflons, as well 
as various species of duck and Egyptian gee-
se on the ponds. Another new attraction is 
the Wildlife Park's desert buzzard. Every 
lunchtime ,you can watch the flight training 

of the birds of prey and see them flying clo-
se over the guests on the outdoor terrace 
and goat enclosure.

The café and bistro serve a whole range of 
specialty coffees and their famous homemade 
cakes. Poppy seed pudding or crumble, goo-
seberry meringues, cherry apple or apricot 
crumble or Sunday-baked cheesecake and 
much more – there's something for everyone 
here. If you want to enjoy something more 
savoury, you can choose from specialities 
such as buns with deer ham from our own 
kitchens or a wide selection of soups. The 
selection is of a high quality at reasonable 
prices.

On weekends and public holidays, we serve 
large breakfasts from 9.30 am to 11 am. The 
Wildlife Park's famous homemade buns are 
served with cold cuts and many more tasty 
treats. Reservations must be made by phone.

Contact: Wildpark Schmidt 
Wildparkstraße · 52382 Nideggen-Schmidt 
Phone +49 (0) 2474-215
www.wildpark-schmidt.de 
The opening times of the park and the café 
as well as the entrance fees to the park are 
listed at www.wildpark-schmidt.de

Schmidt Wildlife Park
At home in Eifel 
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The Bosselbacher Hof in Vossenack has lots 
to offer. Those who like fun and sports are in 
the right place at the country golf course.
Country golf – What is it?

In short: a lot of fun without any license or 
false ambition to play golf. Funny instead of 
expensive – fun instead of decorum! A spe-
cial way of spending time with your family or 
with your colleagues at a works outing! 
Instead of lone fighters in chequered trou-
sers, at country golf you will find team spirit 
in a colourful mixture of young and old play-
ers. Skill and previous knowledge are hel-
pful, but without it, it is even funnier! The 
game does not take place on fine English 
lawns, but on a farmer’s grassland course. 
Country golf teams play in groups of 2 to 6 
persons. In the centre of activities there is a 
kind of hand ball, which is put in 10 holes 
(buckets) on the playing field by means of a 
Klompen-bat (clogs on a stick).

The guests can fortify themselves in the 
farm-own café with homemade cake and 
wafers. It also provides for an extensive bre-
akfast buffet on weekends with hearty 
snacks for every taste. 

Those who want to stay longer can rent a 
holiday apartment. Every evening guest 
children are welcome to feed the animals. 
The Kaulen family also has many other good 
ideas for children’s pleasure. We drive with 
the quads into the wood to see the beavers, 

build tepees or rafts and make a campfire. 
Depending on the season, children can drive 
with them on the tractor to make hay or pick 
apples and after that bake a cake. 

Whether, horses or pigs, one is very impor-
tant to the Kaulen family: please understand 
that handling of the animals and horses is 
only up to holiday guests and horse riders. 
This way the animals are sure to have their 
necessary peace and quietness.

On request you are welcome to book a 
guided tour to get to know the animals 
and the farm!

Contact: 
Bosselbacher Hof
Pfarrer-Dickmann-Str. 45,
52393 Hürtgenwald-Vossenack,
Phone +49 (0) 2429-2009 
www.bosselbacher-hof.de

Country golf, café & animals
For families the Bosselbacher Hof has lots to offer
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Nestled in the idyllic Kall Valley in Hürtgen-
wald-Simonskall, the new leisure highlight is 
right next to the Landhotel Kallbach. This 
varied Adventure Golf Course extending over 
3,000 square metres, ingratiates the trend 
sport from the USA, which has arrived in Kall 
Valley. The lanes in Kallbach's Adventure Golf 
Course all have natural obstacles, water, 
stones and wood purposefully placed in a 
terrain shaped differently from the surroun-
ding landscape. Visitors can enjoy playing 
this innovative recreational game through 
animal sculptures, tree trunk courses and 
even through a water wheel. There are diffe-
rent challenges and levels of difficulty to 
master. The rules of the "proper" game of golf 
have been modified. 

Players are taught these rules at the start – 
you must listen carefully as they are crucial 
for the game. It is a game that offers a lot of 
fun and entertainment for teams, families 
with children and groups. Who can sink the 
ball in the hole with the fewest swings, 
despite all the unusual obstacles? It is not 
just about being sporty, but more about skill 
and creativity. 
Of course, it is up to each individual to train 
as often as they want to improve their "han-
dicap" ... If you feel like having a drink after 
your round of Adventure Golf, you can sit by 
the course on the terrace or in the cosy 
restaurant of the Landhotel Kallbach. Where 
you could be treated, for example, to yummy 
waffles and delicious food.

Prices/Tickets
Tickets are only available from the reception 
at the Landhotel Kallbach. Adults 7 7.50 • 
Children (under 12 years) 7 6.50 Schools: 7 
5 p.p. (Tue - Fri) • Group from 10 people (pri-
ces per person per round (18 holes) incl. ball 
and club rental, 1 score card.) No golfing 
skills required. Minimum age requirement: 9 
years. Free Kids Green for younger children's 
birthdays, group, corporate events. For reser-
vations, planning and catering call Tel .: 
02429 9444-0

Opening times March - October: 
Daily from 10 am until dusk*
November to February: Tues. – Sun. 
from 10 am until dusk*
Also open all year in good weather.
Opening hours for school groups 
and groups by appointment.
Last admission: 1.5 hours before closing. 

*The opening times may vary 
depending on the weather. There are 
sufficient parking spaces available. 

Information and bookings:
Landhotel Kallbach: 
Phone +49 (0) 2429 9444-0 
Simonskall 24 - 26 
52393 Hürtgenwald 
www.kallbach.de
www.eifelgolf.com

Adventure Golf Fun in Kallbach
Kallbach's exceptional 18-hole Adventure Golf Course 

guarantees fun and excitement for both young and old
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Nideggen can look back on an illustrious past 
and is a cultural unique monument to the 
history of the Middle Ages in the Rheinland 
and Eifel regions. The castle was build from 
the 12th Century onwards as a residence for 
the Counts of Jülich. Since 1979, the keep 
has housed the Castle Museum. Opposite the 
keep the castle restaurant warmly invites you 
to a view out onto the Rur-Eifel region. Today, 
Düren district council looks after the castle 
and the castle museum.
Burgenmuseum Nideggen invites the visi-
tor to take a tour of discovery into the Midd-
le Ages: Walking around the exhibition 
rooms the visitor is transported through 
culture and time to the everyday world of 
medieval castle life and experiences the chi-
valry and the economic culture of the Middle 
Ages in an authentic environment: In the 
dungeon, the visitor can even hear the fate 
of Burg Nideggen’s prisoners. A 9 m2, multi-
media presentation illustrates castle life and 
first hand, shows how the castle was 
destroyed. The castle museum offers an 
extensive program of events as well as work-
shops and guided tours. 
Opening times: Tuesdays-Sundays 
from 10.00 - 17.00 hrs
Last admission is at: 16.30 hrs
Phone +49 (0) 2427 - 63 40
Fax +49 (0)2427 - 90 28 85
burgenmuseum@kreis-dueren.de
www.burgenmuseum-nideggen.de
Carrier of Burg Nideggen and the 
Burgenmuseums is the Kreis Düren.

The family-friendly high wire course in the 
region is a special experience with 120 indivi-
dual elements and approx. 1,200 m cable 
cars. The main feature is the altitude adven-
ture course, which offers adventure and fun 
in addition to the opportunity to experience 
nature at different times of the year.
The high adventure trail itself is arranged on 
its large viewing platform which features a 
telescope. The other platforms on the course 
feature educational panels and visual aids. This 
is where nature and woodland becomes a living 
classroom. Those who want to climb the high 
adventure trail should not be scared of heights, 
at least 6 years old and 1.20 m high. 6-13 year 
olds may only climb when accompanied by 
their parents. Safety is an important concern 
for the operator across the complex. This is 
why the course has been equipped with the 

modern and innovative 
Smart Belay security 
system from Edelried. In 
addition to the course, 
team and adventure ele-
ments are available for 
the visitor.

Contact: Landesbetrieb Wald und Holz NRW 
Regionalforstamt Rureifel-Jülicher Börde 
Dirk Lüder · 52393 Hürtgenwald
Phone +49 (0) 24 29 - 94 00 41
Mobil +49 (0)171 - 58 70 671
hochseilgarten@wald-und-holz.nrw.de
www.wald-und-holz.nrw.de/hochseilgarten

D2C1-2
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Hürtgenwald 
Tight-rope Course
Apart from adventure and fun, experience 
the outstanding nature from up high

Burg 
Nideggen 
A journey back 
in time 
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To bring the benefits of the sea climate 
into the middle of the beautiful Eifel region 
was the idea of certified natural salt specia-
list consultant, René Braun when he opened 
the "SanaVita" salt cave in Simmerath.

The special curative effect of natural salt 
has been known for thousands of years. Salt 
was used over the course of human history 
as a cure for almost all diseases. This still 
has not changed today: bronchitis is cured 
at the North Sea, skin problems are allevia-
ted at the Dead Sea. Inhaling the air in natu-
ral rock salt caves also has a tradition. Howe-
ver, it was often necessary to travel further 
for such health benefits. A visit to the salt 
cave in Simmerath really does not require 
much effort. Here, you have a micro-climate 
virtually at your front door, which is just like 
the natural bracing climate of the sea.

Inhaling the air in this salt grotto promo-
tes the healing process of respiratory 
diseases, asthma, headaches, migraines and 
a variety of allergies. The 45-minute session 
strengthens and supports the resistance of 
the entire organism. With a relative air 
humidity of 45-60%, the salty air is easily 
absorbed through the respiratory tract and 
the skin. Regardless of weather the salt 
grotto always offers a constant, soothing 
climate, at a pleasant 20-22 ° C.

Training sessions for relaxation and stress 
relief are regularly held in the salt grotto with 

the aim of supporting the therapeutic effect 
of the inhaling process. Visitors also have the 
option of partaking in the following: Progres-
sive Muscle Relaxation (PMR) according to 
Jakobson, guided imagery, breathing exerci-
ses based on Traditional Chinese Medicine 
(TCM), as well as yoga. There are also music-
based events with an overtone-singing sha-
man, as well as bowl symphonies, with quiet 
but very moving melodies.

You can find out the times of the sessions 
either at the site itself, by phone or on the 
Internet. Reservations are necessary and 
group arrangements are possible. The sessi-
ons always start on the hour.

Contact: SanaVita Salt Grotto Simmerath 
Kammerbruchstr. 21 - 23 · 52152 Simmerath 
Phone +49 (0) 2473 / 90 90 98 
www.salzgrotte-simmerath.de
Opening times:
Mon - Fri 11.00 am - 6.00 pm (the first sessi-
on starts at 11.00 am) (the last session starts 
at 6.00 pm), Sat & Sun. 12.00 pm - 5.00 pm 
(the first session starts at 12.00 pm)
(the last sessions starts at 5.00 pm)

The Healing Effect of the Sea 
at Your Doorstep

The Sana Vita Salt Grotto in Simmerath
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Children and adults, nursery groups, school clas-
ses and clubs can play and run around to their 
heart’s content and experience unforgettable 
adventures at the Bubenheimer Spieleland. The 
indoor and outdoor areas are open all year 
round. The  50,000  m2  adventure play area 
houses a large water park (from the summer), 
climbing park, water play area, boat water slide 
and gigantic carpet slide, go-kart track, football 
arena, climbing pyramid, trampolines and nest 
seat swing, water play area and sandpit, a 
3,000m2 all-weather hall with 16-trampo-
line park, climbing frames 
and climbing wall offers 
loads more ways for 
visitors of all 
ages to have 
fun. New! Have 
fun in the trans-
formed farmyard. The children can explore the 
new play model of an organic farm over two 
floors. It goes through the farmhouse to the 
barn and then right up to the cornfield. There is 
even a dedicated games for the little ones.

Crazy Golf: 12 holes over 1,800 m2 with a whole 
variety of natural elements. Whether you play 
alone or with friends it is always a fun way to 
pass the time. 

The Corn Maze opens on 18 July 2020. Who will 
find the way out?  Perfect for the whole family if 
you love the challenge of a puzzle and orientee-
ring - open until 1 November 2020.

During the winter the all-season hall offers lots of 
ways to play and have fun with its go-karts, clim-
bing frame and trampoline park, not to mention 
the two indoor areas on the farm.  The land out-
side is also open during the winter season, and, 
depending on the weather, visitors can still have 
a go on the climbing park, carpet slide and crazy 
golf course. To ensure you don’t run out of steam, 
the kiosks and Mais Café offer a wide selection of 
dishes and drinks. 

Come rain or shine, you can always 
play in Bubenheim!

The Bubenheimer Spieleland offers games, fun and adventure for 
everyone no matter the weather – open all year.
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Open all year round
Indoor and outdoor area:
20.03.2020 bis 01.11.2020 
Corn Maze from 18 July 2020 
Daily 9 am – 7 pm* 
Sat / Sun / Holidays / Vacation  9.00 7
Mon-Fri (on school days)  8.00 7
Happy Hour from 16:00 hrs  less 1.00 7
Annual Pass  60.00 7
Winter season:
02/11/2015 to 17/03/2016
Fri 14:00-18:00 hrs *  6.00 7
Sat / Sun / Holidays
10:00-18:00 hrs *  6.00 7
* Opening times may depend on 
weather conditions.
Contact: Bubenheimer Spieleland
Burg Bubenheim 52388 Nörvenich
Phone:+49 (0)2421 / 71194
kh@bubenheimer-spieleland.de
www.bubenheimer-spieleland.de

Opening Times and Prices:
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The 33 hectare Brückenkopf park in Jülich 
offers a great deal of fun. Paths wind 
through blooming garden landscapes, the-
med gardens and woodlands. The zoo is 
home to native animal species as well as 
Arctic wolves, lynx and exotic birds.

Various children’s areas invite youngsters 
to climb and romp around. The forest play-
ground and climbing tower in the ‘Stadtgar-
ten’ and especially the ‘kids n’ all’ play-
ground with its raft pond provide limitless 
opportunities for fun and games. Using the 
youth camp which is located directly in the 
park, extra-curricular learning can now take 
place over several days in different 
‘classrooms’. 

An assault course featuring high ropes, a 
skating rink, rock climbing, mini-golf, a 
beach volleyball court and a small playing 
field means that children will never be 
bored. A varied programme of events and a 
restaurant are also available.

Visitors can retrace history, when walking 
in the ‘Stadtgarten’. This is where Napoleon 
ordered a 900 m long fortress building to be 
built in the shape of a crown. Parts of the 
200 year old fort are still accessible today 
and provide insight into the world of milita-
ry life way back then.

Visitors of the park, children and youth 
groups as well as transient travelers can stay 

overnight on the camper van site offering 25 
parking spaces with power connection. In 
addition a youth camping site with sanitary 
facilities, barbecue and separate playing 
area is provided. Inquiries are please turned 
to Bernd Müller under 02461-979519. New is 
the “JUFA”-youth guest house at the park. 
Further information is found under: www.
jufa.eu 

Opening hours: 
March to October daily from 
09:00 a.m. – 06:00, 
November to February daily from 
10:00 a.m. – 04:30.
Admission prices:
Adults: 7 8.00, 
Children taller than 1 m: 5.00 7
Children under 1 m: free 
Families: adults 6.00 7
Children 4.00 7
Group rate from 15 persons
Adults: 7.00 7
Seniors from 65 years: 6.50 7
In the winter time (Dec.-Feb.)
reduced entrance prices
Included in the entrance price is 
the use of the Energy-Experience-Pavilion!

Contact: Brückenkopf-Park Jülich gGmbH
Rurauenstr. 11 · 52428 Jülich
Phone +49 (0) 2461 - 97950 
Fax: +49 (0)2461 - 979522
brueckenkopf-park@t-online.de 
www.brueckenkopf-park.de

Brückenkopf-Park Jülich
Leisure and recreation for all in the family
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Welcome in the indeland!
...a landscape in motion with lots of room for fantasy, fun, 

nature, energy and perspectives!

Climb up the Indemann, the architectonic 
landmark of the indeland, and have a look on 
the changes in the landscape. Over twelve 
experience levels, 216 steps lead up to the 
viewing platform, where in 36 meters height 
you have a far, spectacular all-round view of 
the unique panorama with the constantly 
changing open-cast mining landscape Inden. 
Another fantastic view is offered to visitors of 
the indeland on the Sophienhöhe, a re-cultiva-
ted spoil heap in the open-cast mining area 
Hambach. In the East of Jülich the Sophienhö-
he rises 300 meters in the air and thus promi-
nently overlooks the flat fertile plains. Due to 
re-cultivation measures, the Sophienhöhe 
offers a vast field for leisure time and recreati-
on opportunities in a green environment with 
a path-network of about 100 kilometres as well 
as numerous viewing points and resting places. 
For cool down on hot summer days the Blau-
stein lake is the ideal leisure time tip in the 
indeland. The 96 hectare relic lake of the for-
mer open-cast mining site Zukunft-West, owes 
its name to the area north of Dürwiß, which 
was once called “Am blauen Stein“. From April 
to October water sports enthusiasts find a 
local recreation area for sailing, surfing, swim-
ming or diving. 
Also as regards culture the indeland hides 
many treasures. The only museum for sheet 
glass painting in Germany is located in the 
indeland community Linnich and in Langerwe-
he visitors can visit an exhibition as well as the 
pottery workshop of the popular pottery 
museum as well as the Eifel market. Another 
visitor attraction in the indeland is the forti-

fication of the citadel Jülich, the visit of 
which can easily be combined with a detour 
to the Brückenkopf-Park. For additional 
playing opportunities the Römerpark in 
Aldenhoven offers a wonderful water-play-
ground, which in particular on sunny days 
invite young and old for lingering. 
Further information on the indeland is 
obtained at the following institutions: 
InfoCenter indeland railway station 
Langerwehe Bahnhofsplatz 14, 
52379 Langerwehe 
Tel.: +49 (0) 2423 4073851
infocenter@langerwehe.de
Opening hours: 
Tue., Wed., Fri. and Sat. 10:00 a.m–12:00 a.m. 
and Sun. 10:00 a.m.–04:00 p.m.
Indemann 52459 Inden Altdorf
Phone +49 (0) 24653948, 
indemann@gemeinde-inden.de 
Opening hours information stand and eleva-
tor: Mon.-Fri. 02:00 p.m.–08:00 p.m., Sat. 
02:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. and Sun. 10:00 p.m.–
08:00 p.m. (from Nov. to the middle of April 
excl. Sat. and Sun 02:00 p.m.–04:30 p.m.
Tourist Information Jülich
Opening hours April – October: Wed.-Fri. 10:00 
a.m.-12:00 a.m. and 01:00 p.m.–04:00 p.m., 
Sat and Sun. 11:00 a.m.-03:00 p.m., 11th
of Nov.–23rd of Dec. 10:00 a.m.–08:00 p.m.
(on the Christmas Market). 
Information on the indeland is also found in 
the Freizeitbegleiter and the Freizeitkarte 
indeland. These are available at all information 
points in the indeland or under 
www. indeland.de for direct download. 
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At the award-winning GaiaZOO you can 
enjoy an incredible day with the whole fami-
ly in „the African savannah, rainforest or 
taiga“ and come face to face with some of 
the most beautiful and unique animals in 
the world. Here you can admire graceful 
giraffes, powerful gorillas, colossal rhinos, 
majestic lions and another 1,500 extraordi-
nary animals. Various species of monkeys 
swing from tree to tree in the landscaped 
rainforest, while the wolves, raccoons and 
skunks can be admired in the Wolf Gorge. In 
the so-called Totenkopfaffenwald (skull 
monkey forest), the monkeys even hang 
directly over the heads of the visitors. A tru-
ly amazing experience!
Animals indigenous to the local region are 
housed at the centre of the zoo (Limburg), 
where you’ll also find a great place to relax 
with a slice of delicious Limburg cake and a 
cup of fair-trade coffee. There are of course, 
individual talks on the animals and guided 
tours that are extremely insightful and 
informative!

Fun for children
A special highlight for the kids: in Europe‘s 
largest DinoDome, they can play, climb, 
crawl and slide to their heart‘s content. The 
new SavannaTour also offers loads of fun 
with exciting rope bridges and high climbing 
towers.  The petting zoo is perfect for our 
youngest visitors, as they can enjoy lots of 
cuddles with the animals.

New: the magic of Africa with 400 flamingos 
400 flamingos moved into GaiaZOO in 2019! 
Nowhere in Europe is home to such a large 
group. It is truly an amazing sight to behold. 
The new 3,000-square-metre enclosure was 
specially made for the 400 flamingos. You 
can admire them from the new, magnifi-
cently designed Savanna Lodge as you enjoy 
a refreshing drink.

On your doorstep
GaiaZOO, which is located a few minutes’ 
drive from Aachen behind the German-Dutch 
border, was once more voted the most beau-
tiful excursion destination in the Nether-
lands in 2018, because here you can experi-
ence the uniqueness of our planet in a spe-
cial setting.

CONTACT: 
Gaiaboulevard 1
6468 PG Kerkrade, Netherlands 
www.GaiaZOO.de
info@GaiaZoo.nl 
Phone: +31(0)455676070
OPENING TIMES:
Daily form 10 am

GaiaZOO Kerkrade
Travel around the world in one day 

and experience the breath-taking world of animals!
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Immerse yourself in a world of water and 
enjoy all kinds of different experiences in 
the bathing area. Sports pools, adventure 
pools with a jet stream, four waterfalls, spa 
bench, climbing ropes and a giant slide 
offer entertaining breaks from everyday 
life. There is never a dull moment in the 
650-square-metre water area.

If you love being active, you‘re in the right 
place with all the great courses on offer in 
the bathing area. Aqua-Powerfit promotes 
the cardiovascular system, Aqua Gymna-
stics supports physical fitness and Aqua 
Jogging is recommended for targeted back 
training. Beginners and advanced swim-
mers are welcome in lessons at their corre-
sponding level.

The sauna garden is set in a picturesque 
park. You can perspire to your heart’s con-
tent in log cabin sauna „Piha,“ the quaint 
earth sauna „Maa,“ the „Takka“ sauna 
fuelled with real firewood and the Finnish 
polar pine sauna „Meri“. Refresh yourself in 
the plunge pools and shower areas! There 
are rest areas and a fireplace lounge for 
more tranquil moments. The rose quartz 
sauna „Jalo“ is perfect for those seeking 
spiritual and mental calm. In the „sanari-
um,“ the temperature rises to a pleasant 55 
degrees. At 45 degrees, the aromatic steam 
bath „Caldarium“ is constantly filled with 
swirls of mist.

After a session in the sauna, our bistro 
„Pikku Loma“ with its adjoining fireplace 
lounge is ideal for relaxing in with some 
snacks and drinks, and our restaurant 
„Ravintola“ on the first floor offers a com-
prehensive menu.

Professional massages help to relieve ten-
sion. Basic, well-being and full body mas-
sages as well as hand and foot reflexology 
massages promote your personal wellness. 
Cooling, sporty, warming or sensual essenti-
al oils release pleasing aromas and caressin-
gly nourish the skin. The Hot Stone techni-
que guarantees additional, targeted heat 
and supports the effects of the massage.

Eifel-Therme-Zikkurat
An der Zikkurat 2
53894 Mechernich
Phone +49 (0) 2256/95 79 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 2256/95 79 - 19

info@eifel-therme-zikkurat.de
www.eifeltherme.de

Eifel-Therme-Zikkurat 
Experience and enjoy a unique bathing and sauna oasis 

that extends over around 13,000 square metres!

: )
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Welcome to the local recreation 
area Steinbachtalsperre 

Das Steinbachtalsperre forest lido
The swimming bath with its old tree population 
is located in the heart of a beautiful forest 
area, directly at the reservoir. The swimming 
bath has an ample pool for small children 
(water depth 0,20 m) with various equipment 
for playing, a non-swimmer pool of 1,400 m2 

(water depth 0,50 – 1.20 m). The water of both 
pools is processed with state-of-the-art water 
technology. The pool for swimmers with a 
water surface of 7,500 m2  is the largest artifi-
cially constructed natural water pool in the 
Eifel region. The swimming bath has a well-
kept, listed changing building from the pre-
war period which is well worth seeing, with a 
sufficient number of changing rooms and sani-
tary facilities. The vast green and also the 
mini-island provide for recreation and relaxati-
on even on a hot day. Next to the giant slide 
there is a five-metre diving platform with 3 

levels for jumping and a water trampoline, 
which ist extremely popular. In the direct vici-
nity you will find a beautifully located leisure 
area with lots of playground equipment, provi-
ding for fun with visitors of all ages. 
Furthermore, a miniature golf course and a 
barbecue cabin with sanitary facilities is avai-
lable for further activities. Reservations can be 
made by everyone for the rental of the barbe-
cue cabin at a low price at the phone number 
02251/6507441 or via e-mail at jesser@euskir-
chen.de.
Contact: For further information please refer 
to the homepage of the Town of Euskirchen at 
the following link: www.euskirchen.de

Waldfreibad Steinbachtalsperre
Talsperrenstr. 109, 53881 Euskirchen, 
Phone: +49 (0)2255 / 6520
Fax +49 (0)2255 / 949172

with play, fun and recreation guaranteed...

Admission to Forest Bath   Single ticket  Evenings   10-visit pass   
Adults:    6,00 7  2,50 7  42,00 7         
Children from 4 years/
eligible persons 3,00 7 2,00 7  24,00 7  
Youngsters with EU-passport 0,50 7 frei    4,00 7  
Mini group ticket: 5 people with at least 1 paying child / adolescent age 4 +
Family ticket:  13.50 7 7.00 7
(2 adults and max. 3 children)
Eligible persons: Pupils, students, apprentices, milita ry service, civil service,
grown-up holders of the Euskirchen pass 
Persons with an ‘Ehrenamts-Karte’ will receive a discount on the advertised entry fees 

  Season from May to September, depending on the weather conditions. 
Before and after the holidays: Mon.-Fri. 11.00 - 20.00, Sat.-Sun. 10.00 - 20.00. During the summer 
holidays:  Mon.-Sun. 10.00 - 20.00 with possible changes due to the weather conditions.

Opening times:
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Close your eyes and let yourself drift away 
beside the sparkling blue lagoon of the Pal-
menparadies, lined with colourful orchids. 
Dream yourself into paradise. Dive into the 
crystal clear 33°C warm water of the large 
lagoon and relax. On warm sunny days, the 
large overhead roof opens up to reveal a 
breath-taking panoramic view. Soak in the 
unique Mediterranean atmosphere under the 
open skies. Whether you are sipping a cock-
tail at the Paradise Beach bar, relaxing in the 
Bambus Lounge or unwinding in our sauna 
world, the spa has so much to offer both in 
the summer and winter.

Welcome to paradise.
Get away from the hustle and bustle and 
enjoy some time-out. At the Palmenparadies 
(admission from 16 years old, children 3 or 
under enter free of charge, no age limits on 
Family Saturday) you enter a tropical setting 
where you can lie down on of the many relax 
loungers under a canopy of 500 palm trees 
from the South Pacific; here you can recharge 
your batteries and health or simply be pam-
pered by the massaging jets of the loungers. 
The sweet scents and gentle melodies whisk 
you to a far-off land of relaxation whether 
you take a dip in the large lagoon or enjoy a 
refreshing cocktail at the pool bar. Enter our 
stylish sauna world that welcomes you in with 
its openness and unique atmosphere. In the 

Vitaltherme & Sauna (admission from 16 
years old, no bathing suits), you will experi-
ence intensive moments of well-being. Ten 
saunas with different themes and the steam 
bath will pamper your senses with their aro-
matic scents and special infusion treatments. 
Whether you choose a touch of magic from 
the ancient temples, a trip to the Orient, a 
mystical journey, greetings from the Far East, 
powerful natural stones or the traditional hot 
furnace – you will be embarking on a truly 
special journey of relaxation. After you have 
experienced the soothing powers of the sweat 
baths, immerse yourself in the cool, refres-
hing Calla Lily shower, in the crystal-clear 
pool or plunge pool.

Over 60 Beauty treatments and infusion expe-
riences bring harmony to body mind and soul. 
365 days of the year. Relax.

Thermen & Badewelt 
Euskirchen GmbH 

Thermenallee 1
(Stresemannstraße 999)
D-53879 Euskirchen 
Tel. +49 (0)2251-1485-0 
info@badewelt-
euskirchen.de

Therme Euskirchen
Pure relaxation. 

Right on your doorstep
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 The Carolus Thermen can be reached with bus lines 34 and 51 of the ASEAG.  
Multi-storey car park with direct access to the entrance hall. Opening hours daily 09.00 a.m. to 11.00 
p.m., last admission 9:30 p.m., bathing time until 10:40 p.m.. Massages and gastronomic consumpti-
on are not included in the entrance fee. Massages can be booked by calling 02 41/182 74 434 or 
directly at the Carolus spa counter. Access for children from 6 to 16 years only when accompanied by 
an adult. The Carolus Thermen are handicapped accessible. Prices and current information under www.
carolus-thermen.de

Chill out

Bathing tradition in Aachen
The spa Carolus Thermen at the edge of the

Aachen spa garden is promising royal pleasures

Already the old Romans appreciated the 
hot Aachen Springs. In the course of centu-
ries numerous crowned heads followed their 
example. Today the Carolus Thermen offers 
wellness facilities of the superlative. The heart 
of the Carolus Thermen is the bathing hall, 
which is supported by imposing columns. Here 
you can immerse into the bubbling healing 
power of the Aachen thermal water. Active 
and passive experience zones, two picturesque 
outdoor pools, hot and cold water grottos, cas-
cades and the flow channel invite you to relax. 
Sun terraces and sunbathing lawns with view 
of the green surrounding provide for holiday 
feeling.
The sauna world offers various Finnish sau-
nas, one beautifully located sauna garden 
adjacent to the magnificently designed spa 
garden with a sauna lake and sun terraces, an 
oriental bathing world and an area for ladies 
(Feminarium). In total twelve differently hea-
ted steam baths and saunas in four areas invite 
you to relax. Numerous infusion ceremonies as 
well as freely availabe caring substances for 
body rubs complete your wellness experience 
in the sauna world. 

Active guests train muscles and joints at 
regular aqua gymnastics courses. The Caro-
lus Spa pampers body, mind and soul with 
different types of massage, packs, ceremo-
nies and Hammam treatments. Meditation is 
offered several times a week in the sauna and 
bathing area. 

Three different restaurants do not leave any 
of culinary wishes desired. Meeting point bet-
ween sauna sessions is the "Auszeit". Holiday 
atmosphere with view of the thermal area can 
be experienced in the "Esseria". The restau-
rant "Kochkultur" with regional seasonal cui-
sine and fine wines is open for all guests. 

Contact: 
CAROLUS THERMEN BAD AACHEN
Stadtgarten/Passstraße 79
52070 Bad Aachen
Phone +49 (0) 241 / 182 74 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 241 / 182 74 - 2 74
mail@carolus-thermen.de
www.carolus-thermen.de
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Lake Kronenburger is the ideal destination 
for a family excursion. On the southern bank 
you have a lakeside beach with sunbathing 
lawn. Here the kids can whiz down a slide into 
the water while the very little ones are 
playing around in the paddling pool. In addi-
tion, there’s a playground that’s just perfect 
for children to race about to their hearts’ 
content. For older visitors there’s a water-
trampoline as well as a climbing mountain. 
And from 2013 a planned water-rope course 
will be in operation. 
Also during the other seasons the Kronenbur-
ger See invites you to a relaxed walk around 
the lake. Below the dam wall there is a popu-
lar camper site, which can be used all year 
round. Overseeing the lake, the uniquely 
beautiful, historical castle village is enthro-
ned high up. In the narrow alleys where the 
houses have been renovated true to the origi-
nal, time seems to have stood still. Here the 
focus has been put on art and culture. From 
the castle ruin you have a magnificent all-
round view of the Eifel.

Information on lake Kronenburger See:
n Open all year round, swimming season 
from the beginning of June to the End of 
September.
n Dogs have to be on a lead and are allowed 
in some areas.
n Access and offers free of charge
n Parking fee: 4.00 EUROS/passenger car per 
day; payable at the parking ticket machine
Contact: Kronenburger See
Seeuferstrasse, 53949 Dahlem-Kronenburg
www.kronenburger-see.de

Leisure waters offering 
superb recreation

Lake Kronenburger

Heimbach’s heated open air pool is located 
directly on the Rur in the Eifel national park. 
Great for families, with a water temperature of 
24°C and spacious grounds it offers its visitors a 
large pitch for sports/activities. Whether you 
want to spend your leisure on the sunbathing 
meadow, in the 25 x 12.5m swimming pool with 
its diving area, swim your laps, play beach volley-
ball or table tennis with your friends…you’ll find 
plenty on offer here! 
In the splash pool, a splash shower and a fun 
fountain ensure bathing fun and refreshment 
with water depths of 15-45 cm over three pools. 
The 678m2, kidney-shaped non-swimmer area is 
somewhat more turbulent. The spaces on the 
island are highly sought after. Footballs, volley-
balls, table tennis balls, table tennis bats and 
diving rings can be borrowed from the from the 
pool free of charge. In the swimmer’s shop, visi-
tors not only can buy clothing for swimming in, 
but water toys as well. For those who might be 
hungry or thirsty, the snack bar stocks a wide 
selection of food and drink. The grounds can be 
accessed by wheelchair users. 
Contact: Heimbach open air pool
Auf Wissen Woog · Tel.: +49 (0)2446 - 3196
www.freibad-heimbach.de
Stadtverwaltung Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) 2446 - 808-41 · Fax 808-88 

The heated open air pool
in Heimbach
Fun, sport and recreation

 May, June & Sept. Mon. to Fri. 
2 p.m.-6 p.m., Sat., Sun. & holidays 11 a.m.-7 p.m. 
July & August daily from 10 a.m.-7 p.m. In case of 
bad weather the opening hours may be different. 
Changed opening hours are found under www.frei-
bad-heimbach.de or you can directly get them from 
the open-air swimming pool information .

Openings times
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   Water sports at lake Rursee – From May to August the sport boat 
school organizes courses for the official sport boat license inland for sailing and motor boats. Course 
dates: 4/6 to 14/6, 2/7 to 12/7 and 30/7 to 9/8 2020 (Course fee 529.- Euros plus 120.- Euros test 
fee). Canadians, rowing, pedal and electric boats can be rented. The season starts on the 1st of April 
and ends on the 15th of November. Opening hours: Further offers: mooring places for sailing boats, 
boat accessories, crane service and winter berthing place for boats, mobile homes and caravans. New! 
Mobile home harbour Heimbach, an der Laag 4, 52396 Heimbach

Water sports at lake Rursee: 

Sportive activity in one of the most beautiful 
regions is offered by ‘Becker Wassersport’. It is 
a special experience to discover Lake Rursee in 
a boat on your own. For those who are inexpe-
rienced or for families with small kids there are 
rowboats and pedal boats available. The more 
experienced can rent a canoe. There are some 
sailing boats of the type ‘Lis Jolle’ (new boats) 
and ‘BM-Jolle’ for owners of a sailing license. 
Those who like to learn sailing come to the 
right person with Günter Becker. The Schwam-
menauel Sailing School is one of the oldest in 
Germany and can look back to decades of trai-
ning experience. The training is according to 
the codes of practice of the German Sailing 
Association and the guidelines of the German 
Federal Ministry of Transport. 
It offers several compact training courses 
annually to get the official sports boat license 
(inland waters) for sailing and motor boats. 
This course extends over a period of eleven 
consecutive days (10 a.m. – 6 p.m.). The 
course starts on a Thursday and ends on the 
next but one weekend with the boat driver’s 
license examination. The long-term experience 

shows that the comprehensive knowledge can-
not be learned sooner in theory and practice. 
As soon al the weather will allow, the sailing 
students are entering the boats. They are in 
direct connection with the sailing instructor 
via radio. Thus, even absolute beginners will 
be able to independently sail a boat after a 
couple of days. The theoretical part takes place 
directly at the jetty in the new boat house. 
Further offers include: mooring for sailing 
boats, boat shop with lots of items around the 
boat, crane service with all kind of works as 
rigging and boat maintenance and transport 
from or to the winter storage, winter storage 
for sailing boats.

Contact: Günter Becker Wassersport
Am Staudamm Schwammenauel
D-52396 Heimbach
Phone: +49 (0)2446 – 14 97
Fax: +49 (0)2426 – 80 99 92
Mobile: +49 (0)172 – 23 15 204
www.becker-wassersport.de
info@becker-wassersport.de
Am Rechtob 21 · D- 52396 Heimbach 

Close to the Rursee!
Exploring the lake by boat, either by canoo, rowing boat, 

paddleboat, pedal boat or sailing boat
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The Eifel Water Information Centre in 
Heimbach is an extramural learning cen-
tre, a museum and a playground for large 
and small children . Here you can disco-
ver everything about water, the elixir of 
life. Four different topics are highlighted 
here:

n Nature and the environment
Large aquariums with river and lake creatu-
res, an interactive Eifel- relief model, a 
water cycle model, a diorama lake shore, a 
water workshop, a loupe table ...

n Water Technology
This includes dams that can be controlled 
by visitors, turbines and drinking water 
facilities, a water purification system, 
modern pumps, old measuring  instruments 
and a well-drill ...

n Art, culture, history
The mysterious aqua mystica, sections of 
the Roman canal, water images, Grandma‘s 
laundry room, a collection of washing 
machines, and a collection of baths, both 
old and new.

n Play and relax
Water garden in the grounds, glass water 
pipe system, a children‘s game room, a 
bistro, gift shop, reading room ... etc.

The car park is located right behind the 
house, and we are completely free from 
barriers! We have a large number of moving 
models, computer stations and simulati-
ons, field trips and experiments, so there is 
always something exciting for all age 
groups, young and old.

Eifel Water Information Centre
Karl H. Krischer -Platz 1 · 52396 Heimbach
Phone: +49 (0) 24 46 - 9 11 99 08
Fax: +49 (0) 24 46 - 9 11 99 07
info@wasser-info-zentrum-eifel.de
www.wasser - info- center - eifel.de
Opening times:
Exhibition for all
Tuesdays to Sundays
from 14.00-17.00 p.m.
Guided tours
Sundays from 14.30-15.30 p.m.
Schools and groups are welcome
at any time by appointment.

Welcome on board!
Embedded into the lush green of a large wooded area there 
is the Eifel Lake District with its fleet of boats near to nature

 Besides the trips during the season (04/04/2020 – 25/10/20), which take place on 
a daily basis according to schedule, special bookings, e.g. private and business events as well as evening 
trips with music and dance are possible. 25/07/20 Lake Rursee in Flames 8:00 p.m., shuttle boats from 
Einruhr 7:00 p.m., adults 15 Euros, children 13 Euros; 29/08/20 Wibbelstetz from Schwammenauel 8:00 
p.m., 29 Euros; 29/11/20 Santa Claus trips from Schwammenauel 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., adults 16  
Euros, children 15 Euros.

Program: 
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Fun and sportiness is offered by the docile 
and very capsize-proof open twin-kayaks – 
ideal to learn canoeing within a short time. 
The canoeing school Petry offers canoeing on 
river Rur since 1990, boats and equipment is 
available for up to 140 persons. After a com-
prehensive theoretical instruction, the tour 
will start on river Rur in Heimbach with expe-
rienced canoeing instructors in small groups.
River Rur with its various eddies, barriers and 
small chutes is a popular area for beginners. 
The 14 km long section Heimbach – Zerkall 
requires ca. 4.5 hours, including a picnic 
break. In order to assure nature protection 
(breeding season for birds), the Rur may be 
cruised from 15 July to 28 February at a 
determined minimum level. Also the number 
of boats is restricted.

The boarding and arrival stations are loca-
ted as close as 300 m to the stops of the
Rurtalbahn railway route Düren-Heimbach – 
ideal to arrive with public transportation or 
park the car at the destination in Zerkall. The 
canoe house in Zerkall is an inviting place at 
the end of the Rur route. You can change clo-
thes here, find protection in case of bad wea-

ther and good partners for your catering. 
The Heimbach reservoir is open for canoeing 
all year round. Canoe trips on the almost sta-
gnant water are pure relaxation. The water 
quality is excellent. Enjoy the lakeside with 
its various landscapes, changing with the 
course of the seasons. Swans and other water 
birds can be observed from an adequate 
space. The Art-Nouveau water power station 
of the year 1904 is seen over a long distance 
and may also be visited.

The canoe trip will be completed on the 
Heimbach reservoir, also in combination with 
a guided hike. A beautifully located barbecue 
site directly at the lake can be offered for a 
cozy get-together at the end (combination 
tour hiking/canoeing/barbecue). Both vari-
ants are very popular for a company outing. 

Contact: Mr. Wolfgang Petry
Canoe training and rental
Frankenstr. 7 · D-53894 Mechernich
Phone: +49 (0) 24 43 - 67 47
Fax: +49 (0) 24 43 - 74 13
Mobile: +49 (0) 179 46 299 30
www.kanu-petry.de

Canoeing in the Rur Valley
Close to nature in a boat, experiencing the beauties of

the Rur Valley from the water

   Basically, all canoe group tours take place accompa-
nied by experienced canoe instructor. Individual canoeists are arranged to small groups and 
also accompanied. Only those canoeists with sufficient experience may rent boats at the Petry 
canoeing school. Furthermore the school  assists in the organisation of group tours or works 
outing, as for instance planning of the daily activities, arrival and departure, barbecue, lodging
and guided hikes.

Organised trips / canoe rental: 
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The Water Association started its work on  
01 January 1993 as legal successor of diffe-
rent smaller predecessor associations in the 
German area of river Rur. The parliament of 
North Rhine-Westphalia created the legal 
foundation by means of the Association Act 
on the Water Association Eifel-Rur of the 
year 1990. The WVER is responsible for the 
classic tasks of water management:

n Flood protection and consistency
 of water flow
n Supply of water for drinking water   
 abstraction and water for industrial use  
 as well as water power
n Irrigation and drainage of real estate
n Disposal of domestic and
 commercial sewage
n Creation of a nature-orientated
 situation at the waters as well as safe 
 guarding good conditions of the waters

The district of the WVER stretches in 
north-south direction from Heinsberg to
Hellenthal and in west-east direction from 

Aachen to Düren. Approx. 1.1 million peop-
le live in a total area of 2,087 sq km. The 
association employs approx. 600 persons 
from different professional fields (among 
others engineers, biologists, chemists, 
waste water and water dam managers, elec-
tricians, locksmiths, providers and dispo-
sers, DP-experts, administrative employ-
ees, merchants and lawyers). Registered 
office of the association is Düren. 

Water and waste water
The association manages 1,900 km running 

Water management in the Eifel
The “Wasserverband Eifel-Rur (WVER) controls the 

water management at river Rur

Damm der Rurtalsperre Schwammenauel
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surface waters and has 54 flood control 
reservoirs.
 
Per year it currently also cleans in 44 treat-
ment plants with a total expansion capacity 
of approx. 2.1 million inhabitants (indu-
strial share included) approx. 130 million. 
cubic metres sewage water. The tasks of the 
association also comprise the operation of 
sewer network sections and approx. 850 
special-purpose structures, e.g. pump sta-

tions and rain overflow basins. Today the 
field of sewage water technology is the 
association’s most extensive area of 
responsibility. 
These dams are the result of historically 
grown water management in the past 100 

years. The Eifel region is a high-precipitation 
area with up to 1,300 mm per year. Particu-
larly in the winter, a great amount of water is 
drained. Steep hillsides and vast downward 
hill slopes dominate the topography. The thin 
layer of earth has only little storage capacity. 
Thus, river Rur is a typical river of the low 
mountain range with very inconsistent drai-
nage behaviour, varying between flooding 
and withering. Agriculture, water suppliers 
and the water-utilising paper and textile 
industry have therefore been interested in 
regulation of drainage, which initiated the 
construction of the dams. 
Different kinds of dam utilisation
n Flood protection
The dams have a capacity of 300 million m2. 
70 million m2 thereof is provided for flood 
protection. A calculated flood peak of 450 
m2/sec can be reduced to 60 m2 in the Rur 
dam (Rurtalsperre). 
n Low water enhancement or 
water balancing
Due to the large storage capacity particular-
ly of the Rur dam, permanent supply with     
5 m2/sec can be ensured for the lower run of 
the river even in dry periods for the sake of 
the river and the water users. 
n Water for domestic and 
industrial supply

Rurtalsperre – Badestrand Eschauel

Blick auf die Urfttalsperre
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Ca. 25 million m2 of water are extracted 
annually from the WVER-dams for the drin-
king water supply of the Aachen metropoli-
tan area, the Eifel region of the district of 
Euskirchen and the area of Düren. Ca. 100 
million m2 of industrial water is annually 
extracted from the flow below the dams. 

n Production of electricity
Five water power plants generate an annual 
average of ca. 60 MwH of electricity.  

n Recreational use
Recreation at the WVER-dams
Those dams serving for drinking water supp-
ly are not allowed for water sports. However, 
they can be surrounded on hiking trails.
These are the Oleftalsperre, Wehebachtal-
sperre and the upper lake of the Rurtal-

sperre. Also the Urfttalsperre remains blok-
ked for aquatic athletes. However, sailors, 
surfers, canoeists and divers find a home 
on the main lake of the Rurtalsperre dam 
(“Lake Rursee”) and the reservoirs of Heim-
bach and Obermaubach. Swimming in lake 
Rursee is limited to the lido Schmidt-
Eschauel. Anglers require an angler‘s licen-
se next to a fishing license. An authorisati-
on badge must be obtained for all sports 
boats at the WVER. Boaters must carry a 
boat driver’s license or a surfing license 
approved by German authorities. Boats dri-
ven by motor power are not allowed. For 
information please contact the tourist 
office

Eisenbahnstrasse 5 · 52353 Düren 
Phone: +49 (0) 24 21 - 494 0 
kontakt@wver.de · www.wver.de

Das Jugendstilkraftwerk in Heimbach-Hasenfeld

Staumauer der Oleftalsperre : )

g
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Fancy a swim and having fun in the water? 
Then come to Dürener Badesee and enjoy its 
unique 600-metre-long sandy beach and 
clear waters. The whole family can have so 
much fun on the giant water trampoline, 
diving tower, go kayaking, hire pedalos, 
play beach volleyball, basketball or jump 
around on the bouncy castle. Why not try 
out other popular activities like SUP and 
walking on water in special giant balls.

Our smaller guests also feel at home in the 
newly designed children‘s playground and 
Luna Water Park located on the „family 
side“. There is plenty to discover.

The numerous new features on the new lar-
ge 6-mast facility „DOCK5“ make it the 
region’s mecca for all wakeboarders and 
water ski enthusiasts, who really have a 
blast here – whether they’re a beginner or a 
pro. For more information visit www.dock5.
eu

The Strandwerk Restaurant is special high-
light. From the terrace you can enjoy a fan-
tastic view over the lake as you enjoy high-
quality cuisine.

DSB starts the 2020 season with a musical 
firework display by the lake: BRINGS on 
June 6 and the Nibirii Festival from 7-9 
August with

top acts that attract fans to the lake’s 
shores from far beyond the region’s bor-
ders.

If you just want to enjoy a short break by 
the lake, why not book one of the 5 log cab-
ins or camp on the neighbouring small 
campsite.

The Dürener Service Betrieb and its partners 
are looking forward to a new sunny season 
with lots of visitors in good spirits.

Contact:
Dürener Service Betrieb
Phone +49 (0) 2421 - 94 34 0
www.dn-sb.de Badesee@dn-sb.de 

Dürener Badesee,
Phone +49 (0) 2421- 6 39 11
Wasserski Düren “Dock5”
Tel. +49 (0)1525 3770444

dock5.eu
Address Dürener Badesee:
Am Badesee 1
52351 Düren-Gürzenich

Opening times:
15 May - 15 September, 9 am to 9 pm

If in doubt due to the weather conditions, 
call our Hotline 02421 – 63911  or www.dn-
sb.de for up-to-date opening times.

: )

Dürener Badesee 
Fun and relaxation for the whole family!
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At monte mare in Rheinbach, in addition to 
a large leisure and adventure pool, guests 
can experience a splendid and comfortably 
arranged sauna area with a varied wellness 
programme.

The leisure pool is not only a paradise for 
water-loving youngsters. A large wave pool, 
as well as slides, whirlpools and a sports 
pool mean the monte mare can offer just the 
right fun factor for the whole family. A real 
highlight is the unique indoor diving centre, 
offering scuba diving or beginner courses.
On the other hand, if you are looking for 
peace and relaxation, you have come to the 
right place in the sauna paradise with its 
oriental theme. Various saunas as well as 
herbal, steam and mud baths help you to 
perspire in a relaxing and healthy way.
There are relaxing massages, exotic steam 
bath ceremonies and other exclusive arran-
gements. All these different wellness and 
beauty offers complete your time off from 
everyday life to perfection.

monte mare Rheinbach
Münstereifeler Straße 69 · 53359 Rheinbach
rheinbach@monte-mare.de
Phone: +49 (0)2226/9030-0

Opening times of the Saunaparadies:
Monday to Thursday from 9.00 am-11.00 pm
Friday and Saturday 9.00 am to midnight
Sunday and public holidays 9.00 am-9.00 pm

The monte mare in Kreuzau invites you to 
take a vacation right on your doorstep with a 
varied programme offering leisure and relaxa-
tion. The leisure pool provides around 1,000 
square metres of bathing and swimming enjoy-
ment for the whole family. Under the impressi-
ve glass dome of the wave pool one can swim 
as though in open air, perform some powerful 
laps of the sport pool or plunge into the cool 
waters via the tube slide. These are but a few 
of the attractions designed to please young 
and old. For those who, instead of action and 
fun in the water, would rather relax a few 
hours in a charming atmosphere, Textil-Well-
ness or the Saunabereich (sauna area) are 
just what you’re looking for. Ranging from the 
steam bath to the burning-hot infusion sauna, 
there’s something here for every taste. Selec-
ted treatments from various countries and cul-
tures serve to spoil the guests. Whether soo-
thing face and body therapies or nurturing 
steam bath ceremonies in a completely private 
atmosphere – monte mare unites both body 
and soul in harmony.
monte mare Kreuzau
Windener Weg 7 · 52372 Kreuzau,
kreuzau@monte-mare.de
Phone: +49 (0)2422/9426-0

Opening Times Saunaparadies:
Monday to Thursday from
10.00 a.m. – 23.00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 10.00 a.m. – midnight
Sunday 10.00 a.m. – 21.00 p.m.

monte mare Kreuzau 
Vacation without 
a suitcase

monte mare Rheinbach
Relaxation straight from 
1001 Nights

Information www.monte-mare.de
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The Fun Bath for the Family
Equally rewarding is a visit to the 
122 metre giant slide
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The Stolberg indoor swimming 
pool is well worth a visit:
This leisure centre does not just have a 
lovely and warm 400 m2 swimming pool (at 
28°C), but also a separate 128 m2 pool hea-
ted to the perfect temperature of 32°C, for 
those who cannot swim, especially younger 
guests, with plenty of space to splash about 
in. Adults can do their lengths in peace, 
while the children play in the warmer water. 
The special highlight is the fun time session 
on Friday when water toys such as aquatic 
animals, floating mats, slides and a water 
trampoline are brought out for all to enjoy. 
A paradise for the little water nymphs! In 
addition, the facilities have been suitably 
equipped so that everyone can join in the 
swimming fun. The entrances, changing 
rooms, toilets and the access to the pool 
itself are all barrier-free. This means that 
disabled visitors can enjoy their stay in the 
family pool without any worries. Just come 
along and join in the water fun!

Contact details:
Indoor Pool-Sports Centre
Glashütte Weiher · Shafberg 1
52223 Stolberg
Phone +49 (0) 2402 91027
www.stolberg.de

Opening times: Mon - Fri 6:00 a.m. – 8:00 
a.m. plus, Tues 1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., Wed + 
Thur 1:00 p.m. – 10:00 p.m., Fri 3:00 p.m. – 
7:00 p.m. (water fun in the family pool), Sat 
8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., Sun 8:00 a.m. – 2:00 
p.m., Admission prices:, Adults: 7 4.00 
Students/Adolescents/Children over 6 years:
7 2.50, free admission for carers/supervisors

Indoor swimming pool
Stolberg
Water fun for the whole family - Relax & 
unwind in this barrier-free sports centre

The Eifel Bath has been one of the special 
attractions of Bad Münstereifel for many 
years. In addition to a multitude of possibili-
ties for the whole family there are also sports 
activities – and everything priced extremely 
reasonably. In short, the Eifelbad, covering 
almost 700 square metres of water, with its 
numerous attractions and pleasant water 
temperatures, offers ideal conditions for 
enjoying a short break in the day.

Whether you are after fun for the whole fami-
ly, or health conscious and seeking physical 
activity, or even into competitive sport – eve-
rything is possible here. It’s worth taking a 
look at the broad range of courses on offer 
for children and adults alike. Equally rewar-
ding is a visit to the 122 metre giant slide, 
guaranteeing great fun all year round.

The leisure facilities with their 6000 square 
metre sunbathing lawn and beach volleyball 
court, provide more than ample space for a 
super day out at the Eifelbad.

Contact: eifelbad
Dr.-Greve-Straße 16
53902 Bad Münstereifel
Phone +49 (0) 22 53 - 54 24 50
info@eifelbad.com

Mondays 12.00 – 21.00
Tuesdays – Fridays 11.30 – 21.00
Saturdays 10.00 – 19.00
Sundays and Public Holidays 09.00 – 19.00

Opening Times
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You can drive directly to the fun pool entran-
ce by car. On foot or by cycle, the pool is only 3 
minutes from the town centre.
According to the motto ‘Every wave a fun 
wave’ visitors can expect pool water to be a 
constant 24 ° C. The 46 m giant slide ends in 
the fun pool…enjoy the splash!  You can cool 
off under the water mushroom of the wide 
shower or the directed shower.  Have fun with 
the three large floor-based pumps in the 
‘swing bay’ which make waves or put yourself 
through the flow channel. The massage jets 
and the whirl rest are not just popular amongst 
the older swimmers. 
In the new toddler pool  spray unit, rainbow 
slide and water play equipment provides for 
water fun among the small ones. The pool 
edge with integrated seats offers a lot of space 
for parents. A baby changing room is also avai-
lable. The large beach volley ball field and the 
street soccer field supplement the leisure time 
offer. The quiet sunbathing lawn, sun loungers 
and wicker beach chairs as well as the swim-
ming pool (10 x 25 m) are perfectly designed 
for water lovers. There is a new terrace for 
snacks and café.

Contact: Erlebnisbad Schleiden
Im Wiesengrund · 53937 Schleiden
Phone: +49 (0)2445 - 852898

Every wave a fun wave
Visitors to Schleiden fun pool can expect 
great water attractions

Monday to Friday: 09.30 - 
19.00, Saturdays and 

Sundays: 09.00 - 19.00, If the weather is bad: 
Monday to Friday 09.30 - 10.30 and 18.00 - 
19.00 · Saturdays, Sundays and public 
holidays 09.00 - 10.00

Openings hours

The pool is in an idyllic location in the 
Gemünd spa park surrounded by the Eifel 
forest. It can be easily reached on foot in 5 
minutes from the town centre. A bridge over 
the Urft, right by the National Park Gate, 
leads to the Rosenbad pool. There is also 
plenty of parking within walking distance.

A great 50-metre pool with slides and diving 
boards and a beautiful oval-shaped paddling 
pool with a water mushroom where you can 
swim and play. The spacious lawns offer plen-
ty of space for sunbathing and relaxation for 
everybody. The pool water is heated.

A beach volleyball court, a basketball hoop 
(the height can be adjusted to suit the play-
ers), a ground trampoline, and several table 
tennis tables are available for the more 
energetic visitors. And for children, there 
are swings and a sandpit near the paddling 
pool. In our kiosk with a sunny terrace, we 
serve hot and cold food and drinks.
Contact: Rosenbad Gemünd 
footpath over the Urft bridge 
at the Gemünd National Park Gate
Opening hours: 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
In case of bad weather: 
9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Phone +49 (0) 2444 / 3143 
www.rosenbad-gemuend.de

Gemünd spa park 
surrounded by the Eifel
Relax and have fun
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Located high above Lake Urftsee
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Located high above Lake Urftsee, with an 
indescribable panoramic view across the fanta-
stic landscape of the „Eifel Amazonas“, the 
pool with a size of 25 x 10 m is hidden beneath 
thick walls of large rocks and a large window 
front. The swimming bath with an exciting 
history due to National Socialism, can be refer-
red to as „particularly sportive variant“ of its 
kind, because it was constructed in the nine-
teen thirties on the premises of the „Nazi 
Ordensburg“ Vogelsang as part of a complex 
sports facility. It is suited for contests and 
excellently equipped to enable swimming cer-
tificates of all kinds up to professional educati-
on. In addition, its uniqueness is captivating, 
lets the functionality of the arrangement step 
behind and invites for enjoyable swimming. 
A swimming bath, which really focuses on 
swimming as training and competitive sports, 
is not found twice in the entire region of the 
northern Eifel. For those, who are entering the 
bath for the first time, this is an immersion 
into history and unique swimming fun in pre-
sent time. Schwimm- und Sportverein 
Vogelsang Vogelsang 44 · D-53937 Schleiden
Phone +49 (0)2444 - 914194

swimming pool Vogelsang 

  MO to FR 7:00 a.m. – 8:00 
a.m. early MO, DI, DO:04:00 p.m.-09:00 p.m., 
MI: 04:00 p.m.-06:00 p.m., FR: 04:00 p.m.-07:00 
p.m. (from Sept.-April), FR:04:00 p.m.-09:00 
p.m. (from May-August), SA: 11:00 a.m.- 05:00 
p.m., SO: 09:00 a.m.-05:00 p.m., holidays*: 
11:00 a.m.-05:00 p.m. Entrance fees: day ticket 
(from the age of 16) 3.50 EUR, day ticket child-
ren (age 6-15) 2.50 EUR, children to the age of 5 
entrance free (accompanied by an adult with 
valid entrance ticket).

Opening times:

  Tuesdays, Thursdays 
from 7:00 am to 8:15 am and from 4:00 pm to 
8:00 pm; Wednesdays from 7:00 am to 8:15 am 
and from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm; Fridays from 7:00 
am to 8:15 am and Saturdays from 9:00 am to 
1:00 pm. During summer as well as Christmas 
holidays the indoor swimming pool is closed.

Opening times:

The indoor swimming pool in Kall is provi-
ding a very special delight: swimming fun 
without red eyes! Due to a special electroly-
tic procedure, a harmless low-chlorine acid 
is generated which reliably disinfects the 
water. In this procedure salt in low concen-
tration is added to the pool water. The water 
gets neutral in odour and is slightly salty. 

Positive effect to the body: since centuries, 
saltwater is appreciated because of its 
healing and relaxing effect. The water of the 
indoor swimming pool is comfortably soft 
and does not affect the protective coat of 
the skin. Quite to the contrary it has a favo-
urable effect on the blood circulation and 
mucous membranes. Circulatory problems, 
respiratory irritations, red eyes and felted 
hair are things of the past. Furthermore, the 
low salt content still allows sportive swim-
ming in the 8 x 20 m large pool. In the sum-
mertime you then may relax on the 2,000 m3 
sunbathing area or treat yourself to the 
solarium of the indoor pool.        

Contact: Hallenbad Kall
Am Hallenbad · D-53925 Kall
Phone: +49 (0)2441/63 54

Kall indoor swimming pool
immerge and feel comfortable
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In 1888, when mining director Wilhelm 
Castendyck discovered a spring by chance in 
Gerolstein during routine mining work, he 
certainly wasn’t aware at the time that the 
mineral water from the Vulkaneifel would 
one day become the most popular brand of 
mineral water in Germany and the most suc-
cessful carbonated mineral water in the 
world. Just as it was back then, Gerolsteiner 
Sparkling is rich in minerals thanks to the 
special geological conditions at the site of 
the spring. Together with trace elements 
from the volcanic Eifel, these create a parti-
cularly balanced flavour.

But how is mineral water actually made? 
From how far underground is it extracted 
and what has happened to the Gerolstein 
Fountain since the spring was discovered? 
Answers to these questions can be found in 
the Gerolstein Visitor Centre, where inte-
rested visitors can immerse themselves in 
the world of mineral water. An hour-long 
tour relays all kinds of interesting facts 
about the history, origin and the long jour-
ney this natural product makes from its 
source to the glass. Visitors can take a look 
at the bottling hall from an elevated lan-
ding, and see where the bottles are cleaned, 
filled and labelled. And if you don’t just 
want to quench your thirst for knowledge 
during the guided tour, but also try a thirst-

quenching drink, you can drink your way 
through the assortment of the Gerolsteiner 
Fountain at the tasting!

Free guided tours
The free guided tours at the Gerolstein Visi-
tor Centre offer exciting and interesting 
facts about the spring, the bottling process 
and much more. There are group tours on 
more than 250 days throughout the year 
(min.  10 / max. 60 people) from Monday to 
Friday, at 9am, 11am and 1pm – must be 
booked in advance. Visitors who just drop in 
(individual visitors and families) can join 
our free guided tour on weekdays at 3 pm.

The doors open at 2.45 pm. Further informa-
tion can be found at www.gerolsteiner.de.
If you would like to book one of the guided 
tours, please email us at besucherzentrum@
gerolsteiner.com or call 
Phone +49 (0) 6591 14238.

Contact:
Gerolsteiner Brunnen GmbH & Co. KG
Volcano Ring, 54567 Gerolstein

Guided tours:
Pre-booked tours: Monday to Friday: at 9am, 
11am and 1pm. Drop-in tours: 3pm. 

Gerolstein Fountain
The story of this popular mineral water comes to life 

at the Gerolstein visitor centre

: )
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Opening hours:Opening hours:

Walter-Bachmann-Str. 38
52152 Simmerath · Tel. +49 (0)2473/1295
www.simmerath.de

Wilhelm-Jansen-Straße 1
52156 Monschau · Tel. +49 (0)2472/8024930 
www.monschau.de

Go swimming again! Newly opened in 2012, 
SimmBad allows you to take relaxed laps 
while the kids frolic in the heated water. 
Amongst the three different pools everyone 
is bound to find their favorite spot.
And on weekends the lifeguards fill the com-
petitive pool with all kinds of water toys. 
Simply come and enjoy bathing without any 
time limits. Handicap accessible.

Closed on Mondays
Tuesday
06:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. - early swim 
04:00 p.m. – 09:00 p.m. - family swim 
Wednesdays
06:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. - early swim 
04:00 p.m. – 08:00 p.m. - family swim 
Thursdays – Heated Swimming
06:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. - early swim 
08:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. - family swim 
04:00 p.m. – 09:00 p.m. - family swim 
Fridays
06:30 a.m. – 08:00 a.m. - early swim 
03:00 p.m. – 09:00 p.m.- family swim 
Saturdays
09:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. – weoman + girls 
10:00 a.m. – 02:30 p.m. – family swim
Sundays
08:30 a.m. – 12:00 a.m. - family swim
03:30 p.m. – 06:30 p.m. - family swim

Close on Mondays
Tuesday
11:00 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. Aqua Fit
03:00 p.m. to 04:00 p.m. women’s swim
04:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. family swim
Wednesday
03:00 p.m. to 09:00 p.m. family swim
06:30 p.m. to 07:15 p.m. Aqua Fit
Thursday
06:30 a.m. 08:00 a.m. early swim
03:00 p.m. to 04:00 p.m. seniors’ swim 03:30 
p.m. to 04:00 p.m. water gymnastics
04:00 p.m. to 08:00 p.m. family swim
18:30 p.m. to 07:15 p.m. Aqua Fit
Friday
03:00 p.m. to 09:00 p.m. family swim
06:30 p.m. to 07:15 p.m. Aqua Fit
Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 06:00 p.m. family swim
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. fin swimming
02:00 p.m. to 05:00 p.m. „Waterfun“
Sunday
09.00 - 18.00 Uhr Familienbad

Fun in the Water 
in the Monschau and Simmerath region

For swimming enthusiasts there is the char-
ming yet functional 25-meter pool with four 
lanes, a springboard and three-meter diving 
tower. There is a beginner’s swimming pool 
for those to take their first strokes and whe-
re non-swimmers can splash. A children‘s 
wading pool with a small slide promises the 
youngest swimmers will have great time. 
Saturday children’s playing hour. Barrier-free! 
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What was once deemed to be an incredu-
lous activity has now become a standard 
feature at the Rursee! Stand up paddling 
(SUP).

Stand up paddling can be quickly maste-
red. It trains the whole body and soul. 
There is no such thing as being too old or 
too young for this sport. SUP can even be 
enjoyed by hose less athletic among you. 
Different standing and paddling techniques 
make it possible for you to glide across the 
lake on an SUP-board in either complete 
relaxation or sporty-fast.
SUPsafety in Rurberg is one of the first 
SUP schools to be set up in Germany. We 
offer beginner and advanced courses, inte-
grative courses, SUPyoga, SUPdogz and 
much more. Multiday tours can be arranged 
in the in-house camp
(www.camping-rursee.de).

Contact: SUPsafety
Seerandweg 26
52152 Rurberg
Phone +49 (0) 177 33 11 401 
info@supsafety.de
www.supsafety.de

Stand Up Paddling
With SUPsafety on the Rursee

SUPcourses all year round, supsafety.de
SUPcamp April-October, camping-rursee.de
Specials are listed on the respective 
website.

Our tip:

The sunshine beach at Eschauel with its 
southern flair, lies on the banks of the Rur-
talsperre (Rur Valley Dam). Against a fascina-
ting backdrop stretches a luxuriant sandy 
beach beckoning you to sunbathe and take a 
dip in the midst of nature. For years, the 
excellent water quality has been certified by 
the German Environment Ministry, and the 
DLRG (German Life Saving Association) moni-
tors bathing activities at weekends as well as 
in the summer holidays. We have a great new 
beach volleyball court and you can also go 
stand up paddle boarding with us. We offer 
courses for beginners, guided excursions and 
paddling under the full moon.
Whether in the lounge of the Eifel Beach 
Club or on the sun terrace, we invite you to 
linger a while. In addition to the fresh and 
varied menu, we offer a broad choice of 
drinks, including coffee specialities and cock-
tails – indeed, everything your heart desires! 
During the high season, there’s a diverse 
programme of activities and events in a uni-
que atmosphere, promising an authentic 
beach experience.

Contact: BEACH CLUB EIFEL
Magdalena Meller
Eschaueler Weg 99 · 52385 Nideggen-Schmidt
Phone +49 (0) 2474/997 85 74
info@beachclubeifel.de 
www.beachclubeifel.de 

Beach Club Eifel
Eschauel’s Sunshine Beach 

Bathing season from mid-May to mid-
September 10.00 a.m. to 19.00 p.m.
Please find further information on the 
Eifel Beach Club homepage

Opening hours:
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The bathing place at the lake Eiserbachsee 
in Rurberg provides for bathing fun for 
young and old. The facility offers sun lovers 
many protected sunbathing places. Those 
who prefer it shady will also easily find their 
suitable place. The highlight is the open-air 
pool, the water of which is protected by the 
bathing guests. Small guests will be happily 
playing in the flat water pool. A beach volley 
ball field, a barbeque hut, the kiosk and 
Lupo’s Bistro complete the range. 

The natural open-air pool lake Eiserbach-
see has been certified for the 5th time in 
succession for its excellent water quality. 
The bathing place at the Rursee Centre Rur-
berg is open all year round. Entrance to the 
lido is free. Adequate parking is provided 
(subject to charge).

Whether in the beautifully designed bistro 
or on the sun terrace, the Lupos Team – in 
which, by the way, people with and without 
handicap work together – invites you to lin-
ger. Besides a fresh and varied bistro cuisi-
ne, Lupos offers bistro cocktails and coffee 
specialities – what more can a heart can 
desire! Holidays virtually on the doorstep.

Contact: 
Lupos Bistro am Badesee
Seeufer 5 · 52152 Simmerath-Rurberg
Phone +49 (0) 2473 / 5849664 oder 
Phone +49 (0) 2473 / 9272782 
www.onkel-lupo.de

Natural open-air bath Rurberg
Enormous bathing fun with sandy 
beach for young and old sun lovers

When the summer sun smiles down, mer-
maids of all sizes need pure and fresh water 
to enjoy. The family lido goes without any 
chlorine since the year 2006 – the water is 
cleaned microbiologically. Since years, the 
quality of the water achieves best values. 
The natural outdoor bath ensures untrou-
bled fun splash. 
Splashing for the kids, training rounds for 
non-swimmers, sportsmanship for experien-
ced swimmers – the Einruhr natural outdoor 
bath meets any wish. The lawn offers space 
for recreation in the sun and a kiosk with a 
terrace is the right place for refreshment or 
a snack. A summer day can be nowhere more 
relaxing than in the Einruhr natural outdoor 
bath!  

Einruhr Natural Outdoor Bath
Bathing fun for all in the family, 
season starts in June, depending on 
weather conditions. Information under 
Phone: +49 (0)2485 / 912929.

Natural outdoor bath Einruhr
Swimming in harmony with nature
and a unique panoramic view

Bathing fun for all in the family, season starts 
in June, depending on weather conditions. 
Information under 02485 or 912929.
Opening hours: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Day tickets for adults 3.00  7
Day tickets for children from 3-15 yrs 2.00 7 
10 % group rate from 10 persons up. 
Discount. Free admission for children up to 
15 years of age on their birthday. 

Einruhr Natural Outdoor Bath
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In the middle of the Eifel National Park, 
surrounded by unique natural scenery and 
unspoilt nature: the conditions for a per-
fect holiday experience can hardly be bette-
red than those on lake Rursee.

Cycling around the lake over 27 kilometres 
through the unique landscape, and with the 
lapping water always at your side. The tour 
can be extended to 42 kilometres, if one 
includes the lakes of Obersee and Urftsee. 
Naturally the trip would be much easier on a 
Pedelec. These can be hired by the lake. Small 
tip: best to call ahead and reserve one.

It goes without saying that the lakes can also 
be explored in a wonderful way on a walk 
along the shore. 

A classic hike takes visitors across along the 
river Ufer. If you would like something more 
challenging, you could try the hike along the 
wooded heights where the water comes 
appears here and there between the trees and 
you can enjoy impressive views over the lakes. 

And if you want to cut your walk short, you 
can simply hop onto one of the Rursee boats 
to the next station on the lake and put your 
feet up in one of the restaurants and cafés. 

The lake resorts of Rurberg, Woffelsbach and 
Einruhr offer numerous possibilities for a 
relaxing break!

With so much water around, you can of course 
go for a dip, too. The Rurberg Rursee Centre 
attracts lots of people, especially on hot sum-
mer days. There you can relax on the large 
grass area or go for a refreshing swim in the 
lakeside resort. Families are particularly at 
home in Einruhr‘s nature adventure pool with 
its numerous attractions for children. And if 
you want to explore lake Rursee from the 
water, try your hand at stand-up paddling or 
simply hire a canoe.

It does not stop there: There is so much to 
discover at lake Rursee, especially for young 
people. Away from the big cities and the 
hustle and bustle of everyday life, you are 
surrounded by nature, fresh air, water, woods, 
adventure and relaxation, perfect for a trip 
with friends, youth groups and school clas-
ses. You can also sleep like a top in the new 
NabeDi youth village in the Bay of Woffels-
bach. Its wide range of activities makes for a 
great and memorable stay by the lake.

Contact details: Rursee-Touristik GmbH
in the National Park Gate Rurberg
Seeufer 3 · D-52152 Simmerath
Phone +49 (0) 24 73 / 93 77 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 24 73 / 93 77 - 20

Opening times: 
daily 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
info@rursee.de · www.rursee.de

In the Water and on Land
The Rursee is for everyone. And more.
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Experience Rursee proactively in a kayak or 
take it easy in an open canoe.

Boat hire:
n Open canoes, kayaks
n Pedal boats
n SUP

We offer customized programs for schools, 
clubs, corporate outings and team events:
n Guided canoe tours (in boats for 2-8 people)
n Raft building
n Archery
n GPS rallies
n Climbing in trees and the crags

Accommodation:
You can also stay overnight. You can 
choose from the following options
n Self-catering house for 60 people
n Log cabins for up to 48 people
n (Circus) wagon for up to 35 people
n Campsite for up to 150 people

Kontakt: 
NabeDi-Camp
Promenadenweg 5
52152 Simmerath-Woffelsbach
Phone +49 (0) 2473/93 78 400
info@naturbewegtdich.de
www.naturbewegtdich.de
utm: 32U 03150323  5611644

NabeDi-Camp 
Moved by nature – water and land 
adventures at Lake RurWasser
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Spontaneity is good, but taking a lot of leisu-
re gear with you isn’t. Joachim Schellberg’s 
cycle and canoe hire shop in Rurberg hires out 
e-bikes, touring bikes, children’s cycles and 
even sidecars/seats for the very youngest. The 
route goes up and down hills around the lake. 
It is a very varied tour covering 30 kilometres 
which can be halved by taking the Rursee 
boats out onto the water. On request, we can 
also provide you with our trailers, which can 
transport 16 bicycles, so you can get your 
wheels to a different starting location.
The water also attracts people who want to 
discover the lake in all its facets with 4-man 
canoes or versatile kayaks. The advantage: The 
canoes are unsinkable, and you can stow away 
your valuables so they don’t get wet, no matter 
what the challenge. Previous knowledge in the 
art of paddling is not required.
Fahrrad- und Kanuverleih 
Joachim Schellberg at Reifen Jansen
Auf dem Stein 19 · 52152 Simmerath
Phone: +49 (0)2473 / 29 57 
Mobile phone: 0151-15 63 90 44
Fax +49 (0)2473 - 3676
kanuverleih-rurberg@gmx.de

On water and land
Whether travelling by canoe or as a cycle 
tour: The Rursee lake is a paradise for sports 
fans and families eager to get moving

  For advance bookings 
call 0151 15 63 90 44. Rental prices for 
bikes: Trekking/touring bikes from 7 14/
day, children's bikes 7 8/day; E-bikes/
Pedelecs  7 25/day, 7 20/half day, moun-
tain bikes StVZO 7 25/day; SUP, kayak, sit 
on top kayak, 4-Canadian 7 30/half day, 
7 40/day; life jacket 7 1.50/day.

Canoe hire:
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The beautiful and varied landscape of North 
Eifel with its rolling hills, wooded lands 
alternating with meadows and vast open 
fields, streams bubbling through the val-
leys and flat landscape is enough to take 
every hiking enthusiast’s breath away. 
Whether you plan leisurely walks or go on 
challenging tours, the new Eifel-Circuits 
and Eifel-Trails offer the right hiking expe-
rience to suit everyone’s needs.

The Eifel-Trails
Embark on a unique journey of discovery 
along the specially designed high-quality 
theme-based circular hiking trails in North 
Eifel: the Eifel-Trails. Whether you go on 
the “Auf Tuchmachers Fährte” (On the Cloth 
Maker’s Trail), „Auf den Spuren der Raubrit-
ter” (On the Trail of the Crime-Lords) or 
„Durch die Toskana der Eifel” (Through the 
Tuscany of the Eifel), over a total of 18 
Eifel-Trails there is a lot for everyone to 
discover.

The Eifel-Circuits
A total of 94 Eifel-Circuits - the local circu-
lar hiking trails - offer a wide variety of 
possibilities for exploring North Eifel in 
your walking boots. Even before you start 
walking, you are spoilt for choice. There are 
different circuits to suit different abilities 
and tastes. You can choose from leisurely 

walks, shorter hikes, as well as challenging 
tours with some steeper hills to climb.
 
Completely and systematically signposted
The 94 Eifel-Circuits and 18 Eifel-Trails are 
designed as circular hiking trails to make it 
easy to plan your walks. Lots of the options 
even have a railway service or a Nordeifel 
train station for cyclists and hikers nearby. 
All the routes are mapped out for you and 
clearly signposted along the way. Arrows 
on the signs also point you in the right 
direction, making it almost impossible to 
get lost on the Eifel-Circuits and Eifel-
Trails.

Be inspired: 
www.eifelschleifen.de 
www.eifelspuren.de

Contact details and bookings: 
Nordeifel Tourismus GmbH 
Bahnhofstraße 13
53925 Kall
Phone +49 (0) 2441/99 457 0
Fax: + 49 (0) 2441/99 457 29
info(at)nordeifel-tourismus.de 
www.nordeifel-tourismus.de

Eifel-Circuits & Eifel-Trails
really.great.hikes! The new hiking world of North Eifel
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Sustainable Region of Discovery
Nordeifel. Close by but far enough away

Not far from the big cities in the Rhine-
land, you can immerse yourself in another 
world. In Nordeifel, you are surrounded by 
unspoilt nature, cultural treasures, an often 
sparkling starry sky and the purest air in 
Germany. Because the region is also thin-
king about the future, it earns the title of 
“sustainable”.

Director for a day or more
Write the script for your day trip or short 
break. Explore the wilderness of tomorrow 
along narrow paths in the Eifel National Park 
or relax under palm trees on a sunny day. It 
takes a brave person to go tandem skydi-
ving… or maybe you are the more leisurely 
type who prefers to go shopping in pretty 
surroundings in Bad Münstereifel.

Go on a journey through time 
A rich past filled with stories about the 
Romans, the Middle Ages and the era of 
industrialisation in this small area. It may be 
hard to believe, but we can travel through 
time here. In addition to well-known places 
such as the Steinfeld Monastery, Satzvey 
Castle, the historic castle town of Kronen-
burg or Vogelsang IP, you will be pleasantly 
surprised by the unknown treasures and 
cultural gems we have.

Just do it 
In the Eifel National Park, rangers can tell 
you amazing stories, and hikers know that 
Nordeifel has even more to offer thanks to 

the brand-new trails „EifelSchleifen & Eifel-
Spuren“ or the classics such as Eifelsteig, 
AhrSteig and Römerkanal-Wanderweg.

Pedal-power instead of horsepower 
Cycling in Nordeifel is not as strenuous as 
you may think. If you like to take things 
easy, you can tootle along one of our river 
bike trails or go along the moat castle route. 
The more ambitious cyclists among you may 
wish to master the Eifel-Höhen route or the 
MTB network of paths: „Freifahrt Eifel“.

Fun for the family
Pack up your parents and come to Nordeifel! 
And even better, bring some friend, too, 
because there is so much to discover here - 
in all seasons and all weather.

Holiday Advice & Booking Office
Nordeifel Tourismus GmbH 
Bahnhofstraße 13, 53925 Kall
Phone +49 (0) 2441. 99457-0
info@nordeifel-tourismus.de 
www.nordeifel-tourismus.de 
www.facebook.com/NordeifelTourismus 
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Circular walks and themed trails in the city of 
Schleiden are teeming with nature just waiting 
to be discovered on foot. As with the premium 
Eifelsteig trail, which crosses the city and its 
surrounding area in two stages, the entire 
network of paths is completely signposted pro-
viding signs for both directions and destinati-
ons. Each signpost site has a name, which is 
referenced in the hiking map. This allows wal-
kers to orient themselves perfectly. Each circu-
lar walk and theme trail has its own trail 
emblem (tour badge), which, as with the 
directional system for the cycle routes, is 
attached to the bottom of the signposts that 
provide directions.
The silhouette of two hikers is a uniform image 
for all hiking trails that marks the distance 
between signposts that are quite a way from 
each other. This signage system makes it pos-
sible to plot out individual tours, so walkers 
don’t have to stick just to the round trips that 
are signposted.
 

The pioneering 

hiking guidance system in the city of Schlei-
den has grown: Since autumn 2018, three 
signposted „Vital Tours” have ben added to 
the hiking and health tourism offer in the 
Kneipp spa town of Gemünd.
Tour 1 easy circuit (blue)
Length: 3.5 km, Difficulty: Easy, Walking time: 
Approximately 1 hour, Climb: 51 m 
Tour 2 moderate circuit (red) 
Length: 7.8 km, Difficulty: Moderate, Walking 
time: Approximately 2 hours Climb: 166 m 
Tour 3 difficult circuit (black)
Length: 11.4 km, Difficulty: Hard, Walking 
time: Approximately 3 hours, Climb: 179 m 
All routes start at the National Park Tor 
Gemünd, the routes are colourcoded on the 
signposts and marked along the circuit. At 
the beginning the tours run in parallel; they 
then split into the three different levels of 
difficulty. All the paths are are measured 
based according to scientific sports methods 
and under climatically burdened aspects. 
The trails can be used for Nordic Walking, as 
well as for walking, hiking or jogging. The 
trails vary in length and have different cli-
matic factors. They offer ideal conditions for 
beginners and experienced hikers. 
Info: Tourist Information in the 
National Park Tor Gemünd Kurhausstraße 6
53937 Schleiden, Phone +49 (0) 2444-2011 
www.natuerlich-eifel.de

Hiking pleasure in Schleiden
Perfectly signposted network of paths in Schleiden and in 

the Kneipp resort town of Gemünd

  You can obtain the brochure 
with all 18 circular tour tips free of charge 
at the Nationalpark-Tor in Gemünd. You can 
download the GPS data for all tours from 
the Wandertourenplaner at 
www.natuerlich-eifel.de 

Ourt Tip:
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Wildnis-Trail

    The standard package: „Wilderness Trail“ with 4 days of hiking and 3 
nights incl. breakfast offered by certified National Park hosts and includes in addition a 
National Park hiking map, hiking guide (book), hiking pass, wilderness trail pin and cer-
tificate of completion ... More information about the booking is available here: 
www.wildnis-trail.de

Our tip:

– enjoy a 4-day walk through the Eifel National Park

Treat yourself to a four-day break. The Wil-
derness Trail takes you in four clear stages 
across the National Park. Recharge your bat-
teries amongst beautiful and wild scenery.

Take a leisurely hike through blooming mea-
dows of narcissuses and mysterious pine 
forests, along rivers and lakes, and allow the 
vast grasslands and the rustling leaves of 
the forest to inspire you.

Your first overnight stay is spent in the idyl-
lic village of Einruhr. Visit the hiker’s resting 
station at the National Park information 
point to recover from your hike by the crack-
ling log fire or refresh yourself with the cool 
spring water. 

Marvel during the second stage at the Urft-
see walled dam, the oldest and largest 
walled dam in the region. Afterwards you 
will have the chance to discover the history 
of charming Vogelsang. The third stage 
leads you through the Kermeter forest with 
the largest beech wood stock in the National 
Park.

Take a break in the Mariawald Trappist 
monastery and taste their famous pea 
soup, so you are strengthened for the last 
few meters. Through the gnarled oak forest 
of Hetzingen to the fourth stage which 
leads to the National Park’s Zerkall Infor-
mation Point.

From there you can easily take the Rurtal 
Valley train to Heimbach. On request, the 
Trail Express in Heimbach will bring you 
back to your starting point at Monschau-
Höfen.

Curious? The calm and the openness of the 
national park is just waiting for you. We are 
happy to take over the organization for 
your hiking tour.

Contact: Monschau Region Tourism
Monschauer Land Touristik e.V.
Seeufer 3
52152 Simmerath-Rurberg
Phone +49 (0) 2473 - 93770
Fax: +49 (0) 24 73 - 93 77 20
info@eifel-tipp.de · www.eifel-tipp.de
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The red sandstone route starts at the Kreu-
zau train station, leaves the local area and 
passes through the Ruraue up to Üdingen 
where the trail gradually climbs upwards. On 
the Mausaue, hikers can pause to take in the 
impressive panorama of the Obermaubach 
reservoir. The route continues to wind its 
way on mainly natural paths over the Euge-
nienstein and above the Rather Felsen (rok-
ky cliff) until it reaches Hindenburg Gate 
and the Christinenley group of rocks. This is 
where the motto of the Eifelstieg trail comes 
to life: „Where rock and water accompany 
you“. At the end of your hike, you will reach 
the old town of Nideggen. 

From the market square in Nideggen, the 
red sandstone route initially runs below the 
castle, then it continues along the Effels 
cliffs and through the Kühlenbusch to Aben-
den. Between Abenden and Hausen, it skirts 
along the edge of the National Park Eifel for 
the first time and in the last 5 kilometres 
until Heimbach, hikers only pass Hausener 
Busch. This is however reached in no time and 
the smallest town in North Rhine-Westphalia 
boasts some fantastic dining facilities.

From Heimbach, the route continues to 
climb through the National Park up to the 
„Schwarzen Kreuz“ (black cross) on the Ker-
meter and the „Wilden Weg“, it then 
descends from there to the Urft dam, and 
finally meets up with the Eifelsteig trail 
after just over40 km.

Between Kreuzau and Heimbach the route is 
„accompanied“ by the Rurtal railway. This is 
the perfect opportunity for hikers to go rail-
way hiking: You can start and end your indi-
vidual hike at one of 11 stops or break up 
the tour with a short train ride to get to 
your next stop on the red sandstone route.

Book your hiking tour now on 
the red sandstone route
n 2 nights including breakfast with
 climate-friendly hosts
n Eifel Guest Tickets for free use
 of the public transport services
n 2 packed lunches
n Rursee boat trip - from
n 145 EUR per person, in a double room

Contact: 
Rureifel-Tourismus e.V.
An der Laag 4
52396 Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) 2446/805790
info@rureifel-tourismus.de
www.rureifel-tourismus.de

Red Sandstone Route
40 km between the Rur and the rocky cliffs
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The area around Huertgen Forest has opened 
up to reveal its dramatic military past: bun-
kers, tank traps, traces of munitions, cemete-
ries for the fallen. The Konejung Foundation: 
Culture has worked through this part of our 
history and brought it back to life. The Kall 
Trail, the Heinrich-Böll Trail and the Heming-
way Trail join four other themed circuits to 
create the „Historical Literary Trail“: a multi 
media journey over 40 kilometres long. Histo-
ric film recordings and photos, cards com-
ments and interviews give additional infor-
mation on the fights, their background and 
literary description. 

Time Travel Eifel project
Applying historical knowledge for the purpo-
ses of tourism. There are personal history 
guides for visitors (who can be booked) who 
can provide facts and background knowledge 
rather than just keywords, so they are able to 
clarify myths when you go on tour with them. 
Where you decide to go with them, which 
topics you want to focus on, and what media 
you use is decided on a completely individual 
basis. Every guide provides his/her know-
ledge with a personal approach. This makes 

the experience rich in its diversity as, for 
example, history is seen in motion or histori-
cal clues are linked with impressive natural 
surroundings. 

Each of the guides connects her/his know-
ledge with a personal approach. The result is 
a multifaceted offer, at which e.g. history 
meets movement or historical investigation is 
connected with impressive nature experi-
ences. Look for something that meets your 
preferences and interests. Contact the Rurei-
fel or directly one of the guides, in order to 
discuss your wishes.

Contact: Rureifel-Tourismus e.V.
An der Laag 4 · 52396 Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) 2446/805790
info@rureifel-tourismus.de 
www.rureifel-tourismus.de

On the trail of history in the Huertgen Forest

 … on the “historic literary hiking trail” is obtained at a price of 3.00 EUR in 
the Tourist-Infos. On request the set is delivered by mail for 5.00 EUR.

Our tip:

Historial Literarary Trail
– Time Travel Eifel
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Soak in the diverse mountain landscape with 
all its treasures on the hiking trails around 
Nettersheim in beautiful Eifel region. Here 
you can walk in the footsteps of the Romans 
in the Archaeological Landscape Park, expe-
rience 20 exciting stations on the Dandelion 
Adventure Trail, listen to the anecdotes of 
an Insider in our Homeland Hikes and much 
more.
The lush flora and fauna changing with the 
seasons, the fresh springs, streams and 
forests offer peace and variety at the same 
time. Get away from the hustle and bustle of 
everyday life with every step you take. The 
Eifelsteig, Römerkanalwanderweg, Jakobs-
weg, Eifeler Quellen- and Eifeler Herbpfad 
and other themed trails lead through our 
revitalising countryside.

We offer hiking experiences for the 
mind, body and soul. You can also 
book individual tours.

Find inspiration for exactly what you 
are after:
Nature Centre Eifel
Urftstraße 2-4
53947 Nettersheim
Phone +49 (0) 2486/1246 
naturzentrum@nettersheim.de
www.naturzentrum-eifel.de
Opening times:
Mon – Fri  9 am to 6 pm
g (Nov- April 9 am to 4 pm)
Sat – Sun 10 am to 6 pm
 (Nov - April 10 am to 4 pm)
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Where mammoths and reindeer once 
sought refuge, where the water flowed 
through the air, there, at the foot of the 
Eifel is Mechernich, a modern town with a 
fascinating history, on the outskirts of the 
Eifel National Park.

The Neanderthals once lived in the Kakus 
Caves in Dreimühlen. The caves and win-
ding paths, the legends and stories about 
the giant Kakus make for a very special 
experience - for young and old alike. Tours, 
events and treats in the café are also inclu-
ded in the programme.

In the „Roman road experience room“ the 
Roman trunk road from Cologne to Marseil-
le is brought to life. Explore the „Agrippa-
straße“ in Mechernich on a designated cyc-
le path. The Romans also left visible traces 
in the construction of a water supply line 
to Cologne. There are numerous relics wai-
ting to be discovered in Mechernich on the 
Roman canal trail.

Contact details:
Stadt Mechernich · Bergstr. 1
53894 Mechernich
Phone +49 (0) 2443 49-4322 oder 4320
Fax +49 (0)2443 49-5322
touristik@mechernich.de
www.mechernich-eifel.de

From the Neanderthals,
from Celts and Romans
The Roman canal footpath and 
„Agrippastraße“
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The municipality of Kreuzau is nestled in the 
idyllic Rur meadow landscape on the nort-
hern edge of the Eifel nature experience 
region, where the Eifel stretches out to the 
north, plunges into the Düren – Jülich plain 
and both natural areas connect and intert-
wine with each other.

The hilly low mountain range landscape of 
the Eifel that starts here, crossing over to 
the flat plains, the vast areas of forest, mea-
dow valleys and the starkly carved Rurtal 
valley along with the Obermaubach reservoir 
offer a unique landscape. Because of the 
diversity and the variety of this exciting and 
ecologically precious natural landscape, the 
municipality of Kreuzau is regarded as popu-
lar recreation destination.
The municipality of Kreuzau is a very active 
town, with a good infrastructure, that is full 
of life in all aspects, from just living and 
working there to the active and peaceful 
opportunities for relaxation.

From among the various leisure activities on 
offer, the walks and hikes in particular pro-
mise rewarding experiences in nature and 
relaxation on every route. The Rurtal railway 
line Düren - Heimbach offers the perfect 
framework for railway walks, and can also be 
used as a link to the Eifel National Park or to 
shorten several hiking routes or be used for 
the return journey.

Visit the central site of Kreuzau as a starting 
point for the main trails of the Eifelverein 
(4) Josef-Schramm-Weg and (5) Willi-bror-
dusweg, as well as the Eifelsteig partner 
trail, the  „Buntsandstein-Route“.

On many great hiking trails, such as for 
example the theme trails „Water experience 
trail“ (62), „Panorama trail west“ (72), the 
„Rocky passage“ (07), as well as on local 
loop trails, you will encounter numerous 
attractions such as historic monuments, 
castles and mill ponds.
The Eifel views „Hemgenberg“-Winden, 
„Schafsbenden“-Bogheim and „Waldkapelle 
Obermaubach“ as well as the viewpoint 
„Engelsblick“ can all be reach on several 
signposted hiking routes. They offer impres-
sive views stretching far beyond the munici-
pal borders and compel you to stop and take 
a break. The Rur-Ufer bicycle trail runs in the 
valley alongside the Rurtal railway.

Obermaubach is a recreational and tourist 
destination with its magical setting by a 
drinking water reservoir, the highest fish 
pass in North Rhine-Westphalia and a water 
bird breeding area. Because of its idyllic 
location and the varied hiking area around 
the reservoir and in the high Mausaueler 
Waldund areas, Obermaubach represents a 
highly frequented and popular day trip 
destination.

A world of hiking 
and adventure Kreuzau

- Visit our popular recreation destinations -
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Convivial and hospitable hosts will tempt 
you with specialties and culinary delights 
from the Eifel region. Quiet and scenically 
located properties are available every 
season for accommodation during your stay.

Other activities include bicycle touring, 
mountain biking, paragliding, canoeing, 
horse riding, fishing and climbing the near-
by rocks of the Rurtal valley. Families with 
children can choose from a variety of boat 
trips, forest playgrounds and the forest and 
water nature trails. The monte-mare sports 
centre and swimming pool in the central 
town of Kreuzau rounds off the activities on 
offer.

A very special highlight for those in search 
of rest and relaxation is the Drover Heide 
nature reserve (European bird sanctuary), 
which is of national importance as a habitat 
for rare and endangered plants and animals. 
The beauty of this landscape can be seen 
whilst walking on the designated paths that 
are 2.2 km (barrier-free way with viewpoint) 
to 14.1 km long.

In the midst of the Drover Heide, an archaeo-
logical hiking trail, the „Drover mountain 
tunnel trail“, which starts at the source „Hel-
je Pötz“, guides you to traces of a technical 
masterpiece of Roman architectural enginee-
ring. Guided hikes in the municipal area are 
offered each season. Numerous events on 
nature and culture are held as well as local 
and village festivals. Find out more on our 
website: www.kreuzau.de
You are always welcome in the 
town of Kreuzau!

Contact details:
Municipality of Kreuzau
Bahnhofstraße 7
52372 Kreuzau
Phone +49 (0) 2422 - 507348
www.kreuzau.de

Rureifel-Tourismus e.V.
An der Laag 4
52396 Heimbach
Phone +49 (0) )2446 - 80579-0
www.rureifel-tourismus.de

A unique scenario is created in the idyllic 
meadow valleys of the upper Olef Valley at 
the end of March until the beginning of May. 
Millions of the wild „yellow daffodil“ stretch 
their heads towards the sun and turn the 
meadows in the area of the Nature Park North 
Eifel into yellow carpets of flowers. The 
heralds of spring are difficult to distinguish 
from their garden sisters, the Easter daffo-
dils; wild daffodils are only a bit smaller.
Along the sign-posted circular hiking routes 
you can explore the floral magic on your own 
initiative or with well-informed guides. Star-
ting point always is the parking place “Holle-
rather Knie” near Hellenthal-Hollerath at the 
B265.
Every two years the municipality in cooperati-
on with the Nature Park North Eifel and the 
NRW foundation takes the blooming of the 
daffodil as an occasion to celebrate the daf-
fodil festival.

Tourist-Information and 
National Park Information 
Office Hellenthal 
Rathausstraße 2 · 53940 Hellenthal
Phone +49 (0) 2482 - 85 115 
Fax +49 (0)2482 - 85 114
tourismus@hellenthal.de 
www.hellenthal.de

The yellow carpet of flowers in the 
Nature Park North Eifel

Blooming daffodils

 
Dates of guided hiking tours are found under 
www.hellenthal.de. On the 23.04.2017  the 
daffodil festival will start at „Hollerather 
Knie“

Dates of guided hiking tours
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Experience the Ahr valley in a different way!

Sun. 21th of June
Between 10:00 a.m. and 06:00 p.m.
On that Sunday a very special pleasure from 
the source of the Ahr in Blankenheim to Alte-
nahr is offered for all cycling enthusiasts by 
the Tour de Ahrtal. 
Not least through the car-free section bet-
ween Blankenheim and Dümpelfeld you can 
experience the Ahrtal in a completely diffe-
rent way. Varied action points along the way 
offer catering as well as a varied programme 
for young and old. Those who like sports com-
petitions have the opportunity to take part in 
the mountain time trial “Col de Lonn“ from 
Ahrbrück to Lind. There is something for eve-
ryone. From short family trips up to about an 
80 km long tour, if you cycle to the Rhine 
estuary at Sinzig. This way or another: This 
day is a very special experience!

Cycling pleasure without borders 
between NRW, RLP and Belgium

Sun. 9th of August
Between 10:00 a.m. and 06:00 p.m.

From year to year more and more cyclists 
take part in this day of action! On the 
approx. 40 km track between Jünkerath and 
Büllingen there are many attractions on 
numerous points of action. 

The cycling track convinces with its plain 
routing, as it runs on a former railway track. 
Therefore, it is especially suitable for fami-
lies and cyclists can enjoy nature along the 
route without much effort.

Maybe you like a refreshing bath in the Kro-
nenburg Lake or you are lucky and see water 
buffalos or alpacas. One thing is for sure: 
this day is a perfect day in many respects!

Bicycle action days
Besides numerous bicycle routes the bicycle-friendly 

district of Euskirchen offers two attractive cycling events

       www.tour-de-ahrtal.de 
 www.grenzenlos-kyllradweg.de 
                        Cycling tracks in the district: www.radrouten-kreis-euskirchen.de
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The East Belgian network of hiking trails is 
1,370 kilometres long. Intersecting between 
the Eifel and the Ardennes, it runs through a 
landscape that is enough to take any hiker’s 
breath away: hills and valleys, forests, magi-
cal lakes and river landscapes, and in the 
middle of it all, the Hohe Venn, one of the 
last moorlands in Europe.

Around 5,000 signs have been put up along 
the 900-kilometre network of trails in the 
southern districts of eastern Belgium. Hikers 
can find their way around based on a system 
of junction points. It’s like hiking by num-
bers, making it really difficult to get lost.

In addition to the simplified directions, the 
new signage system offers another decisive 
advantage. 

Instead of being restricted by predefined 
hiking trails, it allows for more individual 
planning so you can create a route or round 
trip that suits you in terms of length and 
difficulty.

Visit go.ost-belgien.eu to download the 
digital route planner „Go Ostbelgien“ - your 
practical tool for planning your own routes. 

It contains the entire junction system of 
eastern Belgium and is regularly updated. 
In combination with the corresponding app, 
you can send the routes you created to your 
mobile phone, so you can use them as an 
offline map when you’re out and about.

The installation of a further 3,000 signs in 
the northern districts is to begin in the 
spring of 2020.

If you don‘t want to plan your own routes, the 
publication 
“Genusstouren – 
Am Wasser ent-
lang, im Wald und 
Panoramen” 
(Pleasure Routes 
– Along the 
Water, in the 
Forest and Pan-
oramas) provi-
des selection of 
the most beauti-
ful hikes in the 
region.

Hiking in Eastern Belgium - 
Easier Than Ever Now

“Genusstouren – 
Am Wasser ent-
lang, im Wald und 
Panoramen” 
(Pleasure Routes 
– Along the 
Water, in the 
Forest and Pan-
oramas) provi-
des selection of 
the most beauti-
ful hikes in the 
region.

Further information:
East Belgium Tourism Agency | Hauptstraße 54 | B-4780 St. Vith
T. +32 80 22 76 64 | info@ostbelgien.eu | www.ostbelgien.eu

You can now discover eastern Belgium
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www.erlebnis-region.de

GästeCard
Adventure Region Eifel National Park – environmentally 

friendly & holidays without traffic jam

Welcome in the Adventure 
Region Eifel National Park!
This wonderful region comprises of Mon-
schauer Land (City Region Aachen), Nort-
hern Eifel (district Euskirchen) and Rureifel 
(district Düren) and it offers a great number 
of special nature and cultural experiences. 

With the GästeCard Adventure Region Eifel 
National Park you cannot only go on a free 
and environmentally friendly adventure trip 
by means of public transport (ÖPNV), you are 
also granted a discount or additional perfor-
mances at participating sights and leisure 
time facilities.

GästeCard Adventure Region 
Eifel National Park 
As a guest, participating overnight accom-
modations provide you with the free Gäste-
Card for the duration of your stay. Within 
the adventure region and the whole area of 
the Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Sieg (VRS) and 
the Aachener Verkehrsverbund (AVV) you can 
make free use of busses and trains. 

At early booking you will get your ticket 
already before your stay so that you can use it 
for your arrival in the VRS and AW-area, e.g. 
with the local trains of the Deutsche Bahn 
from Cologne. Besides the ÖPNV-ticket, you 
save hard cash with the GästeCard by reduced 
entrance fees at the participating excursion 
destinations. 

Which hosts provide the GästeCard? An 
overview of the participating overnight 
accommodations is found under www.erleb-
nis-region.de.
What kind of discount is granted by 
which partners? 
The participating sights and leisure time 
facilities are listed with their offered reduc-
tion or their additional performances under 
www.erlebnis-region.de.

Advantages of the GästeCard at a glance
n Environmentally friendly, economical jour-
ney into your holidays without traffic jams
n Free arrival and all drives with busses & 
trains in the Aachener Verkehrsverbund (AVV) 
and Verkehrsverbund Rhein-Sieg (VRS)
n Free drive with the ÖPNV during your holi-
day in the Adventure Region Eifel National 
Park, e.g. to the National Park Gates, cycling 
& hiking tracks, sights, leisure time faci-
lities...
n Free use of busses & trains for drives 
to Aachen, Bonn, Düren, Euskirchen and 
Cologne
n Attractive reductions and additional per-
formances in numerous sights and leisure 
time facilities.
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*laut Umfrage des Wandermagazins, haben sich 53% der über 16.000 Wanderfreunde für den Eifelsteig als 
„Deutschlands schönsten Wanderweg 2015 (Kategorie Routen) ausgesprochen.

Gefördert vom:

Eifel-Trekking
Tents completely surrounded by nature – 

a unique experience in NRW

Trekking - This involves hiking with a back-
pack and camping on your own in the middle 
of nowhere. It sounds like an adventure and 
that’s exactly what it is. For the first time in 
North Rhine-Westphalia this very special way 
of experiencing nature is now possible in the 
Hohes Venn - Eifel Nature Park and in the 
Eifel National Park. 

A nature-hiker can, legally, pitch their tent 
right in the middle of nature. Each of these 
campsites has a composting toilet and a flat 
tent platform for one to two tents. All the 
sites can only be accessed on foot via the 
hiking trails. You are on your own so you must 
be prepared and bring your own food. The 
ingredients for a perfect trekking tour.

All the sites are only accessible by foot via 
the hiking trails, so you are on your own and 
you must bring your own food with you. Eve-
rything that makes a trekking tour special.

And this is how it works:
The camping site you want to visit can be 
booked on www.trekking-eifel.de for 10,00 
euros per tent per night. The confirmation 

of the booking contains the GPS coordinates 
and a detailed description of how to get to 
the site. Then you just have to pack your 
rucksack and you are set to go. Tips for what 
to take, tour suggestions and the user code 
can be found on the website. Nordeifel Tou-
rismus GmbH will also be glad to help if you 
have any questions: Tel. 02441 994570.

What can the trekker expect?
Forests, magnificent views over a beauti-
ful low mountain range landscape, evenings 
on his/her own surrounded by nature and 
an excellent hiking infrastructure. Whether 
you’re planning a long trekking tour on the 
weekend, or just a short hike after work 
with an overnight stay in the open air, all 
of the sites are well connected to the „most 
beautiful trail in Germany“*, the Eifelsteig, 
and they offer endless opportunities for indi-
vidually tailoring an unforgettable trekking 
tour. Until 2020 eleven additional trekking 
sites around the Eifel National Park are plan-
ned and under construction. 

Welcome to Eifel!
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The Vennbahn Cycle Route between Aachen 
and Troisvierges in the North of Luxem-
bourg - crossing the unique high moor 
“Hohes Venn - with its 125 kilometres 
belongs to the longest railway embank-
ment bike tracks in Europe. It is virtually 
symbolic for a piece of Europe where the 
pulse of developments of the continent 
have always been particularly noticeable; 
originally a connection between coal mine 
districts in the North and steelworks in the 
South, then artery in the conflict zone of 
two World Wars, after that fallen into obli-
vion and today one of “Europe’s new green 
routes”, which has filled the cross-border 
region with new life.

The Vennbahn knows many stories! Experi-
ence a special kind of border-land flair, 
after conventional borders have fallen and 
cultural variety can be experienced in a 
small territory without barriers. 

The Vennbahn is a special connection:
n It connects two three-country-points: 

that of the Netherlands, Belgium and Ger-
many in the North and that of Belgium, 
Germany and Luxembourg in the South;
n It is embedded between the respectively 
highest hills of three countries: the hills 
Vaalserberg (the Netherlands), Signal de 
Botrange (Belgium) and Kneiff (Luxem-
bourg);
n it had already been awarded several 
times and this years it has been graded by 
the ADFC as quality cycling track with 4 
stars.
n Free Tour-Apps of the Vennbahn (Apple 
Store/ Google Play Store) and Städteregion 
Aachen (Google Play Store, search word: 
Städteregion)
n Stops on the Rurufer cycle trail: Eifelhö-
henroute, Kyll-Radweg, Eifel-Ardennenrad-
weg

For further information about on the 
different legs of the journey, services, 
accommodation and transfers, please visit: 
www.vennbahn.eu

Vennbahn Cycle Route
. . . One of Europe’s longest 

converted railway embankment bike tracks

Tourismusagentur Ostbelgien
Hauptstraße 54
B- 4780 ST.VITH
Tel. +32 (0)80 22 76 64
info@eastbelgium.com

Monschau-Touristik GmbH
Stadtstr. 16
D- 52156 Monschau
Tel.+49 (0) 2472 8048 0
touristik@monschau.de
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From the river’s source in the Hohe Venn in 
Belgium to the estuary in Roermond in the 
Netherlands, the Rur cycle path leads cyclists 
through 180 kilometres of everchanging 
countryside, historic town centres tucked 
away and heavenly scenery. 
Starting at the „Signal de Botrange“ observa-
tion point, the highest point in Belgium, 
cyclists make their way through woodlands to 
the old cloth-making town of Monschau. And 
the river Rur is always running alongside 
them, as Einruhr in the Eifel lake district and 
the Eifel National Park stretch out in front of 
them. This bike-friendly trail weaves its way 
through the unique landscapes of the Jülich 
Börde and Indeland, onto the last stage 
through Heinsberger Land into the Nether-
lands.

In addition to the natural highlights, there 
is still much more to discover along the route, 
such as picturesque villages in the vast 
Rurauen and exciting museums in Heinsber-
ger Land. Enjoy the finesse and panache of 
the Old Town in Monschau and experience the 
change of landscape in Indeland. Fortresses, 
castles and colourful sandstone rocks make 
for interesting stops along the way between 
Heimbach and Jülich.

The ADFC-certified cycle path, which has 
already been awarded three stars, is currently 
being extended and made more attractive so 
as to offer cyclists an even more unique 
cycling experience in the future. The new and 

improved RurUfer cycle path will be ready for 
use at the end of summer 2020. 

In addition to the fascinating natural lands-
cape, visitors can also expect to find exciting 
interactive stations and hear interesting sto-
ries along the cycle path, turning their 
cycling trip in west into a unique adventure 
through the ages.  You can listen to the sto-
ries of witnesses from the past and present as 
they talk about changes in both the natural 
and cultural landscapes along the river.

Note: Due to the expansion work, there will 
be temporary restrictions and some construc-
tion work on the RurUfer cycle path in 2020. 
Diversions are signposted. Up-to-date infor-
mation can be found at
https://www.rurufer-radweg.de 

Contact:
Rureifel-Tourismus e.V.
Phone +49 (0) 2446/80579-0
info@rureifel-tourismus.de

Cycle Trail along the Rur
Three countries – one river
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Located in the tri-border region in close 
proximity to the Netherlands and Belgium, 
the urban region of Aachen exhibits a spe-
cial originality as the westernmost tip of 
Germany. Immerse yourself in the exciting 
mix of impressive landmarks such as the old 
mining sites, picturesque lakes and wild 
romantic fens. And let yourself be enchan-
ted by the charm of the old Imperial City of 
Aachen with its UNESCO world cultural 
heritage site: Aachen Cathedral. Numerous 
cycling and hiking trails offer fantastic 
opportunities to discover the diversity of 
this urban region on foot or by bike.

In the urban-regional cycling and hiking 
route planner (www. staedteregion-aachen/
route planner) visitors will find plenty of 
information on the most beautiful cycling 
and hiking routes in the urban region of 
Aachen. Maps, sights, levels of difficulty, 
tips on where to arrive and depart for the 
respective routes can be easily found and 
put together as a PDF and printed out at 
home. For those of you who use navigation 
devices, there are GPX files available as a 
download for each route.

The cycling and hiking route planner is sup-
plemented with the Tour app for the urban 
region of Aachen, that describes the infor-
mation above for the routes is also available 
and can be displayed in a topographical map 
where you can zoom in and out. 

Like a tour guide the App navigates you 
through the region and informs on sights 
and catering options along the track. All the 
tours and maps can be easily stored offline 
so you do not have to rely on a mobile pho-
ne network on the tour.

You can install the app for free on Apple 
iPhones, Apple iPads and smart phones with 
an „Android“ operating system. To do this, 
open your iTunes App Store or the Google 
Play Store on your smart phone and simply 
search for „Städte-Region Aachen“.

Contact: 
StädteRegion Aachen
Zollernstraße 10
52070 Aachen
Phone: +49 (0)241/5198 2177
Fax: +49 (0)241/5198 82177
fahrrad@staedteregion-aachen.de
www.staedteregion-aachen.de 

 iOS ..................      Android ............

Planning fun leisure time
Cycling, hiking and enjoying nature. Discover the
many facets the urban Aachen region has to offer.
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www.freifahrt-eifel.de

Freifahrt Eifel guarantees riding pleasure 
on 20 mountainbike round courses in the 
Rur and North Eifel. The Eifel offers the big-
gest landscape variety of all German low 
mountain ranges: lakes, small stream val-
leys, steep slopes with bizarre mountain 
formations, moors, barren lime soil mea-
dows and again and again magnificent views 
– into valleys, fertile plains or the Rhine 
valley – invite you to make extended tours. 
Tracks on a total area of more than 500 kilo-
metres offer three difficulty levels varying 
in altitude metres to be overcome and diffe-
rent track conditions. Besides the sporting 
aspect, the Eifel offers culinary delicacies, 
peaceful villages and historic highlights on 
the roadside.

Detailed maps on each track with many 
additional information, e.g. on sights, 
restaurants and rest points, parking places 
near the track, ÖPNV-offers and overnight 
accommodations, are digitally available on 
our Internet page for download or printing 
out. Also in the tourist information points 
corresponding print products and detailed 
information on the holiday region Eifel are 
at your disposal.

Discover the idyllic landscape of the Eifel 
region on your next mountain bike tour!
Enjoy the beautiful views, countless sights 
and exciting milestones. You are most wel-
come to visit our Hürtgenwald mountain 
bike park near Simonskall. For more infor-
mation, please visit www.frei¬fahrt-eifel.de 
or www.mtb-park-huertgen¬wald.de

Freifahrt Eifel
More than 500 km mountainbike

route network



Eifeltimes

Holen Sie sich Ihr eigenes Exemplar! 

Viel Spaß beim Lesen und Entdecken wünscht ihr Eifeltimes Team.

Kontakt: Katrin Möllers  
Projektleitung / Mediaberaterin

Hans-Georg-Weiss-Straße 7 
52156 Monschau

Telefon 02472 982 269
Telefax: 02472 982-77-269

kmoellers@weiss-verlag.de

Neben dem 
Freizeitführer des 

Nationalpark Eifel, geben 
wir in Zusammenarbeit mit den 

touristischen Arbeitsgemeinschaf-
ten der Erlebnisregion Nationalpark 

Eifel, auch die Gästezeitung Eifeltimes 
heraus. Durch die dreisprachige Über-
setzung (niederländisch, englisch und 
französisch) ist sie für jeden Urlauber 

die perfekte Informationsquelle. Sie 
erhalten die Eifeltimes kostenlos 
bei allen Tourist-Infos, National-

park-Toren und Nationalpark-Info-
punkten, Inserenten, vielen 

Hotels, Gastronomie-
betrieben etc.

Projektleitung / Mediaberaterin
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wir in Zusammenarbeit mit den 

touristischen Arbeitsgemeinschaf-
ten der Erlebnisregion Nationalpark 

Eifel, auch die Gästezeitung Eifeltimes 
heraus. Durch die dreisprachige Über-
setzung (niederländisch, englisch und 
französisch) ist sie für jeden Urlauber 

die perfekte Informationsquelle. Sie 
erhalten die Eifeltimes kostenlos 
bei allen Tourist-Infos, National-

park-Toren und Nationalpark-Info-
punkten, Inserenten, vielen 

Hotels, Gastronomie-
betrieben etc.



sparkasse.de/allemgewachsen

Gemeinschaft kommt nicht 
von allein. Gemeinschaft 
kommt von schaffen. Darum 
unterstützen wir Sportler, 
Künstler, Unternehmer vor 
Ort und all die anderen, die 
sich für andere stark machen.

Gemeinsam 
allem gewachsen.




